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1 9 8 7'88 ANNUAL REPORT
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Dear Alumni and Friends,
Through this annual report we invite you to share aspects 
of the College’s life during the 1987-88 academic year.
It is difficult in a few pages to convey the spirit of an entire 
year. But we hope the highlights that are provided will give 
you some sense of the vitality we have experienced in all 
areas of campus life.
Whether we talk about particular expertise and 
achievements, or special learning opportunities beyond the 
classroom, what happens at the College continues the ser­
vice and commitment that have characterized Otterbein for 
decades. Each year is a process of taking the best from the 
past and using it as a foundation to build for the future.
To assure that Otterbein moves ahead in the strongest 
way, the board of trustees last spring authorized a strategic 
planning process called “Otterbein 2000.” During the com­
ing months the trustees and the campus community will ex­
amine many dimensions of the College to guarantee Otter- 
bein’s future as an institution of quality higher education.
This effort will include consultations with many alumni 
and friends so Otterbein can benefit from your experience 
and from your aspirations and dreams for the College.
As we look to the future we recognize the gratitude owed 
to all who have supported the College faithfully with their 
gifts. Your contributions make it possible for students to 
learn and expand their abilities in a challenging and 
stimulating environment.
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OVERVIEW
An institution is only as strong as its people. Many 
faculty, staff, students, alumni and friends have distinguish­
ed themselves as leaders and individuals of merit. The 
1987-88 Annual Report highlights many of the accom­
plishments that typify Otterbein’s year-round commitment 
to excellence.
One important dimension is the enrichment provided 
by noted persons from the worlds of academia, business, 
science and the arts who visited the campus. These in­
dividuals shared their perspectives and imbued students 
with a wealth of experience from beyond the classroom.
The College contributes to the community-at-large in 
many avenues of outreach. Through events on campus 
and the varied activities of faculty and administrators, the 
Otterbein name represents quality service and commitment 
to a host of community, state and national organizations.
A special pleasure comes from the recognition many Ot­
terbein students and faculty receive for their expertise and 
accomplishments. Their attainments bring honor to the 
College, as does the success and service of alumni and 
friends whom Otterbein recognizes during the year.
All who consider themselves part of the Otterbein com­
munity help cause the spotlight to shine on the College’s 
progress. As people and programs attract attention, Otter­
bein advances into the future with a solid sense of 
achievement.
Much of what is accomplished at Otterbein results from 
the generous and continued support provided by thousands 
of voluntary gifts each year. The 4,266 gifts contributed 
from July 1, 1987, to June 30, 1988, exceeded $2.3 million. 
Additional future gift commitments made through estate 
plans and capital pledges totaled more than $900,000.
Specific sources and purposes of this support are provided 
on page 12. These voluntary contributions are essential to 
Otterbein’s current operation. Equally important, the future 
of Otterbein as an institution of quality and distinction 
depends upon the commitment demonstrated by all who 
are named in the 1987-88 Honor Roll.
Through the Honor Roil of Donors, Otterbein 










fessor and lecturer Dr. 
Leonard I. Sweet served as 
speaker for Otterbein s 
June 12 commencement
exercise. At the noon 
ceremony held at the Rike 
Center, more than 280 
students received degrees, 
and Dr. Sweet was confer­
red with an honorary Doc­
tor of Divinity degree.
As he spoke to the 
graduating seniors on 
“What is ‘Higher’ in 
Higher Education?” Dr. 
Sweet encouraged them to 
experience human ex­
istence fully as he imparted 
his four indispensable, 
philosophical tenets to 
making a life—you can’t 
steer a parked car; you 
can’t drive forward 
without a rear view mirror; 
you can’t pass in the slow 
lane; and you can’t run on 
empty.” He told the gradu­
ates that, “My remarks 
are based on the premise 
that the highest ‘higher’ 
education teaches to form 
simple sentences in 
the language of life.”
. I C H M E N T
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM




tivities were expanded 
from a week to a month at 
Otterbein in 1988, allow­
ing for an increase and 
diversification of events 
aimed at helping students 
discover career goals. Titl­
ed “1988: The Olympic 
Year for Your Career- 
Dream . . . Plan . . . 
Triumph,” February was 
filled with opportunities 
for students to explore 
careers by attending 
workshops and special lec­
tures, meeting with 
members of the business 
community and par­
ticipating in mock inter­
view sessions.
LS. Festival Focuses 
on the Media
Special speakers and 
events were plentiful on 
campus during the week of 
April 17 to focus on “The 
Mass Media,” the topic of 
this year’s Integrative 
Studies Festival. The 
annual festival, many 
events of which are open 
to the public, seeks to in­
crease the interconnec­
tions of the college’s core 
liberal arts program while 
providing informative 
perspectives. Keynote 
speaker was Visiting 
Woodrow Wilson Fellow 
Robert F. Levey, columnist 
with The Washington Post. 
Levey, who visited classes 
and met informally with 
students all during festival 
week, began the week of 
activities with his address 
on “The Media in the Year 
2000.” This year’s LS. 
Festival was conducted 
with the generous support 
of State Savings Bank.
Famous Accompanist/ 
Coach is OC Guest 
Artist and Teaches 
Master Class
In addition to serving as 
guest artist for the Col­
lege’s 1988 Opera Theatre 
production, “A Gala Eve­
ning of Opera” on Feb. 25 
and 27, well-known ac­
companist/coach John 
Wustman taught a master 
class at Otterbein. Mr. 
Wustman, who is opera 
great Luciano Pavarotti’s 
regular accompanist, work­
ed with selected singers 
and accompanists from 
central Ohio collegiate 
music programs and with 
representatives of the 
Opera Columbus 
Associate Artist program.
International Week Increases Awareness
During February, a week 
of entertaining activities 
helped Otterbein students 
become more aware of the 
International Studies pro­
gram and international 
issues. In addition to hear­
ing authorities speak on 
international concerns 
throughout the week, 
events included a mini 
Japanese lesson and tea 
ceremony, a selection of 
foreign films and a food 
sampling party of interna­
tional taste treats.
The art of pinata-making was one of the many cultural activities planned during 
February’s International Week.
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Writers Series Brings 






ment, brought three noted, 
award-winning poets to 
campus last year for student 
enrichment. Giving readings 
in the historic Philomathean 
Room in Towers Hall were 
poets Amy Clampitt, Jim 
Wayne Miller and 
James Perkins.
Science 2000 Explores the Ultimate Frontier
Campus Observes 
Martin Luther King 
Week
The College observance 
of Martin Luther King 
Week Jan. 15-21 provided 
opportunity to learn of 
and reflect on the memory 
and achievements of the 
late civil rights activist. 
“Where Do We Go From 
Here” focused toward the 
future by offering a week of 
special lectures, chapel ser­
vices, film presentations 
and broadcasting King s 
speeches on WOBN. A 
convocation featuring the 
Rev. Dr. Charles Booth of 
Mt. Olivet Baptist Church 
in Columbus was held on 
Jan. 18 in Cowan Hall.
Celebrity Vocalist 
Visits Campus
Mamie Nixon, who sang 
the female lead in some of 
America’s most famous 
musicals, spoke to Otter- 
bein music students at a 
vocal seminar on Nov. 3. 
Ms. Nixon, who was in 
central Ohio to star in 
“Taking My Turn” at a 
Columbus theatre, 
answered questions con­
cerning her career and 
played some of her more 
famous dubbing 
ventures—such as her 
assignments singing for 
Deborah Kerr in “The 
King and I,” Natalie Wood 
in “West Side Story” and 
Audrey Hepburn in “My 
Fair Lady.”
The College’s Science 2000 event this year revolved 
around one of the most fascinating, relevant and mysterious 
topics in the world of science today—the human mind.
“The 3-Pound Universe,” open to members of the public, 
provided the campus community with an intensive look at 
one of science’s most interesting subjects. An impressive 
group of seminar leaders—Richard Teresi of OMNI science 
magazine; psychiatrist and neurologist Dr. Richard Restak 
whose best seller The Brain was the basis for the recent PBS 
TV series; Dr. Jerre Levy, an authority on field brain studies 
involving hemispheric interplay; and noted Stanford sleep 
researcher Stephen LaBerge—led the March 29-30 event 
along with a host of other respected presenters. This second 
in the series of Science 2000 events presented by Otterbein 
was funded by the Westinghouse Educational Foundation 
and St. Ann’s Hospital in Westerville.
College Observes Bicentennial
The campus community shared in an informative, 
patriotic and moving convocation on Sept. 17 as it 
celebrated the 200th anniversary of the signing of the U.S. 
Constitution. The event highlighted keynote speaker, noted 
historian Dr. John R. Howe Jr. ’57 of the University of Min­
nesota. Dr. Howe, son of former Otterbein president the late 
Dr. John R. Howe Sr., offered insightful historical perspec­
tives during his talk on “The Constitution, the Founders 
and the Doctrine of Original Intent.”
Chilean Novelist 
Speaks in Cowan
Exiled Chilean novelist 
Ariel Dorfman brought an 
enriching international 
perspective when he lec­
tured on “Finding a Way 
Home: Exile Seen from a 
Latin-American Perspec­
tive” to members of the 
campus community and 
general public Feb. 18 in 
Cowan Hall. Currently af­
filiated with Duke Univer­
sity as a visiting professor, 
Mr. Dorfman is the author 
of the critically acclaimed 
“Widows.” His appearance 
at Otterbein was the focal 
point of a campuswide em­
phasis on Latin American 
literature and culture dur­
ing the 1987'88 academic 
year.
Novelist/poet Ariel Dorfman 
challenged Otterbein audiences 




QUALITY SERVICE AND COMMITMENT
Campus Hosts 
College Fair
Nearly 5,000 students 
and their parents attended 
the Columbus Suburban 
College Fair held Oct. 20 
on the Otterbein Campus. 
1988 marked the third 
consecutive year OC 
hosted the successful event 
sponsored by nine area 
high schools. Represented 
at the fair were 190 institu­
tions of higher learning.
DeVore Paving 
the Way
As president of the Ohio 
College Association, Presi­
dent DeVore last fall 
introduced to the Ohio 
Board of Regents a col­
laborative program of 
Ohio’s public and private 
two-year and four-year 
institutions of higher 
education called “Paving 
the Way in Ohio.” The 
program will provide to 
junior high and middle 
school parents information 
about the kinds of college 
opportunities available in 
Ohio, the academic pre­
paration recommended, 
financial assistance 
available and the need to 
begin planning for college 
early. The program’s intent 
is to reach out to families 
who do not perceive a col­
lege education to be a 
viable option for their 
children, providing the 
information and en­
couragement to assure 











students from the central 
Ohio area for the 27th 
Annual Otterbein-Battelle 
Science Fair on April 14 
and 15. The two-day event, 
coordinated by Otterbein 
professor of life science Dr. 
George Phinney, was held 
at the Rike Center. The 
first and second place prize 
winners went on to compete 
in the 39th International 
Science Engineering Fair in 




Otterbein extended a 
welcome to 450 students 
and their teachers from 
more than 30 Ohio high 
schools when they came to 
campus April 27 to par­
ticipate in the Otterbein 
College English Festival.
The annual event, which 
supports and rewards the 
reading and writing efforts 
of the students, is designed 
to encourage wider reading 
experience and strengthen 
ability to write coherently 
and creatively. The day’s 
various workshops and 
activities concluded with 
an awards ceremony dur­
ing which students are 
recognized for their 
achievements. Dr. James 
Bailey, chairman of the 
English department, is the 
event’s coordinator.
Visitation Days Bring 
1,200 to Campus
Last year the College 
hosted approximately 
1,200 prospective student 
and parent visitors on four 
separate Admission-spon­
sored campus visitation 
days during the school 
year. These special days 
were: 1) High School Day 
on Oct. 3, a general open 
house for high school 
seniors and their parents;
2) Minority Student Visit 
Day on Nov. 18 for local 
minority high school 
students recommended by 
their guidance counselors;
3) Academic Interest Day 
on March 12 geared 
toward accepted students 






for Juniors on 























The Ohio Capital Con­
ference (OCC) Academic 
League held a high school 
leadership conference in 
October at Otterbein. 
Approximately 350 high 
school students and 
advisers from 16 high 
schools in the Columbus 
area attended and 20 Col­
lege leaders assisted as 







munities were invited to 
Otterbein’s Battelle Fine 
Arts Center March 2 to 
learn more about “Honda 
and Ohio” from Mr. 
Schoichiro Irimajiri, presi­
dent of Honda of America 
Manufacturing Inc. Mr. 
Irimajiri’s lecture was 
attended by members of 
the Otterbein community 
and members of the 
Westerville, Worthington 
and Dublin Chambers of 
Commerce. The event, 
sponsored by OC and the 
chamber offices, was coor­
dinated by director of con­
tinuing education John 
Kengla.
T R E A
Riding Program Aids Handicapped
Otterbein’s department of equine science hosted a unique 
program this past summer for developmentally delayed and 
multihandicapped children. “Hippotherapy” (hippo being 
Latin for horse) is a process designed, through horseback 
riding, to stimulate normal postural control and increase and 
improve strength balance and reflexes. Two Franklin 
County therapists and equine science department chair­
person Dr. Maria Calderone guided the pilot program.
Participants in the hippotherapy program included Andrew Hinton, son of 
Otterbein assistant professor of math Dr. John Hinton.
Parents Return 
to Classroom
Otterbein parents had 
an opportunity to become 
more familiar with campus 
life and get acquainted 
with faculty members dur­
ing the annual Parents Day 
program on Feb. 27. 
Highlighting the day’s 
activities was a return to 
the classroom for a discus­
sion on topics of current 
interest. Following the 
class sessions, a luncheon 
was held in the Campus 
Center with entertain­
ment provided by the Jazz- 
Lab Band and parents 
were welcomed to attend 
an evening performance of 
the Otterbein Dance 
Company or a dinner 
theatre including a pro­





tion continues to flourish 
and grow. Sixty Otterbein 
juniors and 35 alumni 
members of the business 
community met for the 
fourth annual Cardinal 
Network Luncheon May 
20 in the Campus Center. 
At the annual event, co­
sponsored by the Career 
Development Center and 
the Office of Alumni Rela­
tions, the professionals 
informally shared business 
savvy and strategies for 
success with the students.
C H
Area High School 
Students Compete in 
Journalism Festival 
at OC
Students from more 
than 20 central Ohio high 
schools converged on the 
campus April 16 for the 
34th annual High School 
Press Club (HSPC) Work­
shop. The competitive 
event, which aims to foster 
creativity and quality in 
student writing, is spon­
sored by the College 
through a grant from the 
Edgar W. Ingram Founda­
tion. The HSPC, run by a 
board of high school 
teacher advisers, is a 
30-year tradition in central 
Ohio. Dr. James Gorman, 
assistant professor of 
English at Otterbein, is 
executive director of the 
HSPC and serves as coor­
dinator of the journalism 
festival.
Rike Hosts Field Trip 
for Youngsters
Two of Columbus’ alter­
native elementary schools 
that emphasize physical 
education were invited to 
the College’s Rike Center 
sports and recreation facili­
ty for a half-day field trip. 
Dr. Joanne Tyler coor­
dinated a host of activities 
for the children who con­
cluded their visit with a 
sack lunch.




Two Trustees Receive 
Honorary Degrees
Thomas R. Bromeley ’51 
of Bradford, Pa., and Peter 
F. Frenzer of Worthington 
were granted honorary 
degrees at the College’s 
June 12 commencement 
exercise.
Mr. Bromeley, who 
received an honorary Doc­
tor of Science in Business 
Administration, is a 
publisher, manufacturer, 
financier and Otterbein 
trustee.
Executive vice president, 
investments, with Nation­
wide Insurance Companies 
and Affiliates, Mr. Frenzer 
continues a 25-year rela­
tionship between Otter­
bein and Nationwide 
Insurance Companies. A 
member of Otterbein’s 
board of trustees, he was 
granted an honorary 




Recent graduate Lisa 
Collins of Zanesville was 
awarded a National 
Science Foundation 
Graduate fellowship in 
chemistry—the most com­
petitive, prestigious 
fellowship awarded for 
graduate work in a science. 
Ms. Collins was the first 
Otterbein student to 
receive the fellowship 
which covers tuition, fees 
and provides a stipend in 
support of her graduate 
studies in analytic 
chemistry at The Ohio 
State University.
National Merit 
Scholarship Goes to 
OC Senior
Johnstown native Patti 
Crew ’88 was awarded a 
$1,000 Harness Horse 
Youth Foundation Merit 
Scholarship, the top 
monetary recognition of 
the nationally competitive 
award. Crew, who majored 
in equine science and 
minored in both business 
and English, was one of 
two students in the U.S. to 
receive the $1,000 award.
OC VP Elected 
ZONTA Governor
Joanne VanSant, vice 
president for student af­
fairs, was elected governor 
for ZONTA District V (ex­
ecutive and professional 
women’s organization) for 
1988-90. She assumed of­
fice following the ZONTA 
international conference 
held last summer in 
Helsinki, Finland. Dean 
VanSant also served as 






Associate director of ad­
mission Jeanne Talley was 
recently elected as a 
delegate of the Ohio 
Association of College Ad­
mission Counselors 
(OACAC) in a statewide 
election. During her three- 
year term, Ms. Talley will 
represent the organization 




Dr. Chester Addington, 
recently retired chairman 
of the department of 
education, was honored in 
March by the Franklin 
County Teacher Educa­
tion Committee in 
recognition of his outstan­
ding leadership and service 
to teacher education in 
Ohio.
Professor Serves on 
National Panel
Professor of chemistry 
Dr. Jerry Jenkins served as 
a member of the National 
Research Council’s (NRC) 
Minority Graduate 
Fellowship Evaluation 
Panel in Chemistry and 
Earth Sciences last winter. 
At the request of the Na­
tional Science Foundation, 
the NRC panels met in 
Washington, DC. to 
evaluate the applications 
for the NSF Minority 
Graduate Fellowships. Dr. 
Jenkins also was invited to 
serve as a member of the 
council again next year.
Restoration Efforts Recognized
An elegant silver bronze and crystal chandelier calls attention to hand' 
painted ceiling details in the restored Philomathean Room.
Dr. Jeanne Willis, chairman of the life science department, 
and the late professor emeritus of history Dr. Harold Han­
cock, were selected as recipients of an Ohio Historic Preser­
vation Merit Award for organizing the restoration of the 
Philomathean Room (once the meeting room of the campus 
literary society) in Towers Hall. Drs. Willis and Hancock 
headed the restoration committee which began its work in 
1982. The awards were presented during the Ohio Historical 
Society’s Members’ Day program held Sept. 26 at the Ohio 
Historical Center.
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Graduate Wins 
Regents Fellowship
1988 graduating senior 
Carol Svensson of Upper 
Arlington was named reci­
pient of the Regents 
Graduate/Professional 
Fellowship by the Ohio 
Board of Regents. The 
two-year award, based on 
academic achievement, 
will contribute $3,500 each 
year toward her graduate 
studies. Ms. Svensson, past 
president of the senior 
honor society Teleiotes, is 
enrolled as a medical stu­
dent at The Ohio State 
University.
1987^88 Speech & 
Debate Team Takes 
Many Honors
The Otterbein Speech 
and Debate Team brought 
the College a great deal of 
recognition during the last 
academic year. The squad 
won a total of 92 awards 
and was ranked 13th in the 
nation for colleges with 
enrollments under 5,000. 
Freshman Diane Schleppi 
was Ohio state champion 
at both the Ohio Forensics 
Association State Novice 
and State Varsity Tour­
naments in Communica­
tion Analysis—and placed 
seventh nationally in her 














in the state 













J. Patrick Lewis, pro­
fessor in the department of 
business and economics at 
Otterbein, recently 
published a children s 
book that earned rave 
reviews from the New York 
Times. The Tsar & the 
Amazing Cow, a fairy tale, 
“deserves to become a 
classic,” the review reported.
7/fv Tsarc^the Amazini] Ciw
Professor Honored 
by Alums, Friends
The longtime teaching 
career of Dr. Albert E. 
Lovejoy was honored by 
alumni and friends in the 
spring with the establish­
ment of the Albert E.Love- 
joy Endowed Prize in 
Sociology. The award is to 
be given to a sociology ma­
jor of at least sophomore 
status who demonstrates a 
high level of commitment 
to public and community 
leadership, a strong global 
perspective and solid 
academic standing. Just 
prior to his recent retire­
ment from Otterbein, Dr. 
Lovejoy, as chairman of 
the department of 
sociology and psychology, 
handed out the very first 
award in his name to stu­
dent Mary Beth Snapp at 
the Academic Honors 
Convocation on campus.
Eight Honored at 
Alumni Weekend
Persons honored at the 
College’s Alumni Weekend 
June 10-12 included: Ed­
win “Dubbs” Roush ’47 of 
Westerville, Distinguished 
Alumnus Award; former 
college theatre department 
chairman Dr. Charles W. 
Dodrill of Westerville, 
Distinguished Service 
Award; and Waldo Keck 
’28 of Medina, Dr. James 
E. Walter ’29 of Demorest, 
Ga., and Robert E.
Holmes ’35 of Idyllwild, 
Cal. — all Special Achieve­
ment Awards. Honorary 
Alumni Awards went to 
recently retired vice presi­
dent for business affairs 
Woodrow Macke, recently 
retired chairman of the 
department of education 
Dr. Chester Addington 
and longtime college sup­





ment chairman Dr. Charles 
W. Dodrill was selected by 
the executive committee of 
the American College 
Theatre Festival (ACTF) to 
receive the John F. Kennedy 
Center Medallion for his 
outstanding contributions 
to the ACTF. Only one 
medallion is awarded in 
Region Ill-East (Indiana, 
Michigan and Ohio) and 
is presented annually to a 
person who has made 
extraordinary contributions 
to the teaching and produc­
ing of theatre. The Award 
of Excellence was presented 
at the Regional Festival at 
Indiana University at 
South Bend on Jan. 8.
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personnel—Dr. Maria S. 
Calderone, A.J. Coyle, 
Molly Trittipo and Nancy 
Rhynard—organized the 
“Parade of Breeds” for “A 
Celebration of the Horse,” 
the 1988 fundraising ex­
travaganza for the Central 
Ohio Lung Association on 
June 11 at Beulah Park in 
Grove City. Otter Trotters, 
Otterbein’s Intercollegiate 
Equestrian Team, also have 
been in the spotlight this 
year as second place Hunt 
Seat Team in region VIII. 
Two team members, junior 
Carol Johnson and senior 
Julie Nally, were able to 
compete in the national 
competition held in 
Laurenburg, N.C.
Women’s soccer was added as a 
varsity sport in 1987.
Five-time all-America long distance 
runner Tom Schnurr took three all- 
America titles at national meets in 
1987-88, finishing fourth in the 
outdoor 10,000, fifth in the indoor 
5,000 and tenth in cross country.
OC on
“Heart of Ohio”
In the fall, Otterbein was 
in the limelight during a 
half-hour segment on 
Channel lO’s “Heart of 
Ohio.” The program taped 
a variety of campus 
activities—peeking into 
classrooms, visiting a 
theatre rehearsal, dropping 
in at the library, campus 
TV studio and radio sta­
tions and talking with 
various out-and-about 
students. Campus flavor 
also was accented live from 
the Campus Center dining 
hall when students were 
interviewed for commen­
tary on Otterbein’s 
national ranking in the 
U.S. News & World Report 
survey of the best colleges 
in America.
Otterbein Ranked 
Among Top 10 
in Nation
A special October 
education issue of 
U.S.News & World Report 
ranked Otterbein eighth in 
the nation among the best 
smaller comprehensive col­
leges in America according 
to a survey of college 
presidents. Presidents were 
asked to take into con­
sideration cohesiveness of 
curriculum, quality of 
teaching, relationship 
between faculty and 
students and the atmos­
phere of learning fostered 
by the campus. Otterbein 
was cited for its “emphasis 
on critical analysis as an 
integral part of its four-year 
integrated study of human 
nature.”
OC President Rates 
Cover oiBusiness First 
Magazine
President C. Brent 
DeVore appeared on the 
cover of Business First 
Magazine’s Feb. 8 issue.
The cover story was entitled 
“Can Small Independent 
Colleges Survive?” The 
article, which explored the 
plans and safeguards small 
colleges have taken to 
maintain stability as the 
number of high school 
students decrease, cited 




valuable church support 






The Otterbein College 
department of nursing 
received its charter as the 
Kappa Lambda Chapter of 
Sigma Theta Tau Interna­
tional Nursing Honor 
Society in an April 28 
ceremony on campus. Dr. 
Doris Edwards, dean of 
Capital University’s School 
of Nursing, presented the 
charter to Dr. Judy Strayer, 
chairperson of Otterbein’s 
department of nursing, 
and Otterbein president 
C. Brent DAL)re. The mentor 
chapter is the Epsilon 
Chapter of The Ohio State 
University College of Nursing.
Mortar Board Chapter 
Started on Campus
Teleiotes, the senior 
men’s and women’s honor 
society, became affiliated 
with Mortar Board in a 
May 8 installation 
ceremony on campus. 
Mortar Board is a national 
network of honor societies 
committed to scholarship, 
leadership and service. 
Founded in 1918, Mortar 
Board includes approx­
imately 200 chapters in 
colleges across the nation, 
each with the autonomy to 
determine its own imple­
mentation of goals and 
resolutions set forth by 
delegates to the national 
conference.
Right hander Kyle Ramey led the 
Ohio Athletic Conference with a 
perfect 7-0 record and a 2.09 earned
The Otterbein Center for the Arts offers outstanding 
cultural opportunities for students, faculty and the community 
year ’round. Through a continuum of theatre productions, 
musical events Artist Series offerings and visual arts exhibi­
tions, a variety of stimulating activities permeates the Otter­
bein campus.
Last year the theatre continued to receive critical acclaim (for 
such productions as ‘A Chorus Line” above, co-produced by 
the department of music), broke attendance records and in­
creased subscription sales by 12 percent. The music depart­
ment’s extensive contribution to arts at Otterbein included 
more than 30 events such as band and choir concerts, faculty 
and ensemble recitals and performances by Opus Zero (show 
choir) and the Jazz-Lab band. In its diverse line-up of offerings, 
the Artist Series brought seven evenings of professional enter­
tainment to campus last year and also achieved record 
subscription sales. Art exhibits were planned throughout the 
academic year at Battelle Fine Arts Center featuring the works 
of professionals, students and alumni along with an exhibit of 
the College’s African art collection and a display of vintage 
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Includes all alumni, parents and 
friends who gave $5,000 or 
more to Otterbein from July 1,
1987 through June 30, 1988.
Mrs Jo'Anne Moreland Ball 
Mr & Mrs Jerry C Butcher 
Dr & Mrs George H Dunlap 
Mr Wilbur R Franklin 
Mr &L Mrs Ernest G Fritsche 
Dr &. Mrs Elmer N Funkhouser Jr 
Mr Alan R Goff 
Ms Terry L Goodman 
Dr &. Mrs Virgil O Hinton 
Dr <Sc Mrs Raymond L Jennings 
Dr &c Mrs Douglas R Knight 
Dr &. Mrs William E LeMay 
Mr &. Mrs E P Levering 
Mr Byron K O’Bear 
Mr &. Mrs Victor G Ritter 
Mr &. Mrs Charles W Roberts 
Dr &c Mrs Edwin L Roush 
Mr &. Mrs Frank E Samuel 
Mrs Fannie L Shafer 
Mrs Zelma S Shaffer 
Mr & Mrs Kimball W Shields 
Mrs Elsie B Short 
Dr Mary B Thomas 
Miss Judith E Whitney 
Mr Franklin M Young
Towers Club
Includes all alumni, parents and 
friends who gave between 
$2,500 and $4,999 to Otterbein 
from July 1, 1987 through June 
30, 1988.
Dr (Sl Mrs Harold L Boda
Dr &. Mrs Francis P Bundy
Mr Mark F Coldiron
Dr Edith W Cole
Miss E Lois Coy
Mr &L Mrs Denton W Elliott
Ms Cynthia Fisher
DrJohnWGalbreath
Mr Lawrence E Green
Mr Wayne V Harsha
Mr Byron E Harter
Admiral Mrs G Chester Heffner
Mr Donald J Henry
Mr &L Mrs Stanton T Ickes
Mr (Sc Mrs John S Karsko
Dr Thomas R Martin
Mr Maury Newburger
Mrs Thelma Price
Mr (Sc Mrs Charles O Rail
Mrs Lucy H Raver
Mr (Sc Mrs Richard A Sanders
Mr (Sc Mrs Waid W Vance
Dr Joanne F VanSant
Mr C Y Woo
Rev &c Mrs Harry Zech
Mr Albert W Zepp
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
1847 Club
Includes all alumni, parents and 
friends who gave between 
$1,000 and $1,499 to Otterbein 
from July 1, 1987 through 
June 30, 1988.
Mr (Sc Mrs Robert Agler
Rev &c Mrs Morris E Allton
Dr (Sc Mrs Harold F Augspurger
Mr (Sc Mrs Dwight C Ballenger
Mr &c Mrs Vaughn Barnhard
Mrs Marian H Becker
Mr (Sc Mrs Willard Bivins Jr
Mr Laurence H Boor
Mr (Sc Mrs Daniel C Bowell
Mr Tom E Brady
Mr C Christopher Bright
Mrs Kathleen M Bright
Dr &. Mrs Robert B Bromeley
Mrs Avonna K Brooks
Mr &c Mrs William S Bungard
Dr &c Mrs William W Davis
Dr Marilyn E Day
Dr (Sc Mrs C Brent DeVore
Dr (Sc Mrs Charles W Dodrill
Dr &c Mrs Norman H Dohn
Mr Foster H Elliott
Dr (Sc Mrs Joseph W Eschbach
Dr Verda B Evans
Mr (Sc Mrs John E Fisher
Mr Russell E Garrett
Mr Ralph F Gibson
Mrs Rebecca R Groseclose
Mrs Anna M Haidet
Dr Charles W Harding
Ms Pamela L Hill
Lt Colonel William F Johns
Mrs Ruth M Johnson
Mrs Harry S Kemp
Mr John S Kennedy
Mr Fred Kull
Dr (Sc Mrs Michael G Leadbetter
Mrs Evangeline S Lee
Mr &c Mrs Howard H Longmire
Mr Yi T Low
Mr &c Mrs O E Mahler
Mr &c Mrs Anthony J Mangia Jr
Dr &c Mrs Daniel A Mariniello
Miss Jo Ann May
Mr Allan B McFarland
Mr R Fred McLaughlin
Dr Dorothy J McVay
Mr David R Merry
Mr &c Mrs Roy E Metz
Mrs Margaret P Miller
Mr Wilbur H Morrison
Mr Robert T Myers
Mr &c Mrs Marvin W Nevans
Mr Howard B Newton
The Honorable Alan E Norris
Mrs Florence H Norris
Mr Vernon L Pack
Mr &c Mrs Don C Patterson
Mr &c Mrs John D Pietila
Mr J Kenneth Potter
Mrs Janet S Ramsey
Mr & Mrs William A Rawlings Jr
Mr Charles D Redmond
Mr Eugene L Riblet
Mrs Kathleen D Roig
Dr Thurston H Ross
Mr Larry S Roush
Mr &c Mrs Bill Saltz
Mr C Eugene Schick
Dr Herbert G Seto
Mr &c Mrs Richard H Sherrick
Mr &c Mrs John R Shumaker
Mr Alan K Slack
Mr Herbert L Snapp
Mr Donald E Switzer
Mrs Ella B Tbedtman
Mr Kenneth L Ullom
Mrs H W Underhill
Dr (Sc Mrs Frank M Van Sickle
Mr (Sc Mrs Robert W Van Sickle
Ms Mary Vaughn
Mr Richard H Wagner
Mr 6>c Mrs Robert P Walcutt
SOURCES OF GIFTS
July 1,1987 to June 301,1988
Alumni $1,457,564
Parents 25,308








July 1,1987 to June 30,, 1988
Otterbein Fund $422,744






Mr Donald J Walter 
Dr (Sc Mrs James R Walter 
Mr Larry L Walton 
Mrs Evelyn S Ward 
Mr &c Mrs Richard L Whitehead 
Dr (Sc Mrs J Hutchison Williams 
Mr &c Mrs Daniel A Wilmoth 
Mr Perry F Wysong
Cardinal Club
Includes all alumni, parents and 
friends who gave between $500 
and $999 to Otterbein from July 
1, 1987 through June 30, 1988.
Dr &c Mrs Robert E Airhart
Dr &c Mrs Hugh D Allen
Mr Howard W Altman
Dr Sc Mrs Louis G Arnold
Mr (Sc Mrs M Thomas Augustus
Mr Joseph C Ayer
Mr &c Mrs Francis S Bailey
Dr Lyle T Barkhymer
Mr Sc Mrs Irvin J Bence
Colonel Henry V Bielstein
Mr John W Bielstein
Dr Beverly L Blakeley
Mrs True G Bower
Mr Kevin F Boyle
Dr Rachel Brant
Mr (Sc Mrs Richard H Bridgman
Mr Arthur E Brubaker
Mr John H Bullis
Mr David S Bumgarner
Mrs John S Burrell
Miss Florence Cellar
Mr &c Mrs Merritt H Clymer
Major John L Codella Jr
Mr &c Mrs William T Conard
Mr (Sc Mrs William A Cotton
Mrs Crystal B Coulter
Mr (Sc Mrs Edmund L Cox
Mr &c Mrs W Thomas Deever
Mr William E Downey
Mr Frank L Durr
Dr Harry L Eckels
Mr (Sc Mrs Daniel R Fallon
Mr Chester H Ferguson
Mr &c Mrs Armin Fleck
Dr (Sc Mrs Robert E Fogal
Mr (Sc Mrs Harry Fravert
Dr Peter F Frenzer
Mr (Sc Mrs William C Fritsche
Mrs Beulah W Fritz
Mr Carlton L Gee
Dr Ray W Gifford Jr
Mr Thomas L Graham
Mr John M Hard
Dr Frances K Harding
Mr (Sc Mrs James R Heinisch
Dr Michael S Herschler
Dr Chris Holzaepfel
Mr (Sc Mrs Lawrence C Hone
Mr (Sc Mrs Albert Horn
Mrs Curtis C Horning
Mr &c Mrs Mace A Ishida
Mr Gregory L Jewett
Mr (Sc Mrs Ronald W Jones
Mrs Marjorie W Kassner
Dr (Sc Mrs H Wendell King
Mr John E King
Mr (Sc Mrs Rolland D King
Mr J Robert Knight
Mr &c Mrs Franklin Landis
Mrs Barbara H Layman
Mr David E Lehman
Mrs Ernestine L Lenahan
Dr Harold V Lindquist
Mr (Sc Mrs Harold W Linker
Mr &c Mrs Oscar L Lord Jr
Mr &c Mrs Woodrow R Macke
Mr Paul B Maibach
Mr Robert L McCombs
Rev Charles C Messmer
Mr (Sc Mrs W Thomas Moore
Mr (Sc Mrs Thomas C Morrison
Mr 6>c Mrs Donald A Mullin
Ms Nevalyn F Nevil
Dr (Sc Mrs Fred H Norris
Mrs Thelma H Orr
Mrs Elizabeth W Oyler
Ms Roberta K Pavlov
Dr (Sc Mrs George J Phinney
Dr (Sc Mrs Robert D Place
Mr Darrel L Poling
Mr &c Mrs James T Purdie
Dr &c Mrs Gerald E Ridinger
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Emeriti 1920-1932. Row 1 (L-R): Lucy Hanna Raver ’30, Edith Moore Stebleton '27, Frances Slade Wurm '28, 
Marian Kiess Albright '30, Ruth Hayes McKnight '27, Mar\ B. Thomas '28, Hazel Dehnhoff Young '22.
Row 2: Dwight Euverard '28, Ethel Euverard '27, Elizabeth Shelley Steinmetz ’31, Franklin Young '26, Alice 
Schear Yohn '32, Lois Coy '24, Maxine Ebersole Coppess '31, Judith Whitney '27, Evangeline Spahr Lee '30.
Row 3: Franklin Puderbaugh '30, J. Parker Heck '30, Wayne V. Harsha '27, Helen Harsha Fichner '35, Paul 
Upson '26, John W. Bielstein '32, Waldo Keck '28, Rillmond Schear '20, Robert Myers '31.
Row 4: J. Robert Knight '28, Paul Hughes '31, Mwin Eberly '32, J. Ted Seaman '28, James Bright '28, Richard 






1,752,000 Government Grants and Contracts
1,633,000 Private Gifts and Grants










787,000 Operation and Maintenance of Plant






Transfers for Plant and Endowment
$19,236,000 Total Expenses
Mrs Gladys D Rosselot 
Mr (St. Mrs John E Rowland 
Mr (Sl Mrs Charles F Salt 
Mrs Ruth D Sanders 
Mr (St Mrs J Ronald Scharer 
Mr Albro Schatzer 
Dr Evan W Schear 
Mrs Rosanna T Scherer 
Mr Kenneth E Schmitt 
Mr Wolfgang R Schmitt
Mr (Sc Mrs K William Shiffler 
Mr &c Mrs John R Shively 
Miss Emily A Smith 
Mrs Mary B Smith 
Mr Judson O Snyder 
Mr Don E Steck 
Mr Fredric K Steck 
Mrs Sara K Steck 
Mrs Ethel P Streb 
Mrs Minerva R Thrush
Mrs Alice D Troop
Dr Sager If yon
Rev Sc Mrs Chester R Turner
Mrs Helen G VanCuren
Mr (Sc Mrs John C VanHeertum
Mr Vernon W Vogel
Mr (Sc Mrs George F Wadlington
Dr (Sc Mrs James E Walter
Mrs Judith H Ward
Mrs Mary O Warner
Mrs Virginia H Weaston
Mr &c Mrs John F Wells
Mr S Kim Wells
Mr &c Mrs Robert E Wilkinson
Ms Emily L Wilson
Dr &c Mrs John R Wilson
Mrs Sarah T Wisleder
Mrs Lois S Wocxd
Mr Robert E Woodruff
Mr Robert E Woods
Mr Donald E Zeigler
Mr (Sc Mrs Claude M Zimmerman
Century II Club
Includes all alumni, parents and 
friends who gave between $200 
and and $499 to Otterbein from 
July 1, 1987 through June 30, 
1988.
Mr David W Allaman 
Mrs Brenda D Andrews 
Miss B Geraldine Arnold 
Mr Vincent L Arnold 
Mr Frederick A Ashbaugh 
Dr Richard R Augspurger 
Mr David L Bach 
Mr &c Mrs John C Baker 
Mrs Evelyn E Bale 
Colonel (^ Mrs William F Bale 
Mr Robert O Barnes 
Ms Sarah M Barnes 
Dr &c Mrs Wayne E Barr 
Mr (Sc Mrs Tim H Barrett 
Dr (Sc Mrs Herbert E Bean 
Dr (Sc Mrs Carl M Becker 
Dr Floyd C Beelman 
Drs Alcuin And Ceci Bennett 
Dr Sandra W Bennett 
Mr Harper Bickett 
Dr (Sc Mrs George Biggs 
Mrs Marilyn G Birckbichler
Mr James E Black II
Mr Robert J Blinzley
Mrs Carole G Bcx:key
Mr &c Mrs Russell C Bolin
Mrs Caroline B Bor
Mr John W Bott
Mr Donald C Bowman
Mr Frederick E Brady
Mrs Ruth C Brady
Rev Troy R Brady
Mr Ralph D Brehm
Dr (Sc Mrs Louis H Bremer
Mr Bruce Brockett
Mr &c Mrs George S Brookes
Mrs Mildred B Brooks
Mrs Patricia S Buckingham
Dr &c Mrs W Kenneth Bunce
Miss Amy L Burkholder
Mr &c Mrs Charles D Burnham
Mrs Elizabeth B Burns
Mr (Sc Mrs Mike Burns
Colonel (Sc Mrs C Allen Burris Jr
Dr &c Mrs E Edwin Burtner
Mr Stan W Busic
Rev Robert G Callihan
Miss Susan L Canfield
Dr William Catalona
Mrs Lucile R Cavins
Mr (Sc Mrs Alex Chaney
Mr &c Mrs David M Cheek
Mrs Gladys R Cheek
Rev (Sc Mrs J Paul Ciampa
Mr (Sc Mrs Michael H Ctxrhran
Mr (Sc Mrs Thomas D Comery
Dr Leonard S Confar
Dr &c Mrs James H Conley
Miss Amy L Conrad
Mr (Sc Mrs Richard G Ccx)k
Mrs Maxine E Coppess
Mr (Sc Mrs Richard W Corrigan
Ms Deborah L Cramer
Mr Theodore W Croy
Mr John P Dale
Rev (Sc Mrs David C Davis
Mrs Mary A Day
Mr (Sc Mrs Michael L Dear
Dr (Sc Mrs Philip O Deever
Mrs Marjorie A Denham
Mr Kenneth P Detamore
Dr Charles K Dilgard
Dr Duane H Dillman
Mrs Shirlie D Drenten
Mr &c Mrs Michael E Ducey
Miss B Joan Durr
Dr William R Duteil
Rev Demi B Edwards
Mr &c Mrs Alfred W Elliott
Dr (Sc Mrs Dean C Elliott
Dr Stephen P Ellis
Miss Florence A Emert
Mr (Sc Mrs Charles G Ernst
Mr Melvyn G Evans
Mr (Sc Mrs William L Evans
Dr Mary A Everhart-McDonald
Mrs Carolyn F Fackler
Mr Kenneth M Falstick
Mr (Sc Mrs Karl B Farnlacher
Mr (Sc Mrs Curtis L Fellers
Mrs Rachel W Fetzer
Mr (Sc Mrs David W Fisher
Dr (Sc Mrs Edwin O Fisher Jr
Mr William C Fisher
Mrs Frances G Fitez
Mr (Sc Mrs Wendell L Foote
Miss Virginia A Ford
Mr John R Fowler
Rev Lewis S Frees
Rev Paul W Frees
Dr (Sc Mrs A Julian Gabriele
Mr (Sc Mrs William J Gabriele
Mr Robert A Gail
Lt Colonel Eugene L Gangl
Mrs Mildred F Garling
Ms Frances M Garver
Mrs Maxine B Gebbie
Dr (Sc Mrs Clifford E Gebhart
Dr R Thomas George
Mr (Sc Mrs Craig Gifford
Mr (Sc Mrs Kenneth R Gilson
Dr (Sc Mrs Keith E Girton
Mrs Margaret M Glover
D Colonel William S Gornall
Ms Janet D Granger
Mrs Barbara B Gray
Mr (Sc Mrs Arthur D Green
Mr Walter N Greene
Mr (Sc Mrs Jerry L Gribler
Mr (Sc Mrs Dan Guanciale
Mr Kenneth P Hanes
Mrs Belinda W Harding
Dr Daniel A Harris
Mrs Linda B Hartranft
Mr (Sc Mrs Earl C Hassenpflug
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Mr Abe Hatem
Mrs Marie F Hathaway
Mr Jay R Hedding
Mr Neil Hennon
Mr Mrs William E Heskett
Mr (St Mrs Allen E Hicks
Mrs Carolyn K Hill
Mrs Virginia Z Hill
Mr (St Mrs James D Hodgden
Mr (St Mrs David T Hoernemann
Mr Richard E Hofferbert
Dr (St Mrs Robert W Hohn
Dr Ursula Holtermann
Miss Thelma J Hcxik
Dr David A Horner
Ms Dee M Hoty
Mrs Cheryn A Houston
Mrs Katherine S Howard
Dr (St Mrs John R Howe
Mrs Beatrice D Hrapsky
Mr (St Mrs Richard Huddle
Mrs Dorothy R Huey
Mr Paul T Hughes
Mr J William Hunt
Dr (St Mrs John T Huston
Mrs Dorothy P Hydorn
Mr Joseph N Ignat
Mrs Ellen W Jankowski
Mr (St Mrs Marshall H Johnson
Mr Philip L Johnson
Mrs Laura W Jones
Dr David C Kay
Mr (St Mrs Waldo M Keck
Mrs Margaret B Kelly
Major Dottie S Kendrick
Mr Robert A Kennedy
Miss Phyllis C Ktxms
Dr (St Mrs James C Kraner
Mr &t Mrs George T Kurtz
Mrs Charles O Lambert
Dr (St Mrs Larry S Lawrence
Mr &t Mrs Richard P LeGrand
Mr John H Lehman
Dr (^ Mrs Milton A Lessler
Mr Raymond M Lilly
Mrs Phyllis B Litton
Ms Maxine F Loomis
Ms Mary C Lord
Dr (St Mrs Oliver N Lugibihl
Mrs Mabel W Lust
Mrs Helena B Machamer
Mr (St Mrs Keith 1 Malick
Mr (St Mrs Jack S Marks
Mr Harold C Martin
Rev Joyce J Mauler
Dr (^ Mrs Richard F Mayhew
Ms Susan McDaniel
Mr James E McElroy
Mr (St Mrs Russell J McFarren
Mr John F McGee
Mr (St Mrs John F McKay
Dr Mark R McRoberts
Colonel &t Mrs Edward L Mentzer
Dr (St Mrs Paul Metzger
Mr Ron Meyer
Mrs Martha T Miles
Mrs Helen L Miller
Miss Helen M Miller
Mr Raymond E Miller
Miss Martha S Milligan
Mr &t Mrs Frank G Mione
Mr (St Mrs H Stephen Moeller
Mr &t Mrs Carl W Moody
Dr (St Mrs Melvin A Moody
Mrs Enid S Mtwre
Mr Alexander S More
Mr Jack W Moreland
Mr Harold C Morris
Dr Stephen D Morton
Mrs Maria K Moseley
Dr &t Mrs Bradford B Mullin
Mr (St Mrs Robert E Mumma
Mr (St Mrs Ron Musick
Mrs Catherine D Myers
Mr (St Mrs Robert L Needham
Mr (St Mrs Karl J Niederer
Mr &t Mrs J Russell Norris
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Mr (St Mrs Carey F Oakley 
Mr &t Mrs Anthony Oldham 
Miss Margaret E Oldt 
Mrs Jane Oman 
Ms Hope H Orr 
Mrs Ruth E Ostrom 
Miss Helen E Palmer 
Mr (St Mrs Paul E Payne 
Mrs Jane A Pekman 
Mr (St Mrs H Eugene Pflieger 
Dr (St Mrs Richard T Pflieger 
Mr (St Mrs Harold L Pitz
Ms Edith Price 
Mr (St Mrs Gary P Price 
Mr (St Mrs Mark N Princehorn 
Mrs Virginia N Provost 
Mr Franklin E Puderbaugh 
Mr H Wayne Rardain 
Mr (St Mrs Arthur W Rau 
Dr &t Mrs James B Recob 
Mr Robert J Reichenbach 
Mr (St Mrs Paul S Reiner 
Mr Richard L Reinhart 
Mr (St Mrs Richard E Retherford 
Mrs Esther T Reynolds
Mr (St Mrs Richard E Reynolds
Mr &t Mrs Harry W Richards Sr
Mrs Ruth W Riggle
Mr (St Mrs Ronald Ritchie
Mr (St Mrs Lewis R Rose
Dr (St Mrs Richard K Rosensteel
Miss Patricia S Royer
Mr (St Mrs David J Ruch
Mr (St Mrs Richard L Rufener
Mr William H Russell
Mrs Grace R Rymer
Mr (St Mrs Carl Schafer
Mr (St Mrs Donald E Schleucher
Emeriti 1933-1937. Row 1 (L-R): Geraldine Bope Heck ’33, Helen Harsha Fickner ’35, Lois Fritz Shackelford 
'33, Sarah Wagner Saltz ’36, Sally Truxal Wisleder ’34, Elaine Ashcraft Holmes ’35, Blanche Mason Swonger '33.
Row 2: Gladys Riegel Cheek ’34, Burdette Wood '34, Martha Dipert Wood ’34, Robert Van Sickle ’35, Virginia 
Hetzler Weaston '31, Dorothy Rupp Huey '37, Grace Euverard Games ’36, Sara Kelser Steck '37, Edna Smith Zech 
’33.
Row 3: Arthur Bmbaker ’33, Virginia Norris Smith ’36, Resler Calihan '37, Helen Leichty Miller '33, Robert 
Holmes ’35, C. Gordon Shaw '35, Ella B. Smith Toedtman ’36.
Row 4: John A. Smith ’33, Roy Boiien '33, Zeller Henry ’33, Jay Hedding '37.
Class of 1938. Row 1 (DR): Helen Dick Clymer, Jane Norris Williams, Constance Thompson, Helen Miller, 
Dorothy Allsup Harbach, Rosanna Toman Scherer, Sara Beidleman Shuck.
Row 2: Mary Harsha Newton, Gladys McFeeley Funkhouser, Leah Roop Underwood, Wilma Mosholder, Lora 
Good McGraw, Alice McCloy Shumaker, Sarah Aydelotte Calihan, William Calihan, Emerson Shuck.
Row 3: Vincent Arnold, John Wilson, Roland Steinmetz, Robert Hohn, Elmer Funkhouser, Frank Jakes, John 
McGee, Robert Stoffer.
Row 4: Ernest Fritsche, Robert Tinnerman, Castro Smith, Foster Elliott.
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Mrs Lois M Schmidt
Mr Robert W Schmidt
Rev &c Mrs David W Schneider
Mrs Kim T Schnell
Dr &. Mrs Arthur L Schultz
Mr iSc Mrs Gerald Shiffer
Dr &c Mrs Donald W Shilling
Dr Reginald A Shipley
Rev Roy M Shoaf
The Honorable Fred J Shtx-maker
Dr (Sc Mrs Emerson C Shuck
Mr William H Skaates
Mrs Helen F Skinner
Mrs Mary B Smith
Dr Rex C Smith Sr
Miss Marian A Snavely
Ms Lois E Snyder
Mrs Lois B Sommer
Mrs William H Spitler
Mr Stephen R Spurgeon 
Mrs Suzanne O Stadnick 
Dr Mildred Stauffer 
Mr (Sc Mrs C Gary Steck 
Mr John R Stewart 
Rev (Sc Mrs David E Stichweh 
Mr John W Sticklen 
Miss Louise Stoner 
Mrs Mae M Stcxikey 
Dr Kay S Storch 
Mrs Ruth S Strohbeck 
Mrs Margaret R Stuckey 
Dr (Sc Mrs Paul E Stuckey 
Dr (Sc Mrs Ernest D Svensson 
Dr (Sc Mrs Ford H Swigart 
Mr (Sc Mrs William C Taylor 
Mrs Margaret A Telian 
Mr (Sc Mrs Leonard Tillett 
Madelon Timmons
Dr Harry W Tbpolosky 
Mr H William Troop jr 
Mrs Linda L Trucksis 
Dr I Bruce Turner 
Miss jean H Turner 
Mr (Sc Mrs Thomas L Turner 
Dr Glynn H Turquand 
Mr Bryan j Valentine 
Dr (Sc Mrs Robert F Vance 
Dr Joanne F VanSant 
Mrs Jtian E Vargo 
Rev Ferd Wagner 
Miss Mary L Ward 
Mr E Brent Watson 
Mr (Sc Mrs Lewis A West 
Mr Edwin E Westbrook 
Mr (Sc Mrs John A Whalen 
Mrs Mildred Wharton 
Mr (Sc Mrs Warren S Wheeler 
Mr (Sc Mrs Jerry White 
Miss Evelyn Widner 
MrJohnW Wiggins
Class of 1925
Glass Agent: Harold L Boda 
% Part: 29%
OF: $2,280 OG: $2,142
26 Pauline Wentz Andrews 
20 Veda Bearss Attaway 
32 Mabel Walter Baer 
25 Floyd C Beelman 
40 Harold L BcxJa 
34 Frank L Durr 
11 John H Furbay 
34 Marie brakes Hathaway 
39 Anna Ehrhart Luskin 
1 G Reid Pierce
19 Geneva Bushey Steiner
20 Ethel Bruner Worthington 
24 Agnes Tryon Yohn
Class of 1926
Class Agent: Emerson Bragg 
% Part: 24%
OF: $1,250 OG: $5,800
Class of 1942. Row 1 (L-R): Mary Jane Kline Van Sickle, Rnchanna 
Shuck Robertson, Ruth Smith Stohbeck.
Row 2: William H. Roley, Harold E. Wilson, Arthur C. Secrest, Almena 
Innerst Neff.
ALUMNI
The figure before each name 
indicates the total number of 
years of giving to Otterbein.
Each class’s gifts are totaled by 
the amounts contributed to the 
Otterbein Fund (O.E) and to 
Other Giving (O.G.) Gifts to 
the Otterbein Fund support 
the general educational budget 
of the College. Other Giving 
includes contributions for all 
other purposes.
The Abbreviation % Part 
shows the percentage of living 
class members who contributed 
gifts to Otterbein during the 
fiscal year 1987'! 988. A class 
member who died after mah 
ing a gift to the College has a 
cross (+) by his or her name.
Classes of 19124924
% Part: 25
OF: $112,717 OG: $ 76,610 
Anonymous 
39 Elmer Boyles T6 
39 Neva Priest Boyles ’21
39 Aline Mayne Cavanagh ’23
40 Marie A Comfort ’24
28 E Lois Coy ’24
25 Alice Abbott Dellinger ’21
38 Kenneth P Detamore ’24 
21 Alfred W Elliott ’23
21 Edna Yaus Elliott ’24 
18 Charles L Fox ’20
31 Wilbur R Franklin ’23
17 Gladys Yokum Gillogly ’21 
2 Mary Meyers Griffiths ’23 
11 Gladys Corvin Hackett ’22
32 Daniel A Harris ’23
14 Bernard L Johnson ’23 
27 Chester P Monn ’20 
40 James H. Morrison ’22 
36 Leonard J Newell ’24
27 Virginia Taylor Newell ’24
35 J Russell Norris ’24
36 Lucile Ewry Peden ’23
36 Roy F. Peden ’22
22 Thurston H Ross ’17
35 Ruth Dctwiler Sanders ’12
23 Edythe Cave Scott ’21 
25 Evelyn Judy Sprout ’23
39 B Gladys Swigart ’19
29 Helen Krehbiel Thompson '24
40 Alice Davison Troop ’23
2 Miriam George VanMason '19
37 Florence Roberts Yund ’21
28 Albert W Zepp ’24
35 J Paul Breden
18 Frances Kennedy Davidson
12 Kenneth M Falstick
5 Clarabelle Steele Fast 
38 Harold H Hetzler 
38 Florence Rauch Hudock
25 Mary Hummell Mattoon 
38 Catherine Darst Myers
38 Helen E Palmer 
18 N Hale Richter
36 Marian A Snavely
31 Florence Martin Williams 
24 Joseph V Yohn 
34 Franklin M Young
Class of 1927
Class Agent: Wayne V Harsha 
% Part: 41%
OF: $6,004 OG: $6,560
Anonymous 
31 Robert W Allison 
5 Stella Ralston Crawford 
31 Dorothy Ertzinger Dill 
29 Barnett S Eby 
27 William H Euverard 
34 Chester H Ferguson
37 Wayne V Harsha
24 Bernice Norris Howard
18 Laura Whetstone Jones 
40 Margaret Baker Kelly 
22 Mary Hoffman Latham
26 Perry Laukhuff 
31 John H Lehman 
29 Lucile E Leiter
19 Grace Cornetet Mackey 
9 Ruth Hayes McKnight
34 Robert E Mumma 
31 Elizabeth White Oyler
13 Grace Rinehart Reed 
31 Reginald A Shipley
25 Freda Kirts Shower 
19 Robert H Snavely
39 Louise Stoner
27 Mae Mickey Stcx)key
40 Jean H Turner
39 Helen Gibson VanCurcn 
12 Mary Greenewald Walborn
38 Judith E Whitney
Mr Robert J Wilcox
Dr E Jeanne Willis
Mr Richard V Willit
Miss Janet E Wilson
Mr (Si. Mrs Myron F Wilson
Mrs Sharon E Wilson
Mr (Si. Mrs Morgan G Winget Jr
Mr Thelmas W W(x)dyard
Dr (St Mrs John C Worley
Mrs Ethel 13 Worthington
Mrs Judith E Wray
Mr Kenneth L Wright
Ms Frances S Wurm
Bishop J H Yeakel
Dr 6t Mrs Elmer W Yexst
Mr KyleJ Ycx.'st
Mrs Alice S Yohn
Dr (St Mrs David S Yohn
Dr (St Mrs Parker C Young
Mr William T Young
Mi.ss Thelma M Zellner
Mr (St Mrs Claude M Zimmerman
Class of 1928
Class Agent: Verda B Evans 
% Part: 44%
OF: $6,420 OG: $11,675
32 Donald J Btirror 
32 Lucile Roberts Gavins
32 Ruby Emerick Cowen 
23 Mary Dximis Crtxiks
33 Dwight E Euverard 
40 Verda B Evans
10 Edwin E Gearhart
33 Thelma J Htx^k
31 Alice Propst Htxwer 
36 Waldo M Keck 
40 J Robert Knight
10 Fred Kull
39 Gladys Snyder Lowry 
30 Florence Howard Norris 
26 Hubert K Pinney
34 George W Rohmr
11 J ThetxJore Seaman
34 Ruth Rice Stahl
2 Dorothy Kelhaugh Stone
40 Mary B Thomas
25 Frances Hinds Titus 
30 Craig C Wales
35 Frances Slade Wurm 
35 Claude M Zimmerman
35 Doris Wetherill Zimmerman
Class of 1929
Class Agent: Richard A Sanders 
% Part: 40%
OF: $4,561 OG: $2,300
36 Marian Grow Bromeley 
36 Robert B Bromeley
7 Mildred Bright Brooks
36 Marion E Carnes 
30 Elva MtxxJy Frees 
30 Lewis S Frees
32 Beulah Wingate Fritz
29 Carlton L Gee
9 Louise Frost Halliday 
25 Isabel Ruehrmund Hay 
34 Dorothy Phillips Hydorn
39 Helena Baer Machamer 
17 Enid Swarner Mooa' +
23 Frank J Mraz
40 Charles E Mumma
34 Katharine Myers Mumma
35 M Myrtle Nafzger 
4 Lloyd W Plummer
30 Virginia Nicholas Provost 
25 H Wayne Rardain
27 Gladys Dickey Ros.selot +
29 Richard A Sanders
37 James E Walter
Class of 1930
CTass Agent: ThetxJore W Croy 
% Part; 33%
OF: $2,895 OG: $7,385
17 Marian Kiess Albright 
40 David W Allaman 
16 Fannie Davidsem Andrews 
20 Marian Jones Arthur 
6 Lois Breeden Ayers 
25 John H Baker
36 Evelyn Edwards Bale 
40 Rachel Brant
10 Evelyn Miller Brose
15
18 W Kenneth Bunce
34 Alice Foy Collins 
12 Carl Conrad
26 Virginia Brewbaker Copeland
33 Theodore W Croy
40 Josephine Stoner Deever
39 Esther Nichols Difloure 
3 Ralph F Gibson
11 Helen Scheidegger James
38 Evangeline Spahr Lee
22 Eliza^th Lee Orndoff
40 Franklin E Puderbaugh
26 Lcicy Hanna Raver 
29 Emerson M Seitz
3 Harry A Simmermacher
25 Ijouis A Weinland 
8 Emmor G Widdoes
Class of 1931
Class Agent: Francis P Bundy 
% Part: 38%
OF: $5,435 OG: $2,575
29 Releaffa Freeman Bowell 
40 Francis P Bundy
39 Maxine Ebersole Coppess 
24 Glenn D Duckwall
16 Mary Oldt French
12 Alberta Corwin Gruver 
10 Paul Hiskey
32 Paul T Hughes 
8 Isabella R King
20 Mabel Wurm Leist
37 Henrietta Runk McGuire 
15 Margaret Knapp Merrick
39 Mary Mumma Messmer
38 Stella D Moore
23 Evelyn Stair Mraz
35 Dorothy Schrader Norris 
38 Margaret Miller Peters 
28 Mary Hummell Rainier 
35 Olive Shisler Samuel
28 W K Shelley 
22 Margaret Anderson Telian
14 Lorene Billman Wabeke
40 Mary L Ward
27 Margaret A Welty
15 Opal Wylie
Class of 1932
Class Agent: Alice Schear Yohn 
% Part: 40%
OF: $1,700 OG: $825
24 John W Bielstein
26 George Biggs
26 Martha Wingate Biggs 
22 Corinne Crossen Breden
24 Helen Bradfield Chapman
26 Benjamin R Copeland
13 Orville L Covault
21 Edwin P Eberly
27 Virginia Finley Callaway 
35 Mildred Forwood Garling
14 Martha Thuma Hubbert 
35 Homer E Huffman
8 Margaret Nesbit Hunt 
32 Melvin H Irvin
34 Ernestine Little Ijenahan 
26 James B Ljesh
25 Gladys Burgert Mitchell
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 
OG = Other Giving 
+ = Deceased
23 Norris C Titley 
32 Miriam Pauly Webb 
16 Alice Schear Yohn 
29 Helen Cole Young 
3 Ix)uise Adams Zanner
Class of 1933
Class Agent: Edna Smith Zech 
% Part: 52%
OF: $1,565 OG: $14,085
29 Daniel C Bowell
32 Roy H Bowen
33 Arthur E Brubaker
33 Ruth Rhodes Brubaker+
18 Alice Shively Bunce 
40 Bonita Engle Burtner 
40 E Edwin Burtner 
36 Myrtle Reid Fisher 
10 Ernestine Holtshouse Gearhart
33 Margaret Moore Glover 
39 Donald J Henry
34 Zeller R Henry
5 Marjorie Finley Hoover 
8 Dorothy Jones King 
21 Harold C Martin
39 Helen Leichty Miller 
32 Pauline Kelser Norris
17 Geraldine Offenhauer Otis 
17 Lehman E Otis
27 Tennie Wilson Pieper 
17 Evelyn Richer Pontius
35 Frank E Samuel
16 Lois Fritz Shackelford 
31 Beulah Feightner Shively 
31 John R Shively 
14 Alice Parsons Stowers 
10 Forrest C Supinger 
23 Harry W Tbpolosky+
28 Dorothy Hanson Watts
40 Edna Smith Zech
Class of 1934
Class Agent: Wilbur H Morrison 
% Part: 46%
OF: $9,140 OG: $11,500
28 Robert O Barnes
3 George L Bradshaw 
40 Hazel Forwood Bundy
10 Paul R Capehart
34 Gladys Riegel Cheek+
40 Philip O Deever 
21 Evelyn Duckwall Duffield
4 Richard D Fetter
21 Frances Grove Fitez
19 Russell E Garrett 
16 Byron E Harter
39 Helen Ruth Henry 
30 Virgil O Hinton
25 Alice Dick Kick
40 Paul B Maibach
36 Wilbur H Morrison 
39 Eleanor Heck Newman 
32 Fred H Norris 
12 Ruthella Predmore Sanders
20 F William Saul
22 Zelma Shauck Shaffer 
19 Helen VanSickle Slack
27 l-ucille Moore Smith 
39 Edna Burdge Sporck
39 Howard A Six>rck
16 Sara Heestand Swallen 
38 Sager Tryon +
17 Sarah Truxal Wisleder
28 Elsie Croy Wolfe
29 Parker C Young
Class of 1935
Class Agent: Robert E Airhart 
% Part: 49%
OF: $1,985 OG: $14,647
38 Robert E Airhart 
15 Sarah Peters Church 
12 Gertrude Vansickle Clapper 
22 John W Deever 
36 Harry J Fisher
26 Mary Weekley Foster 
34 Paul W Frees
6 Ramon T George 
29 Ijois A Hendrickson
21 Irene E Hesselgesser
17 Margaret Burtner Hibbard 
19 Elaine Ashcraft Holmes 
19 Robert E Holmes
11 Helen Penick Johnson
40 Margaret Priest Miller 
40 Sarah Roby Moody 
29 George E Parkinson
COMPARISON OF CLASSES
Class Number of Number of O.F. Other ]Percentage of
Year
1912-
Alumni Donors Giving Giving Participation
1924 136 34 $112,717.00 $76,610.00 25
1925 45 13 2,280.00 2,142.00 29
1926 59 14 1,250.00 5,800.00 24
1927 70 29 6,004.00 6,560.00 41
1928 57 25 6,420.00 11,675.00 44
1929 57 23 4,561.00 2,300.00 40
1930 78 26 2,895.00 7,385.00 33
1931 66 25 5,435.00 2,575.00 38
1932 55 22 1,700.00 825.00 40
1933 58 30 1,565.00 14,085.00 52
1934 65 30 9,140.00 11,500.00 46
1935 59 29 1,985.00 14,647.00 49
1936 55 29 3,534.00 5,582.00 51
1937 53 24 5,485.00 5,425.00 45
1938 49 33 21,415.00 11,730.00 67
1939 67 32 3,275.00 1,400.00 48
1940 55 28 1,910.00 1,610.00 51
1941 63 29 2,690.00 4,178.00 46
1942 77 26 2,200.00 1,255.00 34
1943 106 50 4,030.00 14,644.00 47
1944 86 39 3,328.00 2,790.00 45
1945 83 35 2,305.00 2,550.00 42
1946 76 27 1,525.00 125.00 36
1947 124 53 4,540.00 36,860.00 43
1948 135 57 3,270.00 18,092.00 42
1949 222 78 7,035.00 6,170.00 35
1950 241 89 6,770.00 9,559.00 37
1951 228 72 3,945.00 2,500.00 32
1952 180 66 11,660.00 3,620.00 37
1953 166 62 9,330.00 2,635.00 37
1954 155 46 2,530.00 2,550.00 30
1955 147 49 5,380.00 35.00 33
1956 145 45 4,230.00 1,240.00 31
1957 164 57 2,165.00 1,625.00 35
1958 191 59 2,770.00 1,000.00 31
1959 170 40 1,658.00 1,395.00 24
1960 179 59 3,985.00 3,248.00 33
1961 186 66 3,762.00 4,530.00 35
1962 228 43 2,500.00 2,529.00 18
1963 233 62 11,668.00 4,145.00 27
1964 270 76 3,655.00 1,520.00 28
1965 293 68 2,695.00 873.00 23
1966 284 79 4,100.00 3,075.00 28
1967 297 71 3,648.00 1,458.00 24
1968 362 96 4,410.00 661.00 27
1969 398 99 4,145.00 3,004.00 25
1970 320 93 4,352.00 12,176.00 29
1971 340 104 5,275.00 1,835.00 31
1972 323 92 3,061.00 850.00 28
1973 318 82 6,040.00 1,114.00 26
1974 328 67 2,516.00 1,380.00 20
1975 326 62 8,721.00 9,066.00 19
1976 285 50 1,887.00 1,315.00 18
1977 246 49 2,010.00 2,677.00 20
1978 297 42 1,642.00 870.00 14
1979 307 46 1,930.00 477.00 15
1980 332 46 2,855.00 1,163.00 14
1981 295 19 395.00 325.00 6
1982 309 17 645.00 2,010.00 6
1983 348 16 805.00 0.00 5
1984 314 19 570.00 14,775.00 6
1985 303 11 665.00 45.00 4
1986 300 8 310.00 1,228.00 3
1987 293 10 285.00 200.00 3
1988 0 1 0 8.00 0
Total 12,168 2,978 $361,461.00 $371,231.00 24
31 Harold H Platz
22 Kathryn Krehbiel Preg 
38 Woodrow W Purdy 
12 C Gordon Shaw 
40 Elsie Bennert Short 
12 Ijouis W Simmermacher 
22 Mary Barnes Smith 
3 Floretta Peters Smock
32 Jennie Mickle Stombaugh 
6 John D VanGundy
18 Robert W VanSickle 














Class Agent: Morris E Allton 
% Part: 51%
OF: $3,534 OG: $5,582
Anonymous
38 Wahnita Strahm Airhart 
II Kathryn Shoop Allen 
32 Morris E Allton 
18 B Geraldine Arnold 
28 Jessie Gantz Baker 
28 John C Baker
25 Laurence H Boor
30 Ruth Coblentz Brady
38 Tom E Brady
5 Grace Euverard Carnes 
40 Anita Bundy Cheek 
40 Harold Cheek
16 Warren DeWeese
37 Adelaide Keister Dotten
26 John A Eversole 
4 Robert D Furniss
30 Anna Medert Haidet
18 Georgia Patton Howland
24 Raymond M Lilly
11 Maxine French Loomis
39 William K Messmer
40 Melvin A Moody
17 Margaret E Oldt
9 Esther Little Pinsenschaum
31 Ruth Shatzer Swartz
30 Ella B Tbedtman
38 Evelyn Nichols Tryon 
37 Samuel R Ziegler
Class of 1937
Class Agent: Denton W Elliott 
% Part: 45%
OF: $5,485 OG: $5,425
32 Russell N Brown
39 Catherine Parcher Bungard
39 William S Bungard
18 Resler H Caliban
14 Lorena Kundert Eley
40 Denton W Elliott
40 Louise Bowser Elliott
18 Kathleen Norris Figgins
25 Jay R Hedding
4 Marian Trevorrow Houston
17 Dorothy Rupp Huey
13 Ruth Morrison Johnson 
2 Mary Arndt Khelghatian 
37 Donald R Martin 
37 Katherine Newton Martin 
40 R Fred McLaughlin
13 Cornelius H O’Brien 
25 E^y M Shoaf
8 John R Shumaker 
40 Sara Kelser Steck 
40 Virginia Hetzler Weaston
19 Mary Moomaw Wells
6 Ruth Lloyd Wolcott
20 Julia Arthur Zimmer
Class of 1938
Class Agent: Elmer N Funkhouser Jr 
% Part: 67%
OF: $21,415 OG: $117,730
Anonymous 
35 Vincent L Arnold 
24 True Gehman Bower
31 L William Caliban
31 Sarah Aydelotte Caliban 
30 William Catalona
22 Helen Dick Clymer
14 Roderick K Eley 
16 Foster H Elliott
40 Elmer N Funkhouser Jr 
40 Gladys McFeeley Funkhouser
39 Dorothy Allsup Harbach
13 Charles W Harding+
32 John H Hendrix
18 Robert W Hohn
12 Frank H Jakes 
34 John F McGee 
28 Helen M Miller
34 Wilma Lydia Mosholder
14 Mary Harsha Newton
33 Elizabeth H Proctor
37 Rosanna Toman Scherer
7 C Eugene Schick
40 Emerson C Shuck
40 Sarah Beidleman Shuck
8 Alice McCloy Shumaker
19 J Castro Smith
1 Robert A Tinnerman 
24 Leah Roop Underwood
35 Gertrude M Williams
36 Jane Norris Williams 
14 John R Wilson
37 Miriam Haynes Zimmerman
Class of 1943. Row 1 (LR): James Grabill, Ruth Wolfe Hogan, Erma Mehaffey Johnson, Evelyn McFeeley Crow, 
Janet Holzworth Henton, Patricia Omdorff Emsberger.
Row 2: Bette Baker Grabill, Helen Knight Williams, Blanche Baker Dohn, Helen Boyer Hennings, Keith Henton, 
Margaret Biehn Turner, Ernie Emsberger.
Row 3: Norman Dohn, Howard R. James, Beverly Loesch Blakeley, Harry Bean, Wayne Barr, Chester R. Turner. 
Row 4: Raymond L. Jennings, George H. Garrison, Malcolm M. Clippinger.
Class of 1939
Class Agent: S Clark Lord 
% Part: 48%
OF: $3,275 OG: $1,400
40 Grace Burdge Augspurger 
25 Berle B Babler 
18 Dwight C Ballenger
39 Frederick E Brady
37 Carrie Harris Bremer
37 Louis H Bremer
6 Anna Peters Brunelle 
9 Thomas E Cook 
11 Charles R Ditzler
40 Mary Cade Everhart
32 Stanley H Forkner
20 Anna Voorhees Herrmann 
35 John E Hoffman
18 Esther Day Hohn
21 Dorothy Beachler Hoskins 
25 Lloyd O Houser
25 Thelma Denbrook Houser
39 Carolyn M Krehbiel 
23 Harley bearish
3 Fern Griffith Long
40 Donna Love Lord 
40 S Clark Lord
33 Charles E Morrison 
25 Ruth Ehrlich Ostrom 
20 Barbara Shaffer Ruhl
16 Mary Simoni Swigert
25 Meredith Rosensteel Vickers
3 Ada E Wagner
14 Berenice Molesworth Wilson 
31 John F Winkle
38 Perry F Wysong 
40 Paul F Ziegler
Class of 1940
Class Agent: Charles C Messmer 
% Part: 51%
OF: $1,910 OG: $1,610
4 Kenneth E Akom
25 Frederick C Anderegg 
20 Walter W Arnold 
40 Joseph C Ayer 
27 Catherine Ward Campbell 
27 Randall O Campbell
17 Anne Shirley Connor
10 James G Crosby
12 F Marion Duckwall 
3 Marjorie Fox French 
40 Granville S Hammond 
40 Jane Cook Hammond 
23 Virginia Brown bearish
31 Kathryn Deever Lott
11 Mary Wells Meade 
36 Charles C Messmer
16 Ruth I Miller
22 Edward B Newton
17 Don C Patterson 
36 Ethel Lawyer Shaw
36 Rex C Smith Sr
19 Jean Sowers Snyder 
29 Agnes Dailey Spessard 
I Wanda Hamilton Tinnerman 
9 Harriet Thrush Viscusi
34 Ferd Wagner
35 Robert W Ward
37 Isabel Howe Ziegler
Class of 1941
Class Agent: Harold F Augspurger 
% Part: 46%
OF: $2,690 OG: $4,178
21 Dorothy Arkill
25 Milford E Ater
40 Harold F Augspurger 
37 Thomas H Beeman 
34 Ralph C Beiner 
17 Kathleen Mollett Bright
32 Lewis M Carlock
26 John A Clippinger
26 Mary Garver Clippinger 
39 Ruth Clifford Davis
34 Roberta Addleman foust 
14 Benjamin C Glover
3 Rita Kohlepp Hanawalt
4 Elizabeth Forster Hursh 
39 William A James
34 Paul W Kirk
37 Jean McCloy Needham
8 Ted Neff
22 Mary Plymale Poff
27 James R Robertson
28 Betty Haverstock Schiering
29 Dwight R Sjaessard
9 D W Stover
9 George W Unterburger 
40 Frank M VanSickle 
33 Richard H Wagner 
7 Gerald B Ward 
37 Eleanor Brooks Webb 
15 Marie Holliday Woltz
Class of 1942
Class Agent: G Jane Tryon Bolin 
% Part: 34%
OF: $2,200 OG: $1,255
14 Howard W Altman 
18 Betty Rosensteel Ballenger
34 G Jane Tryon Bolin
7 Robert H Brown
8 Mary Healy Cannon 
14 Bette Greene Elliott
40 Florence Amelia Emert 
13 Wendell W Emrick 
8 William F Johns 
27 Mary E bearish
17 Anamae Martin
8 Martha Williams McFeeley 
8 Almena Innerst Neff
12 Janet Scanland Ramsey
13 Ruth Ccxik Rife
27 Ruthanna Shuck Robertson 
2 William H Roley 
10 Lozella Beckel Ruth 
31 Arthur C Secrest
38 Paul Shartle
14 Ruth Smith Strohbeck 
36 Reta Lavine Thomas 
40 Mary Kline VanSickle
18 Lois Arnold Wagner 
13 Harold E Wilson
35 Marguerite Lightle Ziegler
Class of 1943
Class Agent: Warren Emsberger 
% Part: 47%
OF: $4,030 OG: $14,644
25 Lois Carman Anderegg 
34 Francis S Bailey 
13 Weyland F Bale 
40 Wayne E Barr
39 Gladys R Beachley
17











19 Anna Brcx^ks Benjamin 
27 Beverly Lcx-sch Blakeley 
12 A Virginia Burgoyne 
26 Jean Unger Chase 
25 Malcom M Clippingcr
7 Evelyn MeFeeley Crow
M Margaret Scottie Demorest 
23 Blanche Baker Dohn 
23 Norman H Dohn 
6 Bernard W Duckwall 
37 Demi B Edwards 
18 Patricia Orndorff Ernsherger
18 Warren Ernsherger
19 Edwin O Fisher Jr
19 Betty Shawen France 
16 Frances M Carver
14 Dorothy Shies! Gcxxl 
30 Bette Baker Grabill
30 James R Grabill 
29 Ruth Wolfe Hogan 
16 F William Holford
20 Howard R James
40 Helen Btiyer Jennings 
40 Raymond L Jennings
8 Erma Mehaffey Johnson
22 Ellen Vanauken Laycock
21 Harold V Lindquist
28 Dorothy Armpriester Mericle
34 Roy E Metz
32 Ernestine Althoff Myers
18 Joseph J Papp 
11 John L Perry
19 Phyllis Durst Reeves
31 Harry M Rhoads
2 Leora Ludwick Shauck 
6 Wilma Boyer Shoup 
37 Charlotte E Smith 
36 Rudy H Thomas 
10 George E Traylor
23 Chester R Turner
23 Margaret Biehn Turner 
10 Ellajean Frank Wagner
22 Evelyn Svec Ward 
22 Betty Orr Wells
31 Helen Knight Williams
35 J Richard Ziegler
Class of 1944
Class Agent: Roy W Fisher 
% Part: 45%
OF: $3,328 OG: $2,790
40 June Neilson Barr 
34 Virginia Andrus Barr 
13 Albert A Bartlett 
7 Troy R Brady 
28 Herman W f3rown
28 Margaret Shoemaker Brown
32 Irene L Cole
19 Evelyn Buxser Cregar 
18 Robert M DeMass
20 Dean C Elliott
20 Gwendolyn Murphy Elliott
21 Evelyn Whitney Fisher 
21 Roy W Fisher
36 Howard E Fox 
36 Kathleen Strahm Fox
29 Howard L Fulk 
38 Ray W Gifford Jr 
11 Edwin P Gourley
10 Henrietta Mayne Hobbs 
31 Joanna Hetzler Hughes 
20 Catharine Robertson James 
6 Marianna Bunger Keown
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 
OG = Other Giving 
4- = Deceased
Ev ery effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questkms or 
c('»rrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio
22 Carl W Moexly 
37 Floyd O Moexly 
37 Ruth Deever Moody 
6 Helen Lantz Moore 
8 Robert B Morris 
19 Faith Naber 
21 Marvin M Paxton
30 Charlotte Patterson Payne 
19 Frank E Robinson
21 Evan W Schear
18 Mary McMillan VanSickle
22 Thomas H Wells
31 J Hutchison Williams 
40 Emily L Wilson
29 Lois Smathers Wood
24 John S Zezech
24 Margaret Cherrington Zezech
Class of 1945
Class Agent: Mary C Lord 
% Part: 42%
OF: $2,305 OG: $2,550
Anonymous
22 Lowell G Arndt
29 Elizabeth Bowman Burns 
34 Eileen Hoff Cheek 
34 Forrest R Cheek 
14 Helen Rosensteele Clerc 
25 June Reagin Clippinger 
28 Mark F Coldiron 
18 Martha Mikesell Duvall 
31 Ann Hovermale Farnlacher
14 Janet Shipley Hartzell
8 Doris Moomaw Hinton 
10 Bruce J Hobbs 
16 Betty Shumway Hodgden 
16 Joy Johnston Holford 
24 Harriet Ralston Hughes 
24 Ray B Hughes 
13 Guycelle Black Keller 
13 Joseph D Keller 
40 Phyllis C Koons
23 Mary C Lord
13 Mary Kern McBlane 
34 Doris Boston Metz 
3 Harry S Miller 
36 Howard Moomaw Jr 
20 Ula Bigham Morse 
8 Fanny Baker Phillians 
23 Mary Harold Roush 
22 Betty Bridges Schneider
15 Dorothy Allen Strawser 
6 Gloria Server Swaine
20 Martha Miltenberger Thomas 
3 Helen Ricketts Thompson
32 Fern Spaulding Williams
21 Morton M Woolley
Class of 1946
Class Agent: James E Sheridan 
% Part: 36%
OF; $1,525 OG: $125
25 Joe T Ariki
34 Mary Rolison Bailey 
34 William A Barr
28 Carl R Butterbaugh
26 Phyllis Baker Clark
14 Audrey Cover Conklin 
3 Margery Ewing Entsminger 
14 Helen Hebbeler Evans 
3 Margaret Sheridan Fishell 
40 Irene Parker Gillespie 
38 Robert Y Katase 
37 Carol Peden Lefferson 
8 Robert T McLean 
16 Paul S Metzger
24 Evalou Stauffer Middaugh
25 Harold C Morris
5 Ann Gottschall Nelson
29 Minetta Hoover Ritchey 
22 Robert W Schmidt
22 Vivian Peterman Schmidt 
24 James E Sheridan
16 Patricia Nutt Shuter 
11 Harriet Gilbert Slagle
11 Marian McNaught Sorrell 
3 Jerry L Suxkdale 
26 Esther Learish Watrous 
18 Richard A Welsh
Class of 1947
Class Agent: Edwin L Roush 
% Part: 43%
OF: $4,540 OG: $36,860
40 Cameron H Allen 
33 Margaret E Brock 
18 Rose V Bruno 
26 Mary Cassel Case
26 Marion C Chase
17 Peggy Wilson Cherrington
27 Elizabeth Mills Coughlin
7 Gordon A Crow
18 William A Dayton Jr 
24 Anna Orr Fisher
31 Emigail Lilly Fisk
19 Myrl Hodson Fitzpatrick
18 Janet Roberts Fleck
19 Harry E France
30 S Edith Gallagher 
26 Clifford E Gehhart
26 Wanda Boyles Gebhart 
19 Annabelle Putterbaugh Gcxxl
I Jeanne Bilger Gross 
11 Viola Wex^ford Hall 
40 Frank L Hannig
8 Hazel Brehm Hayes
9 Charles C Hefling
36 Mary Tuttle Hofferbert 
8 Dura W Jones
31 Yoshiko Kikuchi Kayasuga 
33 Miriam Woodford King
17 James C Kraner
32 Jane Hinton Law
37 William M Lefferson
31 Helen Hilt LeMay
38 Lydia Takacs Maley
18 Emily Jackson Marks
II Oren W McClain
14 Esther Scott McGee 
II Leslie E Mokry
25 Rachel Nichols Nutt 
11 Paul E Payne
8 Max B Phillians 
23 Edwin L Roush
21 Mary Mikesell Schar 
40 Beryl Hardin Schrank
19 Lila Meany Sever!n 
18 John K Shiffler
11 J Gilmer Sorrell
22 Harold R Sowers
15 Marian Adams Sundheimer
9 Nellwyn Brookhart Trujillo
39 Sylvia Phillips Vance 
39 Waid W Vance
13 Robert H Wagoner 
28 Mary Cay Carlson Wells
32 Walter Williams Jr
Class of 1948
Class Agent: Robert Agler 
% Part: 42%
OF: $3,270 OG: $18,092
14 Robert Agler 
38 Miriam Ziegler Beams 
26 Marilou Dailey Becker 
36 Jeanette Elliott Boughan 
35 Grace Coleman Brague 
22 Alice M Broadbent 
1 Esther Wilson Buehler 
28 John F Canfield 
19 Charles E Cole 
10 Marian Stich Corl
28 Doris Forney Cunningham 
12 Harold E Daup
18 James B Duvall 
31 Karl B Farnlacher
24 Rachel Walter Fetzer
5 Dorothy Engle Florian 
5 Richard D Florian 
14 Jean I Ford 
9 Fern R Fourman 
1 Raymond L Graft 
3 Geraldine Koester Haff
29 Mary Morris Hearley 
22 Philip D Herrick
25 Jeanette Moore Himmelberger 
7 Charles H Hodson
25 Charles A Hoover 
14 Mary Young Joiner 
33 H Wendell King
31 William E LeMay 
3 Robert E Lightcap 
5 Grace Schuyler Lucas 
18 Jack S Marks 
31 Don E McCualsky
31 Mary Augspurger McCualsky 
14 Roger C McGee
30 Thomas E Miller
32 Ray D Miner
23 Thomas V Moon 
37 Maria Kepple Moseley 
18 Alice Guest Orr 
18 Dorothy Mikesell Pflieger 
18 Richard T Pflieger
32 Victor G Ritter
34 Grace Rohrer Rymer
33 Lloyd C Savage
37 Mildred Cox Schafer 
8 Mary Kelly Silverstein
32 Lois E Snyder
8 Lois Bachtel Sommer
17 John W Sticklen
18 Marvin N Wagner
28 John F Wells 
20 Robert J Wilcox 
39 John H Wilms
2 Jeanette McKee Wizba 
22 B Dale Wood
29 Roberta Armstrong Wrassmann
Class of 1949
Class Agent: Joy Gustin Hassenpflug 
% Part: 35%
OF: $7,035 OG: $6,170
33 John B Albrecht
19 Clarence L Beam 
26 Carl M Becker 
17 Guy C Bishop Jr
28 Luella Martin Bradford 
39 Richard H Bridgman
9 Luemma Campbell Briner 
17 Bruce Brockett
36 Patricia Shade Buckingham
26 William D Case
10 Bernita Nichols Cooper
10 Donald E Cooper 
38 Edith Peters Corbin
38 Robert L Corbin
27 Joseph B Coughlin 
26 Harold E Davidson
20 Lawrence I DeClark 
15 Keith E Dumph
14 Robert P Evans
39 Carolyn Ford Fackler
19 Royal A Fitzpatrick
23 Doris Peden Fouts
20 Catherine Suter Frey
32 Edith Hilder Freymeyer
9 Beulah Rammelsburg Fritsche 
8 Norma Webster Frost
12 Richard P Fuller
2 Gary Garrison 
12 Loren O Giblin
10 Paul J Gibson
11 Jack W Groseclose
3 James R Haff
12 Johnneta Dailey Haines
37 Harold E Hamilton
33 Joy Gustin Hassenpflug 
8 Warren H Hayes
22 Zetta Albert Herrick
25 Mark N Himmelberger
29 Donald G Hogan
24 Carl W Hollman
24 June Fifer Hollman 
28 Albert Horn
38 Beatrice Drenten Hrapsky 
17 Virginia Cole Kraner
15 Barbara Stephenson Lyter
30 Joan Shinew Mason
26 Patricia Wright McCarter
25 Katherine Ryan McWilliams
10 Carl F Minter
11 Marilyn Steiner Mokry
2 Marie Anderson Murray 
24 Marilyn Call Pflieger 
14 Raymond D Pope 
20 Mary White Preston 
35 Gerald E Ridinger 
33 James H Riley 
33 Winifred Robbins Riley 
30 Charles W Roberts
22 Robert V Rosensteel
33 Norma Kreischer Savage 
37 Carl Schafer
39 Arthur L Schultz
39 Louise Stouffer Schultz 
1 Alice Carbaugh Schwarzkopf 
17 Frances Grell Smith
23 Marion Gannon Smith
12 Artie Swartz Starr
18
23 Albert T Stoddard Jr
23 Alice Walter Stoddard 
33 Jean Wyker Troop
39 Robert F Vance 
2 Nadine Allman Wenger 
33 Joseph H Wheelbarger 
33 Regina Arnold Wheelbarger 
37 Evelyn Widner
2 N B Wills
8 Fred W Zechman
24 Kenneth E Zimmerman
Class of 1950
Class Agent: Robert C Barr 
% Part: 37%
OF: $6,770 OG: $9,559 ,
8 Donald E Adams
33 Joan Hopkins Albrecht
27 Joseph M Albrecht
29 Robert C Barr
19 Robert E Bartholomew
34 Herbert E Bean
35 Marian Havens Becker 
31 Mary Barnett Bell
5 Ned A Boddy 
14 John W Bott
25 Donald C Bowman
20 Dorsey W Brause
39 Carolyn Bcxla Bridgman
13 Avonna Keim Brooks 
37 Rosa Rubino Bucco
6 Ray Chadwell
14 Hershel L Clemmons
24 John P Dale
25 J M Day
20 Ruth Keister DeClark
34 William E Demorest
16 Joanne Klepinger Ditmer
9 Charles L Donnelly Jr 
37 Jacob H Fair
1 James A Fife 
31 John M Freeman
31 Margaret Eschbach Freeman
20 William F Ganger
4 Jean Gooding Gilford
33 Janet R Gilbert
21 Betty Smith Gillum 
21 Lawrence J Gillum
1 Joan Yount Graft
3 Clark E Grosvenor
12 Robert W Haines
30 Bernice Freymeyer Hess 
20 William L Hite
36 Richard E Hofferbert
28 Jane Morrison Horn
27 Joyce Robertson Jackson
8 Walter A King
15 John D Lyter
24 Ann Bell Malta
37 Bill J Merrell
7 Robert W Milligan
31 Don R Monn
26 Ruth Pillsbury Morris
25 Ethel L Mutchler
35 Vernon L Pack
32 Eleanor Chapman Phelps 
7 Larma McGuire Pottenger
14 J Kenneth Potter
2 Margaret Miller Pratt
19 John T Prentice
20 Richard S Preston
32 Betty Knight Recob 
32 James B Recob
23 Richard L Reinhart
9 Esther Tbrbert Reynolds
34 C Donald Rhoads
21 Forrest H Schar
34 George E Schreckengost
35 Howard T Sellers
22 Joanne Day Sellers
22 Richard M Sellers
13 Gordon I Shaw
7 Gloria Stauffer Shiffler
7 K William Shiffler 
37 Kenneth O Shively
26 Fred J Shoemaker
8 Victor M Showalter
23 Donald L Smith 
34 H William Troop Jr 
31 Joan Eckard Vargo
26 Thelma Hack Veres 
21 George F Wadlington
21 Glendine Huggins Wadlington
27 Mary Owen Warner
28 Clara Liesmann Warren 
6 Robert E Webb
11 Richard J Weidley II 
6 Robert W Wells 
31 M Neal Wheatcraft 
21 Richard L Whitehead 
21 Shirley Fritz Whitehead
28 Richard V Willit
2 Luther N Wimberly 
37 Robert A Wooden
31 Judith Edworthy Wray
Class of 1951
Class Agent: James W Yost 
% Part: 32%
OF: $3,945 OG: $2,500
26 Herbert J Adams Jr 
34 James B Baker
16 John H Baker
29 Barbara Schutz Barr
14 Walter C Beahm
15 June Chester Bennett
7 Groff S Bittner
19 Donald E Bloomster
27 Myfanwy Lintner Borel
28 Orla Bradford
27 Warren J Callaway 
19 Chris Christoff
15 James E Cloyd
3 Warren W Costick
16 Owen Delp
21 Donald A Dennis 
18 Bill K Detamore 
18 Shirley Adams Detamore
28 Mary Matson Fallon 
12 J Marvin Fauver
18 Roy A Felldin
21 Max C Fisher
18 Arthur B Fulton
30 Dale 1 Girton
30 Thelma Riegel Girton
8 Ruth Heimsch Goodwin 
3 Jo Flattery Goss
3 Particia Winston Grosvenor
22 Hugh H Haines
19 Raymond L Heckman
16 Carl E Hinger
11 Marvin E Jeffers
24 Allen C Jennings 
14 William L Joiner
18 John S Kennedy
12 Kathleen Connell Kolodgy
32 L E Law
9 Donna Boyer Lutes 
14 Samuel J Marshall
10 Mary Robertson McKinnon 
9 R Paul McMillan
12 Raymond E Miller
25 Russell G Miller 
9 James D Morgan
19 Anita Ranck Morris
25 Rotraud Bobrowski Moslener
23 Lois Berlekamp Murray
23 Margaret Meiklejohn Nelson
32 Katharine Odon Pellett
29 Shirley Minnis Perkins
24 H Eugene Pflieger
34 Joyce Enoch Pillsbury
34 Robert W Pillsbury
36 Darrel L Poling
7 Francis M Pottenger III 
19 Joann Chapman Richards
35 Miriam Wetzel Ridinger
34 Virginia Bartlett Schreckengost 
28 Martha Weller Shand 
28 W James Shand
22 Ronald N Smith
19 Ellen Bartow Snavely
37 Ethel Pitz Streb
33 Ford H Swigart
39 Evelyn Bender Vance
11 Donald J Walter
11 Kathleen Conley Weidley
17 Frederick H Whittaker
23 David S Yohn
23 Olivetta McCoy Yohn
23 James W Yost
12 Mary Hatton Y)ung
Class of 1952
Class Agent: Jo Ann May 
% Part: 37%
OF: $11,660 OG: $3,620
21 Carol Cassel Badgley 
21 Douglas C Badgley
34 Margaret Baker 
27 Robert F Berkey
19 Shirley Chagnot Bloomster
11 Joan Wallace Borg
14 Glenn E Borkosky
1 Marjorie Reese Borsum
8 Glen W Cole
15 Maribelle Lemley Custer
12 Marjorie Abbott Denham
9 Carolyn Vandersall Donnelly
24 David L Dover
28 Daniel R Fallon
18 Edward A Flaws
29 Marilyn Wallingford Grandey
34 Kenneth P Hanes
16 Eleanor Coon Hartman
28 Miriam Stockslager Hedges 
33 Beatrice Ulrich Holm
20 Harry E Hull
19 J William Hunt
27 Frederick M Jackson 
26 Betty Hoff Johnston
26 Dart F Keech
30 Beverly Thompson Kelly 
10 Shirley Schroeder Kern
8 Nancy Hampton Kibler
27 Philip A Knall
2 Robert L Lebzelter 
24 E P Levering
24 George E Liston
17 Edith Gruber Lusher
7 Margaret Chinn Lynch 
33 John G Matthews 
30 Jo Ann May 
36 Betty Beyer Mayes 
19 Max E Mickey
5 Richard L Mitchell
9 Phyllis Reed Morgan
25 Donald E Myers
35 Delores Hopkinson Nelson 
2 David F Price
2 Margaret Ware Priest 
14 W Eugene Putterbaugh 
23 Ruth Orr Rehfus
26 Naomi Mann Rosensteel
26 Richard K Rosensteel 
12 Mary Carroll Ross 
33 John G Schwartz
3 Nancy Longmire Seibert 
33 Phyllis L Shultz USN Ret
28 Helen Fagley Skinner
4 William G Sloan
7 Ardine Grable Smith 
16 Paul E Smith
8 Marilyn Good Stebelton 
33 Don E Steck
35 Patricia Stauffer Taylor 
35 William C Taylor
33 John W Wiggins 
30 Roger Wiley
12 Elizabeth Pendleton Williams
21 Glenn C Winston
6 Miriam Fritz Wright 
23 Lois Abbott Yost
Class of 1953
Class Agent: Frederick A Ashbaugh 
% Part: 37%
OF: $9,330 OG: $2,635
18 Joyce Anglin Alexander
22 Patricia Kaltenbach Ampe
34 Frederick A Ashbaugh 
14 Betty Wolfe Bailey
2 Barbara Collins Boyce
27 Wilma Reed Browning 
32 Jean Reed Burris
32 Robert G Callihan
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 
OG = Other Giving 
+ = Deceased
30 J Paul Ciampa
30 Jane Catlin Ciampa
29 Eleanore Zumbansen Corretore 
27 Marilyn E Day 
34 Richard A Dilgard
20 Shirlie Dennis Drenten
7 Robert E Dunham
1 Jean Gerber Freeburn
27 Marilyn MacDonald Friend
18 Lawrence L Hard
21 Frances H Heinisch
21 James R Heinisch
31 Ann Yost Ickes
31 Stanton T Ickes
11 Esther Garver Jeffers 
6 Stanley L Kagel
10 William R Kern
32 Rolland D King
12 Donald C Kolc^gy
2 Lois Kraus Lebzelter 
23 G William Lehman 
12 Allan L Leonard .
29 Oliver N Lugibihl
3 Daniel A Mariniello
3 Jean Thompson Mariniello 
25 Phyllis Longacre Martin
31 El Doris J McFarland
12 Jeanne Graham McPherson 
9 John E McRoberts
19 C Virginia Miller 
14 Lawrence C Moody
22 Alexander S More
9 Patricia Packer Neilson 
6 Jack S Overcash
13 Charlayne Huggins Phillips 
13 Michael O Phillips
11 Gerald Podolak
10 Elizabeth Marsh Rea 
10 James R Rea 
25 Eugene L Riblet
32 Joyce Stouffer Schlitt 
3 Robert L Seibert
34 Elizabeth Drake Sergeant 
5 Robert E Sherman 
31 Carolyn Brown Sherrick
12 Joseph R Shumway 
21 Erma Boehm Sorrell
9 Russell Trefz 
9 Jay L Welliver
8 Ralph E Wileman Jr 
12 R Glenn Wiseman 
10 Richard P Yantis
21 Elmer W Yoest
30 Lois Fisher Young
Class of 1944. Row I (LR): Kathleen Strahm Fox, June Neilson Barr, 
Catharine Robertson James, Emily Wilson, Evelyn Whitney Fisher.
Row 2: Floward E. Fox, Lois Smathers Wood, Margaret Shoemaker 
Brown, Joanna Fletzler Flughes, Margaret Cherrington Zezech.
Row 3; J. Flutch Williams, Robert Morris, Frank E. Robinson, Flerman 
W. Brown, John S. Zezech.
19
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
14 Sue Turnbull Moody
14 Robert E Moore
9 Charles H Neilson
15 Eloise Tong Purdy
31 Richard H Sherrick
32 Donald W Shilling
32 Waneta Williams Shilling 
31 Miriam Cress Szanyi 
9 Joann Leaverton Thompson 
3 Regina Letner Tipton 
19 Lawrence T Tirnauer 
28 Clyde A Trumbull 
26 Glynn H Turquand 
30 Sally Bodge Wadman 
22 Janet E Wilson 
21 Sara Lawton Winston
14 Doris Kelk Moore 
25 Mary Catlin Myers 
12 Patricia Noble Norris 
21 Gerald A Obenauer 
11 Monta Stursteps Ozols 
25 Donald J Rapp 
25 Patricia Tumblin Rapp 
28 Harvey B Smith 
24 Donald E Switzer
19 Richard D Termeer 
9 Graham Thompson
20 Belva Buchanan Txhinsky
7 Kay Bilger Waggamon
23 Annbeth Sommers Wilkinson
8 Richard A Winkler 
6 Robert F Workman
17 Marilyn Hert Spires
33 Kathryn Loutsenhizer Swigart
26 Joan Neeley Szul
27 Curtis W Tong 
19 Joanne Valentine
7 Delbert R Waggamon 
27 James K Wagner 
27 Mary Lou Stine Wagner 
14 David B Warner 
30 James T Whipp 
23 Robert E Wilkinson 
25 Robert L Wright
18 Thelma M Zellner
Class of 1957
Class of 1954
Class Agent: Kenneth D Fogelsanger 
% Part; 30%
OF: $2,530 OG: $2,550
26 Klara Krech Adams 
26 J Edward Axline 
2 Phyllis Palmere Bailey 
33 Glada Kingsbury Beckley 
15 James M Bloom 
15 Gwendolyn Copening Borkosky
2 Ann Lenhart Brown 
30 Suzanne Dover Bryan 
17 Stan W Busic
3 David E Carlson
22 Anne Liesmann Clare
2 William E Cole
23 James H Conley
19 Barbara Redinger Davis 
30 Carole Stover Dougherty 
7 Charlotte Minerd Dunham 
12 Mary Hansel Elberfeld 
11 Robert M Eschbach
23 Lawrence P Fields
21 Caroline Powell Fisher
22 Kenneth D Fogelsanger
15 Dolores Koons Fowler
3 Maxine Beers Gebbie 
22 Patricia M Gibson
11 Nita Horner Huelf 
32 Artha Anne Hathaway King 
9 Diane Conard Kuhn
24 Jane Devers Liston 
30 Frank G Mione
16 Evelyn Mujais Mitchell
Class of 1955
Class Agent: Virginia Phillippi Longmire 
% Part: 33%
OF: $5,380 OG: $35
11 Beverly Teeter Althouse
17 Nancy Stephenson Ap)el 
5 James V ^ardsley
19 Ruthann Williams Bennett
24 Henry V A Bielstein
11 Richard E Borg
23 Marjory Osborne Conley 
19 David C Davis 
34 Mary Hatmaker Dilgard 
16 Robert E Dille 
30 Joseph W Eschbach 
16 Sonya Stauffer Evans
12 Leslie D Foor
12 Virginia A Ford 
15 Robert E Fowler 
2 S Clifton Garrabrant
8 William J Goff
18 Joyce Naftzger Grabill 
11 Jane Beougher Gribble
25 Lois Waldron Grube
5 Macel McDermott Hayes 
23 Neil Hennon
9 June Althoff Hickman
22 Frances M Holden
11 Douglas E Huelf
23 David C Kay
14 Dwight C Kreischer
24 Anita Shannon Leland 
22 Howard H Longmire
22 Virginia Phillippi Longmire
12 Donald A McPherson
19 Alice Carlson Mickey
20 Gordon H Mingus
Class of 1956
Class Agent: Ralph Bragg 
% Part: 31%
OF: $4,230 OG: $1,240
33 Jerry S Beckley 
29 Irvin J Bence 
29 Ann Brentlinger Bragg
29 Ralph Bragg
15 Jo Gravett Brown
23 John H Bulks
21 Charlotte Cramer Clark 
11 Eugene W Cole 
31 William E Downey 
18 Donald C Edwards
30 Mary Charles Eschbach
16 William L Evans
30 Sarah Rose Gorsuch
6 Dwight D Hartzell
24 Carol Jaynes Hopkins 
24 Duane L Hopkins
21 Marjorie Walker Kassner 
4 Dorothy Niemeyer Kroggel
23 Sally Steffanni Lehman 
18 Gerald L McCormick
1 Larry E McGovern 
26 Wade S Miller
24 Martha E Myers
25 Mary Wagner Myers
9 Shirley Griesmeyer Omietanski 
30 Thelma Hodson Orr
17 Richard A Reichter 
21 Lou Ann Riseling
7 R John Rough
2 Marlene Riegel Shannon 
6 Jane Branson Shiner
23 Madelyn Sears Shultz
Class of 1948. Rotu 1 (L-R): Dorothy Mikesell Pflieger, Rachel Walter Fetzer, Dorothy Engle Florian, Jeanette 
Elliott Boughan, Mary Ann Augspurger McCualsky, Mary Jo Wood Brown, Miriam Ziegler Beams.
Row 2: John F Wells, James B. Duvall, Doris Forney Cunningham, Frances Coleman Miller Baumle, Grace Col­
eman Brague, Lois Bachtel Sommer, Roberta Armstrong Wrassrruin, Fern R. Fourman, Grace Rohrer Rymer.
Row 3: Arthur Spafford, Ray D. Miner, John Canfield, Lloyd Savage, Richard Florian, Richard Pflieger, Don E. 
McCualsky, Karl Famlacher.
Row 4: Charles A. Hoover, Raymond Graft, Richard Shoemaker, Victor Ritter, Gerald Rone, H. Wendell King, 
Doyle Blauch, William LeMay, Juanita Gardis Foltz, Jtick Marks, James C. Brown.
Class Agent; William N Freeman 
% Part; $35%
OF: $2,165 OG: $1,625
Anonymous 
9 William F Bale 
14 Bruce E Beavers 
32 C Allen Burris Jr
21 Richard W Clark
23 Alta Clymer Dauterman
27 Betty Gibson DeLong
28 Kenneth L Domer
22 Janice Gunn Dunphy
7 Eve Miller Farrell
24 Robert S Fulton 
30 Craig Gifford
8 Phyllis Pardoe Goff
5 Richard H Hayes 
21 Reynold C Hoefflin 
14 John R Howe
19 Eileen Fagan Huston
19 John T Huston
7 Kenneth L Jenkins 
24 Martha Gilliland Jennings
12 Barbara McCune Johnson
9 Dale F Kuhn 
16 M David Lind
14 Barbara Reynolds Manno 
2 Donald Lee Martin
18 Patricia Fasnacht McCormick
30 Gloria Bayman Mione
24 M Ann Moser
31 Alan E Norris
21 Shirley McCullough Payton
15 Eugene E Purdy
16 Ronald M Rankin
9 Phoebe Watts Raymond
17 Barbara Fast Reichter 
9 William A Schrader
29 Charles E Selby
9 Carolyn T Shafer
2 Kay Fulcomer Shaw
28 Carolyn Cribbs Smith
14 Gwendolyn Steckman Weber
6 Sterling R Williamson 
26 Glenn V Wyville
Class of 1958
Class Agent: William H Skaates 
% Part: 31%
OF: $2,770 OG: $1,000
13 Shirley A Baker
9 Patricia Weigand Bale 
11 Donald A Bell
3 Robert J Blinzley
13 Lockie Beveridge Bodager
30 Susan L Canfield
20 Selma Bigham Carper
9 Anthony Chiaramonte II 
II Marilyn Miller Cole
15 Mary Larrick Cowgill
25 Edmund L Cox
24 Mary Hankinson Crimmel
14 Karl F Dilley
29 Thomas E Dipko
26 B Joan Durr























Class of 1963. Row 1 (LR): Connie Hellwarth Leonard, Jean Gorsuch Hubbard, Norma Smith Stockman, 
Elizabeth (Libby) Holman Richards, Diane Palmer Masi, Marilyn Gorsuch Cromer, Jean Davidson Berry.
Row 2: Elaine Hoehler Henn, Rebecca (Becky) Stiverson Neill, Marilynn Bamberger Lyke, Christine Fetter 
Greene, Maxine Daniels Moore, Mace Ishida, Michael Schadl.
Row 3: Douglas R. Knight, Gary Olin, Richard Berry, David Cheek, John Muster, Kenneth Hall, Edmund Henn. 
Row 4: Ronald Kelley Boyer, David Truxal, Lewis Rose, Peter Allaman.
16 Sally Harrell Fitzgerald
24 Judith Lovejoy Fcxjte
13 Lewis E Frees
8 Jacqueline Wright Green
17 Ronald D Harmon Sr
20 Marjorie Lambert Hopkins
14 Judith Jenkins Howe
30 Richard Huddle
4 Donald R Hughes
18 William A Hughes
13 David 'Vbngmin Kim
12 Maxine Bowman Kistler
16 Thomas K Lehman
25 Rosemary Leader Loy 
23 Sharon L Main
15 Marion Jenkinson Mengel
31 Edward L Mentzer
8 Donald E Metzler
26 Princess Johnson Miller
10 Rae Fox Mollica
25 William N Obermyer
29 Arthur F Reiff
30 David W Schneider
30 Marie Waggamon Schneider
9 Dolores Sax Schrader 
30 William H Skaates
18 Barbara Saum Smith
17 Doris Repetylo Spaeth 
23 Rex N Sprague
1 Thomas J Stillings
11 Patty Satterfield Stout 
22 Hylda Mosier Strange
22 Jerry Strange
21 Marilyn Harris Taggart
14 Joyce Shannon Warner
17 Amelia Hammond Watkins
14 Kenneth R Weber
13 Donna Taylor Wert
23 Ruth Schilling Wonder 
3 Hugh W Zimmer Jr
Class of 1959
Class Agent: Bonnie Paul Steck 
% Part: 24%
OF: $1,658 OG: $1,395
Anonymous
6 Elaine Baker Bartter
22 Richard C Berio
7 Kenneth C Brookbank
7 Francine Thompson Buckingham 
9 Paul M Butts
5 Willa M Chambers
25 Diane Daily Cox
18 Dale H Crawford
26 Mary Atwood Day
12 George C Dwy
12 David O Erisman
28 Apache Specht Etter 
10 Lucy Smith Fleming 
22 Joanne Swank Gillum 
9 H Theodore Hampton
6 Jefferson T Inglish
15 Joyce Kistler Jones
15 Elizabeth Messmer Kennedy
28 Carole Fitzthum Kuns
25 James D Miller
2 Charles F Mohr
13 Mary Sliver Moore
8 Richard W Morain 
5 Diedre Wells Nelson
3 Rose Tucker Nemeth
8 Helen Buza Pilkington 
18 William H Russell
26 Joanne Albright Seith
29 Janet Risch Selby
10 Lewis F Shaffer
27 Bonnie Paul Steck
28 H Don Tallentire 
3 Gary N Termeer
27 Wavalene Kumler Tong
11 Kenneth L Ullom 
20 Marlene Lash Willey
24 Eric J Winterhalter
14 Donald J Witter
26 Marilyn Miller Wyville
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 
OG = Other Giving 
+ = Deceased
Class of 1960
Class Agent: Wallace J Cochran 
% Part: 33%
OF: $3,985 OG: $3,248
7 Miriam Shirley Auten 
3 Mark H Beachler
7 Rita Harmon Bell
13 Janet Christy Chamberlin
19 Wallace J Cochran
15 Charles W Coffman 
27 Edith Walters Cole 
10 Robert C Cole
12 Bradley E Cox
20 Jane Snyder Denman
6 Arline Speelman Dillman
6 Duane H Dillman
2 Nancy Ankrom Dye
16 Patrick R Fitzgerald 
24 Wendell L Foote
8 Arthur D Green
18 Barbara Puderbaugh Gribler 
18 Jerry L Gribler
3 Marion J Heisey
10 C D Holzapfel
30 Jeannine Hollingsworth Huddle
17 Larry A Kantner 
27 Bruce L Keck
15 Earl F Kennedy
13 Lois Stebleton King
15 Dianne Littlefield Krebs 
27 Phyllis Bench Litton
21 John T Lloyd
14 Allen L Manson
14 Priscilla Huprich Manson 
14 Roberta Plank Markworth 
1 Donald S Matheney 
27 Mervyn L Matteson
31 Constance Myers Mentzer 
8 Julia Thomas Morris
3 Earl W Newberg
18 Nancy Veith Nygren 
23 Hope Hulleman Orr
11 Dorothy Sardinha Pickering
11 Joseph M Polasko
7 Joseph A Pollina
22 Carolyn Swartz Royer
23 Juanita Walraven Rusk 
27 Cherie Nolte Sauer 
23 Robert W Shultz
13 William F Smith
14 Barbara Stansfield 
27 C Gary Steck
12 Marlene Lembright Stillson
21 Marilyn Yarman Stoffer 
10 Kay Saeger Storch
12 Richard L Strouse
23 Patricia Kidner Vinson 
27 Vernon W Vogel
16 E Brent Watson
25 John R Weiffenbach Jr
25 Nancy Werner Weiffenbach
17 Janet Gurney Welch 
20 Urry G Willey
19 John C Worley
Class of 1961
Class Agent: Mary Jean Barnhard Pietila 
% Part: 35%
OF: $3,762 OG: $4,530
Anonymous
Anonymous
12 Brenda Dali Andrews 
34 Lois Brockman Bean
22 Grace Wolfersberger Berio 
3 Marden L Blackledge
5 Nerita Darling Brant
5 Roger F Brant
24 John W Campbell
22 Judy Pohner Christian 
22 Michael W Christian
19 Jane Newell Cochran 
17 David L Deever
17 Sara Elberfeld Deever
10 Rebecca Jenkinson Dusek 
9 R Edwin Ferguson
26 Judith Graham Gebhart
3 Cristina Fernandez Giovine
15 Lawrence E Green 
14 Allen E Gress
25 Nancy Hamilton
18 Anita Hayden Hansen
25 Phyllis Jenkins Heitz
14 Edward R Herman
16 Bruce O Hickin
11 Muriel Ramsey Homer
26 Alice Heft Hoover 
26 Richard K Hoover
24 Linda Wharton Icardi 
18 Ronald W Jones
6 Carol Morse Kearney 
8 Paula Schreiner Knotts
20 Sandra Kohler Leedy 
16 Gerald Raymond Lewis
15 Brent R Martin
16 Sally Word Masak
5 John W McCaughey
20 Robert L McCombs 
7 Wilma Northington Mehan
17 Nancy Wurster Nicklaus
16 David G Norris
26 Bernice Glor Pagliaro 
15 James E Paxton
18 Mary Jean Barnhard Pietila 
15 Thomas A Price
10 Leland Prince
4 Ann Cherry Pryfogle
17 Kenneth R Rippin 
25 Ronald Ritchie
7 Richard L Rufener
11 Sara Griffiths Rupp 
10 Marcia Jones Schmidt
25 James L Shackson
24 Ruth Enright Sheridan
23 Nancy Jones Smith
15 John F Spicer
17 Jill Mehlin Stump
10 Adelaide Weir Sukiennik
19 Paul D Taylor
26 Carol A Thompson 
19 Ruth Gaugh Vogel
13 Leorra Schmucker Wagoner
14 James R Walter
4 Edwin E Westbrook
7 Claire Lindell Williams
11 William E Wood
Class of 1962
Class Agent: John W Campbell 
% Part: 18%
OF: $2,500 OG: $2,529
14 Hugh D Allen 
14 John H Bauer
17 Marilyn Grimes Birckbichler
10 Gerald L Collins
9 William A Cotton
13 John L Davis
9 Marilynn E Etzler 
19 David W Ewing
8 D Kay Ayers Frazier
14 Kenneth R Gilson 
14 Opal Adkins Gilson
6 George W Gornall
11 Judith Reighard Graffius 
14 Leslie Marsh Gress
16 Catherine Hawkins Hickin 
10 Brenda Evans Holzapfel
18 Suzanne Shelley Jones
9 Nancy Cozzens Kimherly
24 Louise Bollechino Klump
21
Class of 1967. Row 1 (L-R): Carolyn Ramsey Bretz, Alice Kay Jenkins Hilderbrand, Katherine (Kathy) Knittel 
Hunt, Linda Bixby, Janet Blair Roll, Richard Sawyer.
Row 2: Barbara Billings Hazelbaker, Laurie Elwell Paulus, Toni Churches Carter, Elaine Ellis Brookes, Barbara 
Wissinger Calihan, Scott Steele, Frank B. Garlathy.
Row 3: Allen Myers, Tom Sporch, Ken Carlsen, Don Lutz-
8 Richard P LeGrand 
16 Ben R Leise
15 Barbara Glor Martin
21 Gerald A McFeeley 
10 John W Merriman
8 Maxine Swingle Morain
9 Theodore E Nichols II
16 Elizabeth Werth Oakman
22 Judith Stone Olin 
10 Larry J Pasqua
18 John D Pietila
3 Robert R Reall
25 Carol Strauss Ritchie 
16 Ronald M Ruble
15 Lois Marburger Schmidt
10 Sandra Minser Shaffer
14 John M Spring
21 Richard H Swigart
4 Patricia Hommon Tate
22 Lei Shoda Tobias 
22 Ronald E Tobias
18 Myra Hiett Traxler
16 Judith Hunt Ward
5 William T Young
Class of 1963
Class Agent: Carol Simmons Shackson 
% Part: 27%
OF: $11,668 OG: $4,145
2 Eugene T Aukerman
10 Marie Fast Baughman 
16 Gary L Beamer
16 Phyllis Fraley Beamer
12 William S Borchers
8 Ronald K Boyer
22 Ralph D Brehm
4 Sylvester M Broderick 
2 Lois Axline Campolo
13 Arlene Huff Chase
9 David M Cheek
9 Stephanie Robertson Cotton
7 David L Drumel
15 James S Gallagher
11 George R Gartrell
23 Mercedes Blum Graber
19 Christine Fetter Greene 
13 Terry M Hafner
5 Diane Fichner Hankins
8 Lois Augenstein Harris 
19 Judith Furay Hugh
19 Tony E Hugh
4 Mace A Ishida 
23 Philip L Johnson
11 Martha Slack Kinkead
17 Douglas R Knight
15 Connie Hellwarth Leonard
18 Marilynn Bamberger Lyke 
18 Thomas R Martin
10 Kathy Ackerman McDannald 
10 Jeannette L McElroy 
17 Emily Crose Moore
9 Glenda Daniels Moore
I Maxine Daniels Moore
17 W Thomas Moore
16 Thomas C Morrison
15 David F Moser
12 Howard B Newton
22 Gary L Olin 
21 Harold L Pitz
10 Jean V Poulard
16 Carleton P Purdey
1 Elizabeth Holman Richards
13 Jeannette Weishner Rohrbach
13 Lewis R Rose
23 Larry D Roshon
7 Carol Shook Rufener
11 Roger L Seelig
25 Carol Simmons Shackson
12 Sigrid Persson Sharp
12 Thomas E Sharp
24 Mary Floyd Sparenberg 
24 Norma Smith Stockman
10 R Lowell Thomas
1 Rancie Bilbrey Titley 
1 William W Titley
8 Susan Gribler Tressler
II David W Truxal 
3 Virginia R Tyson
18 Caroline Kaderly Wherley 
18 Daniel Wherley
20 Larry L Wilson
Class of 1964
Class Agent: Sandra Williams Bennett 
% Part: 28%
OF: $3,655 OG: $1,520
14 Elizabeth Glor Allen
9 Richard L Allen
13 Judith M Anderson
8 Sally Banbury Anspach 
18 Lyle T Barkhymer
11 Thomas K Barnes
13 Carol Studebaker Beck 
13 Thomas R Beck
8 William W Beck
13 Sandra Williams Bennett 
13 Jesse L Blair
13 Ulrike Walchner Blair 
15 George S Brookes
5 Kathy Kanto Carpenter
9 Carol Schweitzer Cheek
18 Barbara Fletcher Coburn
2 Geoffrey B Cotton 
12 H Jay Dattle
7 Michael H Doney
6 Edward H Drayer
4 Byron E Ford
15 Carole Wigle Gallagher 
11 Eugene L Gangl 
30 Martha Kinder Gifford
19 Jerry A Gill
14 Wayne T Gill
3 James R Gittins 
11 Mary F Hall
11 John F Harmon
15 Linda Bussard Hartranft 
14 Richard L Hartzell
7 Beth Lewis Hershberger
8 John E Hoover
8 Sharon Allaman Hoover
16 Rosemary Huprich Jenkins 
22 Cherry Wicks Jeong
6 Esther Swartz Kester
12 Ki Sook Kim
7 Thomas H Kreimeier
7 Mary McClish Kysor
20 Carol Albright Lauthers
8 Glenna K I^Grand 
20 Carol L Leininger
5 Barbara Maurer Lindeman 
14 Jeanne Brumbaugh Lyons 
12 Ronald E Martin
27 Martha Deever Matteson
10 Ronald W Meckfessel
12 M Joseph Miller 
25 Phylis Bush Miller
14 Karen Ruegg Montgomery 
20 Charles C Moore
2 Patricia Sweany Moore 
20 Sally Landwer Moore
15 Carey F Oakley
10 Dini Fisher Parsons
13 John C Peters
11 Ruth Freeman Pierce













10 Regina Fehrens Poulard
4 Lawrence L Pryfogle 
40 Ruth Whitacre Riggle
13 Claudia Smith Rose
9 Richard A Russo 
23 Susan M Sain
11 Dale R Smith
15 Suzanne Osborn Stadnick 
17 R Gary Stansbury
1 Thomas L Stockdale
14 William D Thompson
2 Robert D Townsend 
20 John A Voorhees 
22 Virginia R Walker
5 All^rt Walton
8 Donald E Yantis
13 Madalyn Osborn Tbungbird
Class of 1965
Class Agent: George P Parthemos 
% Part: 23%
OF: $2,695 OG: $873
7 Bette Smith Amelung 
20 Lynne Puterbaugh Apple
10 Frederick J Badger
14 Lena Newhouse Bauer
15 Frederick H Bohse
15 Barbara Cheney Buttermore
15 Larry P Buttermore
4 Glen R Calihan
16 Carol Darling Carter 
13 Larry E Chase
1 R Gerald Cleaver
17 Mary Crawford Cobb 
30 Barbara S Cole
8 Katherine Newman Dalrymple
12 Linda S Diller
11 Beth Camp Donaldson 
8 Mary Hull Earles
13 Stephen P Ellis
17 Mary Blair Fields
20 Vera Garrabrant Hall
5 Richard A Hamilton
2 Victor A Hood
16 Douglas R Houser
6 Rose Leibolt Huff
13 Joseph N Ignat
7 Richard L Innis
7 Robert R Kintigh 
19 Carol Varner Kinzer 
4 Mary Hayes Mackley
7 Heidi Haberman Marks
8 Mary Sheaffer Martin
18 Rosemary Gorman McTygue 
8 Karen Hoerath Meyer
8 Robert A Meyer
14 Sandra Hoesel Middleton
12 Joyce Rugh Miller 
8 Porter G Miller
14 Jack W Moreland
12 Frederick E Noah
15 Carolyn Osborn Oakley
17 Rosemary Snyder Olhoeft
21 William A Ottewill
13 George P Parthemos 
13 Sylvia Hodgson Peters
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
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Class of 1968. Row 1 (L-R): Patricia Wolfe Simon, Karen Summers Jayne, Mary Campbell Garlathy, Sheila 
Thomas Thomasson, Sandra Manning Moser, Kathleen (Kathy) Quintilian Pinson.
Row 2: Frank Jayne, Rose Orwick Carlsen, Kristy Courtright Johnson, Jean Cheek Lumley, Carol Staudt Steele, 
Kay Hedding Mitchell, Cathy Alspach Boring, Patricia Merryman.
Row 3: Brent Koudelka, David Viers, Thomas James, Ronald Anslinger, Anna Lou Turner Lorton, Steven Lorton.
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 
OG = Other Giving 
+ = Deceased
11 Linda L Pierce 
2 Larry S Powers
16 Paula Bushong Rennich 
8 Richard E Reynolds
10 Barbara Wylie Rossino
8 Karen Dean Schnorrenberg
12 Herbert G Seto+
6 David M Short
20 Emily A Smith
11 Mary Showalter Smith
21 Jane Schoepke Stolzenburg 
19 James H Stott
1 Stephen W Surface
9 Nancy Ertel Sween 
19 Margaret Lloyd Trent 
10 William P Varga
8 James E Wacker 
14 Sally McCoy Wallace
13 James H Walsh
7 Jerry L Wassem
17 Marcia Shaffer Weidner
14 Raymond C White
12 Suzan Lang Wiesen 
1 J Mills Williams
Class of 1966
Class Agent: Michael H Cochran 
% Part: 28%
OF: $4,100 OG: $3,075
7 Richard L Amelung
8 Nicholas A Anspach
1 Mary Ellen Armentrout 
21 Stephen D Bretz 
21 Michael H Cochran
15 Janet Parsons Colliton
8 Blanche Geho Conarroe 
21 Nathalie Bungard DeCamp
9 Philip R Dever 
11 Jay L Donaldson
16 Rose Mansfield Drewes 
15 Cynthia S Eckroth
17 William K Eggers
1 Nancy Kesselring Fanning
19 Michael J Fensler
17 Albert M Fields 
7 Robert W Fisher
2 William C Fisher
5 Christopher H Foster
3 Michael M Fribley
20 Nancy R Friedt
11 Betty Fitch Gibson 
13 Brian K Hajek 
13 Edith Sheets Hajek 
3 Phyllis Butterbaugh Hartley 
9 Judith Wolfe Hedges 
11 Thomas C Heisey
7 Donald G Hershberger
11 Ellen Williams Jankowski
8 Keith L Jarvis
8 Roberta Sette Jaworski
21 Joann Bell Kaiser 
10 Wayne C King
I Lana Rinehart LaSeta
1 Barbara Hobbs Layman
6 Raymond Leffler 
13 Jeanne M Lord
21 Lenore Brobst Lutz
8 Alvarene Shank Massanova
6 John E McIntosh
7 Edward L Mckelvey
10 Judith Reddick Meckfessel 
5 Charles Messmer
9 Donna Lust Miles 
9 George W Miles
15 Gail L Miller 
21 James B Miskimen 
10 H Stephen Moeller 
7 Jack W Moore
18 Gordon J Morris
10 Suzanne Taylor Mueller 
3 Kathryn Armstrong Nance
2 Charlene Zundel Nevans 
2 Marvin W Nevans
2 David W Newton
12 David P Orbin
20 Bonnie Reams Paul 
7 Paul B Paulus 
20 Violet Peoples Pisor
12 Lewis W Poole
6 Nan Vanscoyoc Rider
7 Wolfgang R Schmitt
15 F Jeanette Schneider 
3 James R Sells
8 Susan Hohnhorst Smolen 
2 Trenda Bly Sprague
16 Kenneth L Stansberger 
1 Carol Sockel Taylor
14 Judith Morison Thompson
16 Catherine Brandeberry Tinnerman
14 David C Trout
8 John C VanHeertum 
8 Melinda Macarie VanHeertum 
5 Diana Powell Walton 
7 Suellen Cochrane Wassem 
12 John A Whalen
15 Fred W Worley '
15 Michael Ziegler
17 Barbara J Zirkle
Class of 1967
Class Agent: F Thomas Sporck II 
% Part: 24%
OF: $3,648 OG: $1,458
13 Sarah Jack Aldrich 
II Jeannine Benson Bates
17 Judy Gebhart E3ear
4 William C Beougher 
8 Howard G Berg
18 Linda J Bixby
2 Nancy Staby Boardman 
21 Carolyn Ramsey Bretz 
15 Elaine Ellis Brookes 
4 Barbara Wissinger Caliban 
11 Carol J Capell 
13 Antonia Churches Carter
1 Elly Kassner Cleaver
21 Gretchen Vansickle Cochran 
4 Vivian Rinehart Crist 
13 David C Evans 
17 Barbara Lou Fegley 
6 Curtis L Fellers
2 Wendy Fleming 
8 John R Fowler
17 Charlotte Zirkle Friend 
13 R Thomas George 
4 Ronald M Gerhardt 
13 William S Gornall 
8 Sophie Slocum Guimond
8 Philip J Hardy 
8 Diana Bosely Harley
13 Maxine Bamberger Hegnauer 
12 Doris Carter Hellermann
4 Robert E Hilfiker 
II Judy Shaffer Holzbacher 
17 Virginia Schott Jones
11 Edward D Laughbaum 
21 Don R Lutz
8 James E McElroy
1 Robert J Moreland
17 Ann Williams Mundhenk
2 Marjorie Reese Murphy 
19 Allen C Myers
12 Kathleen Morris Orbin
16 Richard H Orndorff
11 Judith Swanson Pardue
17 Gloria Brown Parsisson
7 Laurie Elwell Paulus
2 Elizabeth Wilson Powers 
6 Jo Linder Pringle
10 Janet Radebaugh Purdy
18 Robert J Reichenbach
12 Janet Blair Roll 
23 Marvin D Rusk
9 Cheryl Brooks Russo
1 Virginia Schuer Sampson
11 Ileana B Santore 
17 Richard G Sawyer
12 Sharon Banbury Shoaf 
12 Thomas F Shoaf
I Scott R Steele
19 David E Stichweh
19 Joanne Miller Stichweh
14 Richard D Taylor
16 David E Tinnerman 
19 I Bruce Turner
3 Howard B Walker 
12 James M Weisz
12 Karen Persson Whalen
15 Warren S Wheeler
8 James R White
8 Sandra Miller White
17 Brian J Wood
15 Robert E Woodruff 
10 Susanne M Wrhen
Class of 1968
Class Agent: Rick &. Kathy Pinson 
% Part: 27%
OF: $4,410 OG: $661
Anonymous
7 Edna Hipsher Albright 
13 Kenneth H Aldrich 
9 Cheryl Thomas Allen
15 Ronald L Anslinger
2 Roger B Baldwin
10 Charma Moreland Behnke 
7 Mary Hutchings Beswick 
10 D Jean Bickett
3 Barbara Satola Bogzevitz
16 Cathy Alspach Boring
1 Susan Daly Buchwalter 
6 Robert I Buttermore 
6 Carolyn Fleming Cain
6 Harold E Cain
13 Janet Siebert Cseak
7 Anne Barr Davis
16 Brenda Zoller Deever 
16 W Thomas Deever 
1 Joan Hopkins Duff
13 Nancy Smith Evans
6 Kathleen Hughey Fellers
7 Eileen Corner Flanagan 
16 Nancy Dorod Garrett
6 Margery Ciampa Gemas 
10 Richard A Gianfagna
18 Dennis R Hedges
4 Donn A Hellinger
14 Allen E Hicks
14 Lois Zimmerman Hicks
15 John E Hodge
10 David T Hoernemann
3 Michael M Hudson 
1 Donald R Innis
8 Jacqueline Lcjve Katzin 
1 Dianne Jones Kehl
1 George R Kellar
4 Mel W Kennedy
11 John E King
7 Deborah Holliday Kintigh
7 Richard P Klenk
8 Brent M Koudelka 
10 Jerome P Laub
3 Jennifer Lind Lautanen 
1 Susan Lenz Little 
6 Patricia J Loyer 













Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor Roll. 
If you have questions or correc­
tions, especially with regard to the 
format or spelling of names, please 
direct correspondence to the Vice 
President for Development, Otter- 
bein College, Westerville, Ohio 
43081.
8 Judith Whipp Mack
7 Michael T McCloskey
12 Marsha Noldcr McDonald
16 Dorothy GcxJdard McKinney
1 Linda Young Miller
13 Kay Hedding Mitchell 
10 Karen Fischer Moeller 
18 Sandra Manning Moser
9 Susan Simmons Mowry
8 Samuel E Murphy II 
13 Michael J O’Donnell
2 Bonnie jean O’Leary 
7 Robert V Ostrander
17 Donald E Parsisson
13 Connie McNutt Petrigala
9 Don E Pickering
12 Mary Browne Porrata
14 Thomas W Powers
10 Holly B Puterbaugh
18 Paul S Reiner
5 Lawrence W Rcxjse
11 Larry E Rupp
2 Luzerne Sprague Simkin
9 Patricia Wolfe Simon
7 Anne Durkin Smoler
8 Sherrie Billings Snyder 
1 Carol Staudt Steele
8 Mary Kerr Sterling
13 Donna Lenhard Stevens
16 Carol Hull Stoner
5 Karen Hohnhorst Strand 
1 Alice Hoskins Takase
12 Charles D Taylor
1 Patricia Middleton Thomas
10 Cjloria McDowell Thysell
19 Rachel Stinson Turner
13 Sonja Goad Tweedle
11 Anna M VanTassel 
5 David R Viers
4 Charles C Walcutt
5 William A Watts
5 Kathleen Bump Weisenberg
15 Lynda Hobson Weston
15 Robert B Weston
9 Mary Bistline Wiard 
10 Virginia K Wieland 
10 Linda Lang Wold
17 jerralyn Scott WexxJ
9 Norma Worley Zimmerman
Class of 1969
Cdass Agent; jane Whearty McMeekin 
% Part: 25%
OF: $4,145 OG: $3,004
4 Dianne Fisher Abbott
18 Christene Anderson Acker
18 Barry W Askren
8 Richard R Augspurger
2 Carol Wolf Aukerman 
8 jon W Banning
6 Sarah M Barnes
16 Florence Price Bcardslee
10 Linda Spicer Beckner 
10 Richard O Beckner
14 Daniel E E3ender
14 Wendy Ficker Bender 
23 Deborah Lord Bennett
19 Patience Cox Bernards 
9. jack B Bcxnh
7 Susan Schlencher Carroll 
7 T^m R Carroll
5 Clara Lavender Conley 
1 Linda S Cooper
9 Virginia Biemel Demo 
9 Rebecca Phillips Dolinar
17 Beth Schlegel Eggers 
12 Cecil L Elliott
14 jon T Elliott 
10 John K Farnlacher
7 Nancy Lorenz Fisher
1 Carolyn Fell Fisk 
10 Thomas R Foster 
10 Karen Maple Freijo
10 Frances Guenther Garten
12 David L Geary 
4 H Leroy Gill
2 Frederick D Glasser 
19 Janet Dowdy Granger
13 Martha Rhoades Green
13 M jane Griggs
2 Rebecca Ruyan Groseclose 
12 Alan K Harris
12 Julia Gauch Harris
18 Kay Needham Hedges
14 Loretta Evans Heigle
15 Kathy j Heinrich
11 James R Henry
11 Virginia Zunich Hill
1 Judith Seibert Hubert
9 Mary Kamis Igrec
16 Cynthia Rowles Jackson
3 Thomas J Jent
10 Christina L Jones
2 Gerald R Kelley
13 Whitney Breidenbach Keyes
17 Carole Prileson Koach
4 Gail Lewis Kohlhorst
8 Linda Crow Koudelka
6 Donald G Lang
1 Susanne Russell Lauchner
9 Michael G Leadbetter
6 Morris Maple IV
12 John J McDonald
16 Richard L McKinney
15 Jane Whearty McMeekin
3 George C Mellors
9 Carol Stevens Miller 
9 Ronald A Mowry
7 Frederick A Myers
13 Saranne Price O’Donnell
16 Carol Hammond Orndorff
16 Barbara Cochrane Palombo
10 Jerry C Parker
11 William C Pasters
8 Carole Betts Pearson
2 June Hall Peters
9 Lowell L Peters
13 Carol Coldwell Reck 
13 Michael K Reck
17 Marilyn Miller Rehm
18 Forrest D Rice
10 David J Ruch
12 Larry G Rummel
12 Rebecca L Ruple
13 Susan Hiehle Schnapp 
9 Evelyn Kristoff Sharp
12 Thomas W Sheaffer
11 Rebecca Kramer Sheridan 
8 Nancy Young Shue
13 Pamela Traylor Simpson 
13 Ronald D Simpson
11 Douglas R Smeltz
4 Virginia Tryon Smilack
11 Fredric K Steck
3 Gary L Stewart
12 Albert P Stohrer
12 Kathleen Revenaugh Stohrer 
8 Allan E Strouss
19 Keith H Turner 
18 Roger Wharton
7 Robert E Woods
13 Barbara Tinnerman Zech 
11 Alice Hoffmeister Zuske
Class of 1970
Class Agent: Ronald J Sharer 
% Part: 29%
OF: $4,352 OG: $12,176
Anonymous
11 Louise Loynachan Amrine 
15 Jeanne Lytle Anslinger 
14 Elaine S Armbrust 
18 Janice Keller Askren
2 David L Bach
8 Karla Courtright Banning
9 Susan Bolin Beeman 
4 Susan Gore Berkowitz
3 Jane Zappe Boyer 
8 Dan H Bremer
8 Regina Parcels Bremer
12 Joseph R Bresson
1 Betsy Ann Bridwell 
5 Mary Herron Burak
3 Joyce Ray Bussler
1 Gayle M Comstock
9 Deborah Park Crawford 
8 Fredric L Dray
13 Michael E Ducey
7 Patricia Raleigh Duplaga
12 Carol Mathias Elliott 
10 James P Ferguson
13 Fonda G Fichthorn
2 Marcia Knisley Fortner 
2 Robert S Fortner
1 Eunice Fanning Foster
8 Richard L Fox
5 Betsy Schlegel Fraker
15 John C Funk
10 Betty McElroy Gardner 
1 Garry L Gohlke
11 Terry L Goodman
11 Becky Frederick Hall 
10 Joyce Hamer
13 Jill Sellers Harris
9 Brian E Hartzell
4 Sharon Mack Heaton
4 Timothy L Heaton
9 Marjorie Benson Heid
1 Linda Markeson Henry
2 William E Heskett
12 Carolyn Koachway Hill
1 Gregory G Hubert
14 Marc B Inboden
2 Linda Persinger Innis
6 Diane Benson Jesse
7 Christy Kear Johnson
8 Kay Brinkman Keller 
8 Cheryl Waters Kempf 
2 Jerry L Klenke
5 Carol MacKenzie Kruger 
8 Stephen M Lack
18 Phyllis Esswein Larason
16 David E Lehman
8 Donald W Liming
9 Marilyn Shupe Linkous 
9 Thomas E Linkous
10 Linda White Lovelace
4 Kim Entsminger Luiggi 
2 Karen Beiner McCall
14 Linda Whitehouse Pace
11 Susan Crane Pasters
5 Paula Cullman Peters
12 Gary P Price
12 Linda Sands Price
2 Berenice Buxton Richard-Lehner
6 John R Roby
6 Pamela Hennings Roby
3 Karen Schuyler Sabean
13 Ronald J Scharer
9 John C Schott
5 Cynthia Seith Sedlock
14 Glen D Shaffer
14 Linda Zimmerman Shaffer
6 Kathryn E Sims
7 Deborah Nims Smith
7 Donald L Smith Jr
8 Alicia Osborne Sommer
9 Stephen R Spurgeon 
1 Michael E Swanton
10 Margaret Tabor
1 Nancy Clark Temes
4 Harland L Verrill 
13 Carl E Warnes
10 Janet Cornish Wartman
5 Joy Thompson Watts 
18 Charles H Weil
18 Marlyn Gill Weil 
13 Sharon Ellenberger Wilson
11 Morgan G Winget Jr
4 Karen Batten Woodworth 
7 Catherine L Worley
Class of 1971
Class Agent: James R Augspurger 
% Part: 31%
OF: $5,275 OG: $1,835
3 Ellen Joyce Andrews 
6 Cathy Reimund Arend 
9 Gregory N Armbrust
10 Lynn Scarlett Atkinson
11 James R Augspurger
11 Linda Ancik Augspurger 
9 Crystal Day Babin
3 D Lowell Bacon
9 Thomas A Barnhart 
9 Jeanne A Beck
4 Karen Carter Bejcek
6 Elizabeth Gibson Berens 
16 Barbara J Bibbee 
14 Rita Schumacher Bilikam
12 Dawn Markham Bresson
12 F Michael Britt
6 Charles H Bromley
3 James D Brubaker
5 Thomas A Burak
7 Muriel A Byers
10 Barbara MacKenzie Campbell
4 Timothy D Clark
15 Deborah L Cramer
1 Karen Miller Davies
6 Tom R Davis
3 Michael L Dear
13 Carol Starks Ducey
6 Cynthia Savage Dybik
4 Jane Probasco Eckhart
10 Wendy Roush Elliott
5 Ralph C Erickson
12 Kathleen M Fernandez 
3 Bruce N Finkle
11 James L Francis
8 Gayle Myers Gabriele
6 Arthur W Hand
2 Stephanie Lewis Helsel
10 Catherine Mcllvaine Herrod
2 Nancy Fenstermaker Heskett 
10 Charla Ccxik Hoernemann
3 M Ann Houser
3 Harriet Zech Hunter
16 Kenneth C Jackson
1 Jeffrey L Jones
13 Harold R Kemp
10 Dottie Stover Kendrick
4 James M Kerr
4 Joan Ziegler Kerr
7 Adele Knipp Klenk 
16 Marsha S Klingbeil
11 Doris M Kuhn
4 Thomas J LeChaix
2 Ann Bergquist Lehner
2 Joanne Strecker Lincoln 
16 Dennis A Lohr 
2 Michael J MacGee 
4 William D Marshall
8 Richard F Mayhew 
11 Russell J McFarren
4 Robert 1 McGee
11 D John McIntyre
12 Dale E Miller
12 Linda Wilkins Miller
7 Jed W Morison
13 Robert N Mowrey
1 Brian E Napper
10 Alice Prosch Parker 
10 John L Parsons
2 Sue Macks Perrin 
7 David E Phillips
2 Susan Borg Poll
1 Arlene Woods Price 
1 Charles L Price 
1 Frederick A Raines 
1 Kathleen Zimmerman Raines 
1 Monte L Rhoden 
10 Jurgen K Rieger 
10 Wanda Boykin Rieger 
4 Douglass L Robinson 
10 Kathe Bachmann Ruch
6 Mark A Savage
10 Patricia Spessard Schramm
9 Charles E Share
12 Margaret Grimes Sheaffer
7 Louis D Simmermacher
3 Kathleen Lee Sitz
4 Steven W Smith
5 Mark V Snider
3 David T Stedman 
20 Margaret Ridge Stuckey
3 Elaine Leedy Stull
1 Marjorie Kendall Swanton
8 Thomas L Turner 
10 Jae Benson VanWey
4 P Mark Watts
16 Carol Carpenter Waugh 
16 James E Waugh
10 Barbara Wharton 
7 Ronald J White
11 Rosemarie E Willhide 
11 Joyce Bristow Winget
7 James C Wood 
7 Laura Tuck Wood
13 John W Zech
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 




Class Agent: George P Miller 
% Part: 28%
OF: $3,061 OG: $850
8 Barry S Ackerman 
1 Stephanie Wilkin Armbruster
6 Michael W Balthrop
5 Deborah Netzly Bartlett
10 Kathlynn S Benson 
14 Stephen H Bilikam
11 Kathy Nye Bixler
4 Gail Williams Bloom
4 Christine Hayes Booth
3 Joy Roberts Brubaker 
8 Kathleen A Butler
1 Richard E Calhoun
5 Stephen C Cecutti
4 Brenda Jauchius Chambers
11 Timothy B Chandler
10 Marilyn Swisher Clowson
5 Christina Benson Cook
12 Jenny Miller Curtis
3 Elizabeth Hetrick Deer 
5 Shirley D Dillon
5 Margaret Morgan Doone
2 Mary Smith Elliott
16 Mary Ann Everhart-McDonald
5 Myra Wolfe Feller
13 Sara Lxjrd Foster
8 William J Gabriele
4 Marianne Turner Gerhart
1 Keith E Girton
2 Neil O Gleason
1 Joseph W Grauer
9 Linda Leatherman Haller 
9 Peter J Haller
2 Kathryn Cobb Harjung
2 Kurt S Harjung
7 Pamela Fowler Hill
9 Debra Andrews Hoeg
3 Lynne A Hokanson
4 Lois Corey Hosey
6 Craig D Jones
6 Gail Donley Jones
8 Ronald L Jones
4 Lois Brown Keaton
9 Donn P Kegel
13 Barbara Harris Kemp 
1 Diane Lyn Kendig
7 Roger C Lansman
5 Deborah Sapp Lloyd 
5 John E Lloyd
4 Donald E Manly III
11 Sandra McFeaters Marcano
4 Tasha Rone Marshall
8 Carol Wilhelm Mayhew 
11 Marticia Day McFarren
11 Claudia Yeakel McIntyre 
16 Katrina Steck Mescher
1 Christine Chatlain Miller 
16 George P Miller
2 David E Mittler
5 Mary Temple Norton
12 Craig N Parsons
11 Kathleen Kohler Patterson
5 Thomas W Pfost 
1 Keith D Pohly
7 Gregory D Prowell
6 Elizabeth Gaul Rarey 
6 Ronald P Rarey
6 Donald R Raybuck
7 John K Raybuck 
11 Sandra Dye Reed
9 Evon Lineburgh Rossetti 
1 Patricia Lindquist Schaal
8 Kim Taylor Schnell
9 Jerry B Sellman
4 John H Simmons
1 Deborah Gunter Snively 
15 Barbara Elliott Snyder 
15 Jeffrey D Snyder
6 Susan Conover Sponaas
7 Keith D Squires
9 Jacqueline Poe Stevens 
4 James R Stoffer 
9 Nancy Scott Sturtz
8 Cheryl Kirk Turner
7 Carol Whitehouse Tyx
10 Nathan J VanWey
11 Jeanne Maxwell Vaughan 
7 Mary Ahrens White
18 Annette Smith Williams
2 Karen M Wilson-Young
3 Gwendolyn Tucker Wooddell
12 Michael G Ziegler 
2 Joanne T Zlate
Class of 1973
Class Agent: Robert A Gail 
% Part: 26%
OF: $6,040 OG: $1,114
4 Wesley R Anderson Jr
3 Laura Martin Andreas 
12 Mary Ricard Bender
11 Mark A Bixler
4 Victoria Coleman Bolton 
4 Thomas E Booth
11 Michael S Bridgman 
6 Frank S Bright
6 Linda Newlun Bright 
9 Bradley A Brown
2 David A Buchanan
1 Nancy Eisenman Carter
4 Deborah Cronce Casciole
5 John L Codella Jr
6 Robert H Day
3 Jane Russell Dear
2 Stephen M Dearth
2 Dana Benson Dockery 
2 Pamela M Erb 
9 Charles G Ernst 
9 Jon R France
5 Margaret Jones Frederick 
14 Robert A Gail
4 Gregory V George 
8 Lynn A Greene
8 Patricia Fish Greene 
2 Gail L Griffith
9 Douglas F Gyorke
4 Dwight E Hammond 
9 Terry Schamber Hartzell 
2 John W Harvey 
1 Carol Brock Heavey
1 W Thomas Heavey
2 Janet Martin Hepler
4 Carol Mathias Herron
12 Gretchen Steck Horstman
7 Cheryn Alten Houston
7 Nancy Garrison Howley
8 Carol Strout Jones
2 Deborah Burnham Jones 
7 Frederick L Kell
12 Patrice Perry Kelly
3 Glenna Feisley Kincaid
7 Peggy Malone Kirkpatrick
6 Susan Harrison Lahoski 
1 Steven W Lust
II Keith I Malick
4 Catherine Fisher Manly
1 John W McClain
2 William P McFarren
3 Angela Mogavero
11 Margaret Fagerberg Montgomery 
11 Maury Newburger
7 Ruth Schreckengost Novak
7 Jane Ashton Pekman
5 Donna Mathias Pfost
10 Carol Irby Poore
8 Debra Dominy Powell
4 Veronica Froble Price
7 Claire Longshore Raybuck
6 Robin Reid Raybuck
11 D Brett Reardon
II Patricia Fletcher Saks 
11 Craig D Salser 
11 Deborah Moon Salser 
1 Diane L Sanford 
I Richard W Saylor 
3 Timothy P Schlosser
6 Linda Woods Sestito
7 Alan A Shaffer
Class of 1969. Row 1 (L-R): Marlene Ixinsman Deringer, Peggy Neal 
Koom, Linda Crow Koudelka, Frances Guenther Garten.
Row 2: Steven Deringer, Franklin Miller, Fred Glosser, Richard 
McDowell.
Class of 1978. Row I (L-R): Jeffrey Downing, Mary Bricker, Jeffrey 
Burnett, Douglas Kingsbury.
Row 2: Tamra Milles Smith, Gina Miller, Linda Robey Buckle, Susan 
Henthom.
Row 3: Royce Underwood, Eric Maess, Nadine Rohal, Charles (Chuck) 
Eckerson.
7 Frances Williams Shoemaker
4 Debra Dietz Smith
3 Jean Basinger Stedman
7 Romaine M Turyn
9 Virginia M Tyler
11 Dcbrs Scott V^dcJcr
5 Deborah L Coleman 4 Diana Barger Kauffman
1 Mary Ellenberger Colombini 3 Dwight D Kincaid
5 Terry L Curtin 9 Susan Schuster Kindervater
7 Deborah Doan Davis 4 Ruth Glenfield Kinsey
7 Mellar P Davis 7 Betsy Ostrander Lavric
2 David R Vendt
4 Maryann Marstrell Wakefield
2 Larry D Waugh
1 Lynn Condit Whetstone
6 John H Wilber
8 Kenneth L Wright
6 Lynette Davis Tbagle
12 Patricia Jo Elliott 1 Carol Turner Leasure
2 Glorene Shearer Evilsizor
2 Scott A Evilsizor
2 Thomas A Lloyd
10 Anthony J Mangia Jr
13 Daniel T Fagan 10 Lisa Pettit Mangia
3 Cynthia Bair Falls 1 Kathleen Seibert Martin
5 Douglas J Fields 5 Constance Evans Matthews
5 Elisabeth Bachmann Fields 7 Bradley L McGlumphy
9 Barbara Curtis France 8 Jayne Augspurger McKewen III
Class of 1974 2 Kay Bechtel Garfinkel 12 Brett S Motirehead12 Dick E Glessner 2 Karen D Pellett
Class Agent: Marsha E Rice 6 Janet Patrick Goodwin 5 Nancy Noblitt Pfeiffer
% Part: 20% 9 Nancy K Harter 13 Dennis M Roberts
OF: $2,516 OG: $1,380 3 Debora L Hawthorne 7 Lanny E Ross
3 Larry W Heller 6 Douglas K Sampson
2 Patricia Haddox Adams 3 Michael R Heniken 3 Kaye Kline Schlosser
6 Gay Hedding Beck 14 Barbara Jo Hoffman 2 Barbara Scott Sell
3 Virginia Olesen Bell 2 Dee M Hoty 4 Linda Judd Simmons
2 Deborah Hall Bennati 6 John A Hritz 9 Claudia D Smith
6 Dav W Bremer 4 Stanley E Hughes 1 Robin Adair Snow
2 Cheryl Beam Charles 2 Betty Lowe Hull 1 Joseph A Szima
2 Thomas K Cheney 2 Bruce A Hull 6 Teri Thomas Taylor
1 John R Cicillian 3 Gregory W Johnson 2 Deborah Kaurich Tbngren
25
4 Barbara Stockwell Turner
6 Michael J Wasylik
7 Janice McCullough White 
2 Jane Calhoun Willson
2 Donald E Zeigler
Class of 1975
Class Agent: S Kim Wells 
% Part: 19%
OF: $8,721 OG: $9,066
Anonymous
7 Peter B Baker 111
5 Charles A Beall
12 Judith Silver Boyer
11 Cynthia Hupp Bridgman
6 C Christopher Bright
4 Charles E Case
2 Richard W Clark
1 Debra Stokes Corey
8 Lynn Corbin Costanza
13 Candis L Criner
5 Karen Dalrymple Curtin
3 David E Daubenmire
2 L Susan DeLay
1 Martha E Edwards
8 Vicki L Ettenhofer
7 Brad E Fackler
9 Penny Pease Fazekas
3 David W Fisher
3 Virginia Pettis Fisher
7 Bruce E Flinchbaugh 
9 Thomas A Flippo
9 Wallace A Gallup
2 Paul E Garfinkel
5 Mark M Gleaves
9 Alan R Goff
9 Walter N Greene 
9 Deborah Shuey Grove
8 Mary E Hedges
9 Thomas F Heil
10 Pamela L Hill
4 Gayle Bixler Hughes
7 Nancy Jakubek Jackson
10 Robert L James
6 Elaine Schacht Jardine
6 J William Jardine
1 Judith Franklin Jones
7 Crystal Adkins Kell
5 Sharon Smith Kuhn
1 Kimberly Martin Lacalamito 
7 Lu Bullar Lansman 
1 Wendy Rishel Lust
11 Ruth Ruggles Malick
7 Cynthia Phalor McCue
1 Sally Carmichael Merrick 
1 William J Moreton 
13 Karl J Niederer
1 Frank G Otterbine
8 Rebecca L Pariseau
3 Laurel MacCallum Petty
2 Caryl J Pfost
23 Donnalea Cain Phinney
7 Beth Bichsel Ricard
6 Polly Shelton Schneider
7 Nita L Seibel
6 Karla Jones Smith
8 Randall A Smith
8 Mark H Sommer 
8 Melody L Steely
11 S Kim Wells
3 Mary Hard Whitehead 
5 Steven F Youmans
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Abbreviation Key:
% Part = Percentage of 
Participation 
OF = Otterbein Fund 
OG = Other Giving 
+ = Deceased
Class of 1976
Class Agent: Scott R Miller 
% Part: 18%
OF: $1,887 OG: $1,315
Anonymous
7 Sybil Waggamon Baker 
7 Barbara Lehman Benson
5 Susan Fast Brady
1 David T Bromley
2 J Jamison Brunk
6 David L Buckle
6 John M Cain lU
7 Scott E Campbell 
9 Howard R Carlisle 
6 E Barry Combs
9 Elaine Clarke Comery
3 Daniel L Doherty
9 Joanna Yeakel Drushal
4 Anne Hiller Edwards 
3 Mary Bowlus Elder
9 Anne Wandrisco Ernst
I Robert L Evans
9 Judy Sebright Flippo
3 Ronald F Gorman
4 John M Hard
6 Abe Hatem
1 Jackie Skiver Knisley
5 Margaret K Koch
4 Charles D Lehman II
1 Gay Leach Mastbaum 
4 Joyce J Mauler
3 David L Mead
4 Russell A Meade
13 Marsha Harting Niederer
2 Marty R Oliver
1 Sequoyah Benn Parks
4 Lizette Paul Peter
3 Anita Sherry Ratliff
8 Ellen Trout Reynolds
7 Steven P H Ricard 
1 Susan Risner
7 Leonard L Robinson 
1 Larry S Roush
6 Sandra Loos Sampson
1 Jeffrey W Sarver
7 Rebecca L Schultz
8 Gwen Wells Smith
2 Lois Stevens Sylak
2 Barbara Conery Utterback
II Carol A Ventresca
5 Elizabeth Rodgers Whaley 
1 Keith B Wheeler
1 Sue-Ellen Raymond Wheeler 
7 Valerie Ingels Woebkenberg
Class of 1977
Class Agent: Jeffrey P Yoest 
% Part: 20%
OF: $2,010 OG: $2,677
6 Joseph M Antram
3 Roxane Huber Beckett
3 Myron K Campbell
10 Brenda Simmons Casciani
7 Michael G Chadwell
9 TTomas D Comery
6 Frank L Dantonio
2 Richard D Docobo
4 Debra D Donaugh
5 Jan Kassing Downing
2 Lawrence A Downing
3 Richard A Draper
4 Carl L Dufford
2 Paul C Eiseman III
11 Eloise Lyon Fisher
2 Margaret Clark Gerezak 
2 Lois Bowser Graham 
2 TTiomas R Graham 
2 Gretchen Freeman Hargis
2 Shelley Boas Heaney
3 David J Helm
10 David A Horner
3 Jeanine Tressler Howell
1 Deborah Banwart James
4 K Christopher Kaiser 
3 Barbara L Kosciuk
9 Thomas W Lane
2 Paul T Lausch
7 Kim Christy Leggett
6 Cindy L Loudenslager
1 Karen Maurer-Buening 
6 James H McCurdy
3 Mark R McRoberts 
6 Patricia A Mead
3 Robin Sando Mead
9 Carol Cramer Meyers
4 Sara Ullman Pfaff
6 Cheryl Garges Reynolds
2 William H Rickels
7 Beth Kreider Robinson 
7 Chester L Simmons
7 Janette Garrabrant Simmons 
9 Randall H Smith
9 Mark E Snider
9 Melissa Barr Snider 
2 Elise J Teichert
8 Ann Stallings Wilmoth 
8 Daniel A Wilmoth
6 Jeffrey P Yoest
Class of 1978
Class Agent: Rebecca Coleman 
Princehorn 
% Part: 14%
OF: $1,642 OG: $870
6 Patti Marstrell Abbuhl
5 Jeff A Ankrom
6 Marianne Watkins Antram 
2 Ruth Fletcher Bowling
6 Linda Robey Buckle
7 Jeffrey A Burnett
8 Jane Recob Charles 
8 Jocelyn Fu Curry
1 Lynn A Davis
2 Christine Fowler Diltz
7 Melissa Frazier Dover 
2 Kent A Eastham
2 Lauren Jackson Eastham
1 Arnold M Ettenhofer
2 Anne Petrie Gleaves
6 Kay Wells Hollingsworth
2 Barbara Vogler Hurdle 
1 Betsy Rogers Hussey
I John C Hussey
8 Gregory L Jewett
1 Janet Boving Jones
5 Chris A Kapostasy-Jansing
6 Steven E Leonard
3 Cynthia Skunza Macioce 
8 Rebecca Hill May
4 Ingrid Jochem Mayyasi 
1 Cheryl Bobb McIntyre 
3 Kirk A MeVay
8 Gina T Miller 
8 Dennis N Mohler
1 Ricardo U Murph 
3 Wesley K Newland
10 Roger A Nourse
3 James A Oman
7 Rebecca Coleman Princehorn
2 Nadine A Rohal 
6 Mark L Sanders
4 Daniel C Thompson
6 Linda Latimer Trucksis 
2 Royce E Underwood
8 Merrilee Foster Witmer
4 Thomas W Wood yard
Class of 1979
Class Agent: Nancy L Bocskor 
% Part: 15%
OF: $1,930 OG: $477
5 Suzanne Ogle Ankrom 
2 Mark S Bailey
1 Suzanne C Barlow
2 Fred E Benedict
9 Nancy L Bocskor
7 Kevin F Boyle
2 Donald P Brough 
2 Janice F Buchanan
6 William H Burdick
1 Marisa A Cinson
2 Katherine L Cox
2 Judith Harrell Davey 
1 Katherine Ullman Ebbitt 
1 Mark J Espy
4 Holly R I^en
1 Matthew J Frantz
8 Thomas L Graham
2 Jonathan R Hargis
1 Michael A Hartsock 
1 Susan Hoar Hatch
5 Sylvia Ingels Hill
1 Mary Kay Burns Incandela 
1 Paul D Johnson
7 Elizabeth Goeller Johnston 
1 William M Kassing
4 Mark D Malone
1 Bradley B Manier
6 Molly McMullen McCurdy
3 David G McDaniel
3 Mary Everhart McDaniel
2 Christine Markley McDowd 
1 Mark M McIntyre
3 Beth A MeVay
4 Linda Foster Meade 
1 Denise Alford Orr
I John W Orr
5 Mollie Echelmeyer Prasher
7 Mark N Princehorn 
1 Louise A Rynd
7 Nancy Asinof Schmitzer 
5 Kathryn C Schuller 
2 Larry S Seibel
4 Louise Foster Steffan
5 Nancy Case Struble
2 Kathleen Hoover Sumner
5 Sheryl Farkas Wullschleger
Class of 1980
Class Agent: Kyle J Yoest 
% Part: 14%
OF: $2,855 OG: $1,163
4 Lesly Holyoke Arnold 
4 Sue Martin Arter
3 E Christine Ball
2 Deborah Webber Benedict 
2 Lee Henry Bixler
2 Todd W Bixler
3 Elaine McCoy Blakely
3 Keith A Blakely
4 Janet Gillman Bremer 
2 Karen Horn Brough
2 Christopher J Carlisle
3 Jeffrey Christoff
3 Rachel Steele Christoff
4 LeAnn Unverzagt Conard 
4 William T Conard
4 Naomi Y Cummans
1 Richard A DeVore
2 Rickey A Dodge
1 Debra A Elfrink
3 Nancy L Fenstermaker
2 Douglas O Fox
1 Kathy Griffith Heim 
1 John M Horn
6 Amy Jo Hoshor
4 Paul S Hritz
3 Jonathan D Huber
1 Brenda Johnson Johnson
2 Gregory Kimbro
4 Lois McCullen
4 Harley R McCullough 
4 Mary Bernard McCullough 
6 Susan E McDaniel 
I Sallie O’Dell Mudd 
6 Martha J Paul 
1 Michael P Phinney
3 Timothy R Pitt
4 Kathleen Dupler Roig 
1 Barbara J Romohr
1 Jennifer Orlidge Scranton
2 Debra Hoar Seibel 
6 Janice Harrell Sing 
6 Kristi L Snelling
1 Wendy Smock Thompson
2 Elizabeth Raver Wagner
5 Celeste Miller White 
4 David N Zeuch
Class of 1981
Class Agent: Peggy Miller Ruhlin 
% Part: 6%
OF: $395 OG: $325
4 Dal J Bremer 
4 Amy L Burkholder 
2 Rebekah Medaugh Carlisle
1 Elaine J Clinger
2 Michael D Coldwell
4 Vickie Swartz Gibson
2 Charles F Hall
1 Kimberly Funk Hartsock
3 Julie A Johnson
6 Paul H Koreckis
3 Susan E MeVay
2 Rosida Porter
6 Kathy Kohl Sanders 
2 Rebecca Fickel Smith
5 Jayne Bean Stack
2 David W Vulgamore
1 Jane Barnhart Withrow
5 David L Yaussy
4 Kerril Wagner Zeuch
Class of 1982
Class Agent: Ronald E Wise 
% Part: 6%
OF: $645 OG: $2,010
3 Mindy Gossett Anderson
3 Margo Billard Baldwin
4 Lyn A Ballinger 
4 Charles E Barrett
6 Roy F Boyd
2 William M Daubenmire
3 Linda Seeley Dubel
1 Sharon Bush Eberle
2 Karen Caldwell Elifritz 
1 William G Goff
1 Donald L Good Jr
26
4 Barbara Bidwell Gray
4 Deborah E Jamieson
2 Loretta Sherer Kimbro
3 Michael T Puskarich
1 Diane L Todd
5 LaDonna Brevard Yaussy
Class of 1983
Class Agent; Kim M Collier 
% Part: 5%
OF: $805
4 David J Arter
5 James K Bragg 
4 Pamela M Clay
3 Kim M Collier
2 Brenda Fairchild Daubenmire
4 Belinda White Harding 
4 Julie A Heininger
4 Donna Needles Huff
3 Kathleen Gaines Mason
2 Martha S Milligan 
I Donald C Moore
3 Joan Bailey Moore
5 Greg F Ocke
4 T Joe Shoopman
4 Valerie Glosick Thompson 
1 Joan Rowe Williams
Class of 1984
Class Agent: Sonya Spangler Harle 
% Part: 6%
OF: $570 OG: $14,775
I Teresa S Ackerman 
4 Jo-Anne Moreland Ball
1 Elizabeth Croxton Cochran
2 Kay Lucas Frey 
4 Keith E Froggatt
2 Susan R Gresham
1 Trudie Schwartz Harris
2 Paul R Hollern
2 Melissa McCoy Horn 
4 Tyler K Huggins
3 Judith E Jenkins
3 Barbara Kohler Kerr
4 Bradford B Mullin
4 Catherine Bell Mullin 
1 Carol Sloane Murch 
4 William A Shade Jr 
1 Jeanine L Smigelski
1 Gregory F Speyer 
4 Stephen C Wiley
Class of 1985
Class Agent: Kristine R Deardurff 
% Part: 4%
OF: $665 OG: $45
3 Patricia Webb Corfman 
3 Tamy Danison Howdyshell
2 H Diane Idapence
3 Robert B Lantz
2 Nancy Binzel Littke
3 Tonya J Parkey
1 Patricia S Royer
3 Beth E Schreiber
1 Mark A Seymour
2 Robert E Summers 
2 Alison M Ulery
Class of 1986
Class Agent: Susan E Wiley 
% Part: 3%
OF: $310 OG: $1,228
2 Irene C Blaszkowiak
1 Don A Grate
2 Michael E Huston 
2 Deborah L Ketner
1 Angela M Kirk
2 Judith L Rosebrough
1 Selena Swisher Whittaker 
30 Elizabeth L Wiley
4 Susan E Wiley
Class of 1987
Class Agent: Molly O’Reilly 
% Part: 3%
OF: $285 OG: $200
1 Jerry D Comer 
1 Marjorie Posthauer Davis 
1 Gregory W Grant 
1 Candace Viers Hartzler 
1 Ellen J Heeney 
I Robert A Kennedy 
1 Jennifer L Merkle 
1 Mary Jo Monte 
1 Molly L O’Reilly 
1 Catherine F Randazzo
Class of 1988
1 Paul N Griffith
OTTERBEIN FAMILY SUPPORT
Trustees
14 Mr Robert Aglcr
40 Dr Harold F Augspurger 
24 Colonel Henry V Bielstein 
40 Dr Harold L Boda 
36 Dr Robert B Bromeley 
21 Mr Michael H Cochran 
9 Dr Leonard S Confar 
4 Dr C Brent DeVore
13 Dr Charles WDodrill 
23 Dr Norman H Dohn
23 Dr George H Dunlap 
40 Dr Verda B Evans
11 Mr John E Fisher
4 Dr Peter F Frenzer
40 Dr Elmer Funkhouser Jr 
11 Ms Terry L Goodman
5 Admiral Chester Heffner 
21 Dr Michael S Herschler
30 Dr Virgil O Hinton
17 Bishop Francis E Kearns
31 Dr William E LeMay
15 Mrs Connie H Leonard
24 Mr E P Levering
2 Mr Allan B McFarland
31 The Honorable Alan E Norris
3 Mrs Jane Oman
23 Dr George J Phinney
1 3 Dr Robert D Place 
23 Dr Edwin L Roush
3 Bishop James S Thomas 
40 Dr Mary B Thomas 
33 Mr Richard H Wagner
31 Dr J Hutchison Williams
Parents
Anonymous
21 Dr &. Mrs Chester L Addington
38 Dr &. Mrs Robert E Airhart
33 Mr &. Mrs John B Albrecht 
17 Mrs Marian K Albright
32 Rev Morris E Allton
7 Mr & Mrs Joseph Alspaugh
2 Mr William H Amy
21 Dr & Mrs William O Amy
19 Rev &. Mrs John W Armbrust 
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Carl F Armstrong 
35 Mr Vincent L Arnold 
2 Mr &. Mrs Frank Asbeck
34 Mr Frederick A Ashbaugh
25 Dr Milford E Ater
40 Dr & Mrs Harold F Augspurger
17 Mr (Sl Mrs Karl A Bachmann
14 Mrs Betty W Bailey
28 Mr &. Mrs John C Baker
16 Mr John H Baker
18 Mr &. Mrs Dwight C Ballengcr
28 Mr Robert O Barnes
29 Mr &. Mrs Robert C Barr 
40 Dr &. Mrs Wayne E Barr 
34 Mr &L Mrs William A Barr
5 Mr &. Mrs Fred K Bates
19 Mr Clarence L Beam
34 Dr <Se Mrs Herbert E Bean
35 Mrs Marian H Becker
20 Mr & Mrs Doyt E Bell 
31 Ms Mary B Bell
2 Rev & Mrs Woodrow Bell 
2 Drs Alcuin And Ceci Bennett
15 Mrs June C Bennett
19 Mrs Ruthann W Bennett 
12 Mr Mrs Robert Benton
12 Mr &. Mrs Robert W Bibbee
22 Mr Harper Bickett
63 Mrs Violet L Bielstein
26 Dr &. Mrs George Biggs 
2 Mrs Ruth N Biller
8 Mrs Robert D Billett
13 Mr iSl Mrs Jesse L Blair
19 Rev &. Mrs Donald E Bloomster 
2 Mrs Carole G Bockey 
8 Mr &. Mrs Andrew M Bocskor 
40 Dr &. Mrs Harold L Boda 
5 Mr Ned A Boddy 
15 Mr & Mrs Frederick H Bohse 
11 Mrs Harry W Borchers 
29 Mr &. Mrs Daniel C Bowell
39 Mr &. Mrs Elmer L Boyles 
29 Mr &L Mrs Ralph Bragg
37 Dr &. Mrs Louis H Bremer 
39 Mr &. Mrs Richard H Bridgman
17 Mr Bruce Brockett
36 Dr &c Mrs Robert B Bromeley
13 Mr & Mrs Donald G Bromley 
28 Mr &. Mrs Herman W Brown
8 Mr (St Mrs Richard W Brown
27 Mrs Wilma R Browning
33 Mr Arthur E Brubaker
7 Mrs Francine T Buckingham 
36 Mrs Patricia S Buckingham
23 Mr John H Bullis
39 Mr &L Mrs William S Bungard
8 Mr (St Mrs William L Burdick
6 Mr &t Mrs Charles D Burnham
9 Mrs John S Burrell
1 Mr (^ Mrs Jerry C Butcher
28 Rev Carl R Butterbaugh
3 Mr (St Mrs Ronald C Byrne 
11 Mr W Wilson Caldwell 
31 Mr (St Mrs L William Caliban
7 Mr (St Mrs Robert V Call Jr
27 Mr (St Mrs Randall O Campbell 
3 Mr David E Carlson 
26 Mr &t Mrs William D Case 
30 Dr William Catalona 
6 Mrs Deanna F Cedargren
6 Mr Ray Chadwell
19 Dr Chris Christoff
14 Rev (St Mrs Donald N Ciampa 
30 Rev (St Mrs J Paul Ciampa
1 Mr 6t Mrs Richard Clemens
25 Mr (St Mrs Malcom M Clippinger 
22 Mrs Helen D Clymer
15 Mr (St Mrs Everette E Coldwell 
11 Mr (St Mrs Eugene W Cole
8 Mr Glen W Cole
34 Mrs Alice F Collins
3 Mr St Mrs Ray F Collins Jr 
11 Mrs Gladys C Conrad
20 Mr (St Mrs Frederick A Cook 
38 Mr (St Mrs Robert L Corbin 
10 Mr St Mrs Paul M Cornish 
18 Mrs Crystal B Coulter
25 Mr St Mrs Edmund L Cox
7 Mr St Mrs Larry Cox
24 Mrs Mary H Crimmel 
33 Mr Theodore W Croy
24 Mr John P Dale
5 Mr St Mrs Douglas Daugherty
16 Mr (St Mrs Charles R Day
25 Mr J M Day
20 Mr (St Mrs Lawrence 1 DeClark
17 Dr (St Mrs David L Deever 
22 Dr John W Deever
2 Mr (St Mrs Don R Denton
4 Dr (St Mrs C Brent DeVore
9 Mr (St Mrs Don P DeVore
3 Mr St Mrs Ronald L Dominy 
30 Mrs Carole S Dougherty
25 Mrs Kenneth T Dover
22 Mrs Janice G Dunphy
18 Rev (St Mrs James B Duvall
5 Mr St Mrs James R Edman 
37 Rev Demi B Edwards
12 Mrs Mary H Elberfeld
40 Mr (St Mrs Denton W Elliott 
16 Mr Foster H Elliott
3 Mrs Margery E Entsminger
4 Mr (St Mrs H Arnold Erickson 
11 Rev Robert M Eschbach
1 Mrs Delores Evans
2 Dr St Mrs Richard L Everhart 
26 Dr John A Eversole
31 Mr St Mrs Karl B Farnlacher
1 Mr (St Mrs Melvin G Farrell 
4 Mr Richard D Fetter
24 Mrs Rachel W Fetzer 
9 Dr (St Mrs William C Fippin
3 Mrs Margaret S Fishell 
24 Mrs Anna O Fisher
4 Mr St Mrs D Dale Fisher
19 Dr St Mrs Edwin O Fisher Jr 
21 Rev (St Mrs Roy W Fisher
3 Mr (St Mrs Dennis L Fitzgerald
10 Mr (St Mrs Richard Follansbee
2 Mr St Mrs Philip L Fondy 
26 Mrs Mary W Foster
23 Mrs Doris P Fouts
15 Mr St Mrs Robert E Fowler 
36 Rev St Mrs Howard E Fox
32 Mr St Mrs Harry Fravert
31 Mr (St Mrs John M Freeman
4 Dr Peter F Frenzer
1 Mr St Mrs Robert L Frey
39 Dr Elmer N Funkhouser Sr
40 Dr (St Mrs Elmer Funkhouser Jr
16 Dr St Mrs A Julian Gabriele
2 Mr St Mrs William Gadd
3 Ms Polly W Gaul
26 Dr St Mrs Clifford E Gebhart
29 Mr Carlton L Gee
30 Mr St Mrs Craig Gifford 
16 Mrs Laura S Gilts
30 Mr (St Mrs Dale I Girton 
3 Mrs Myrna S Glassburn 
26 Mr (St Mrs Donald Glessner
13 Lt Colonel William S Gornall 
2 Mr St Mrs James L Goslin
23 Mrs Mercedes B Graber 
29 Mrs Marilyn W Grandey 
13 Mrs Kenneth A Greene 
16 Mr St Mrs Charles M Grice 
15 Dr St Mrs James A Grissinger
11 Mr Jack W Groseclose
1 Dr Jeanne B Gross
2 Mr St Mrs Dan Guanciale 
11 Mrs Viola W Hall
6 Mr St Mrs Richard Halstead
Edwin L. “Dubbs” Roush '47 was presented with the 1^8S distinguished 
alumnus award for his service as chairman of the board of trustees by Jack 
D. Pietila '62, director of alumni relations.
27
40 Dr &. Mrs Granville S Hammond 
22 Mr & Mrs Ivan Hanes
20 Mrs Emily E Hardy
17 Mr Ronald D Harmon Sr
2 Mr &. Mrs Charles W Hart
18 Mrs Iris L Harvey
33 Mr &L Mrs Earl Hassenpflug
34 Mrs Marie F Hathaway
5 Mr &L Mrs Richard H Hayes
8 Mr &c Mrs Warren H Hayes 
25 Mr Jay R Hedding
28 Mrs Miriam S Hedges
9 Mr Charles C Hefling 
34 Mr Zeller R Henry
22 Dr &. Mrs Philip D Herrick
21 Dr Michael S Herschler
3 Mrs Ruth M Hetzel
7 Mr &. Mrs Harry H Hill
14 The Honorable & Mrs John Hill
7 Mr (Sc Mrs Clinton D Hillis
8 Mrs Doris M Hinton
16 Mr & Mrs F William Holford 
33 Mrs E3eatrice U Holm
12 Mr (Sc Mrs Lawrence C Hone 
25 Mr &c Mrs Charles A Hoover 
28 Mr &c Mrs Albert Horn
8 Rev (Sc Mrs William R Horn
4 Mrs Curtis C Horning 
21 Mrs Dorothy B Hoskins
6 Mr &c Mrs Paul L Hoskins
24 Mr &c Mrs Jason E Houser
25 Dr &c Mrs Lloyd O Houser 
3 Mrs Tamy D Howdyshell
38 Mrs Florence R Hudock
3 Mr &c Mrs Thomas L Hudson
19 Dr &. Mrs John T Huston
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald A lacobucci 
2 Mr &c Mrs William Inskeep 
18 Mrs Clinton Jack
9 Mr (Sc Mrs James R Jackson
1 Mr (Sc Mrs A L Jacobsen
20 Rev &c Mrs Howard R James
7 Rev Kenneth L Jenkins
15 Mr &c Mrs William L Jenkins
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Marshall H Johnson
23 Mr Philip L Johnson
13 Mr &c Mrs Forrest L Johnston 
9 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald F Jones
18 Mrs Laura W Jones
18 Mr 6ic Mrs Ronald W Jones
4 Mr (Sc Mrs Louis A Karl
5 Mrs Robert M Kassing
21 Mrs Marjorie W Kassner 
38 Dr Robert Y Katase
4 Mrs Lila Kaufman
17 Mrs Harry S Kemp
15 Mr &c Mrs Earl F Kennedy
3 Mr (Sc Mrs John A Kessler
4 Rev &c Mrs Fred M Ketner
6 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard D Kieffer
7 Dr &c Mrs Richard Kindinger 
33 Dr &c Mrs H Wendell King
13 Mrs Lois S King
6 Mr & Mrs Roger D Kingsbury 
34 Rev Paul W Kirk 
3 Mr (Sc Mrs Edward M Klasny 
3 Mr 6c Mrs James A Kmetz 
21 Mr 6c Mrs Harry Kreimeier 
14 Mr 6c Mrs Dwight C Kreischer 
11 Mr 6c Mrs Amherst H Lamb 
18 Mr 6c Mrs Franklin Landis 
5 Mr 6c Mrs Warren E Latimer
16 Mr 6c Mrs Samuel Law
1 Mr 6c Mrs Harley D Leedy
11 Mr (Sc Mrs Charles D Lehman 
24 Mr Raymond M Lilly
21 Dr Harold V Lindquist
24 Mr (Sc Mrs George E Liston
2 Mr (Sc Mrs John H Litchfield
12 Mr 6c Mrs Oscar L Lord Jr 
40 Mr 6c Mrs S Clark Lord
9 Mrs Donna B Lutes
12 Dr 6c Mrs George Machlan
14 Mr 6c Mrs O E Mahler 
40 Mr Paul B Maibach
1 Rev 6c Mrs 6c Mrs Denton Mann 
10 Mr 6c Mrs C E Marsch
15 Dr (Sc Mrs John V Marstrell 
37 Dr 6c Mrs Donald R Martin 
21 Mr Harold C Martin
12 Mr Ronald E Martin 
27 Rev Mervyn L Matteson
2 Mr 6c Mrs Richard McClure 
31 Mr 6c Mrs Don E McCualsky 
10 Mr James J McCullen
10 Mrs Kathy A McDannald
8 Mrs Martha W McFeeley 
34 Mr John F McGee
2 Mr (Sc Mrs William R McGee
5 Mr (Sc Mrs John F McKay
9 Rev John E McRoberts
18 Mrs Rosemary G McTygue
1 Mrs Virginia McVay
2 Mr 6c Mrs David E Melick
31 Colonel 6c Mrs Edward L Mentzer
10 Mr John W Merriman
36 Rev Charles C Messmer
39 Dr (Sc Mrs William K Messmer
40 Mrs Margaret P Miller 
33 Mrs Margaret L Miller
32 Dr Millard J Miller
8 Mr Porter G Miller
2 Mr 6c Mrs Roger A Miller
25 Mr Russell G Miller
2 Mr 6c Mrs John Minton
30 Mr 6c Mrs Frank G Mione
11 Mr (Sc Mrs Leslie E Mokry 
27 Mr Chester P Monn
31 Rev Don R Monn
37 Mr 6c Mrs Floyd O Moody 
40 Dr 6c Mrs Melvin A Moody 
36 Mr Howard Moomaw Jr
17 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald J Moore
6 Mrs Helen L Moore 
14 Mr Jack W Moreland
9 Mr 6c Mrs James D Morgan
Former Alumni Council President Melissa Barr Snider 77 recognized 
Woodrouj R. Macke, retiring vice president for business affairs, iiith an 
honorary alumnus award during the 1988 Alumni Weekend.
Honorary Alumni
21 Chester L AdcJington
21 William O Amy 
10 Mary Bivins
40 Marguerite L Boda 
34 Russell C Bolin
14 Donald N Ciampa 
25 William G Comstock
4 C Brent DeVore 
4 Linda DeVore 
13 Charles W Dodrill 
36 Lillian Frank
15 James A Grissinger 
25 Harold B Hancock 
13 Ursula Holtermann
22 Donna Kerr
22 Thomas J Kerr IV
27 Albert E Lovejoy 
21 Woodrow R Macke 
15 Dorothy J McVay 
32 Millard J Miller
37 Robert Price 
19 Walter M Stout 
13 Fred J Thayer 
15 Phyllis Tillett
28 Roy H Turley
30 JoAnne F VanSant 
18 Elwyn M Williams 
21 E Jeanne Willis 
10 jane McAllister Yantis
25 Mr Harold C Morris
33 Mr Charles E Morrison 
36 Mr Wilbur H Morrison 
25 Dr Rotraud B Moslener
4 Mr 6c Mrs Donald A Mullin
34 Mr 6c Mrs Robert E Mumma 
2 Mr 6c Mrs Jack A Munro
32 Mrs Ernestine A Myers
9 Mr Harold Myers 
19 Faith Naber
2 Mr 6c Mrs Dennis Nauman
14 Mr (Sc Mrs Robert L Newton
1 Mr 6c Mrs John Oberholtzer
3 Mr 6c Mrs Warren E Offenberger
22 Dr Gary L Olin 
18 Mrs Alice G Orr
6 Mr 6c Mrs Richard T Paul 
21 Rev Marvin M Paxton 
32 Mrs Katharine O Pellett
2 Mr 6c Mrs Don V Peters
15 Mrs Edward Pfahl
32 Mrs Eleanor C Phelps 
2 Mrs Marietta R Phillips 
27 Mrs Tennie W Pieper 
18 Mr (Sc Mrs John D Pietila 
8 Mrs Helen B Pilkington 
31 Dr Harold H Platz
23 Dr (Sc Mrs Kenneth H Pohly
2 Mr 6c Mrs William A Pontious
14 Rev Raymond D Pope
24 Mr 6c Mrs James B Porter 
1 Edith Price
15 Mr 6c Mrs Thomas A Price
4 Mr 6c Mrs Lawrence L Pryfogle 
15 Rev 6c Mrs Eugene E Purdy
• 9 Mr 6c Mrs Michael Puskarich
10 Mr Lloyd V Randall Sr
25 Mr H Wayne Rardain
26 Mrs Lucy H Raver 
4 Mr (Sc Mrs William A Rawlings Jr 
3 Mr Robert R Reall 
17 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald G Reams
32 Dr (Sc Mrs James B Recob
17 Mr 6c Mrs Richard A Reichter 
6 Mr 6c Mrs Richard E Retherford
8 Mr 6c Mrs Richard E Reynolds 
35 Dr 6c Mrs Gerald E Ridinger
33 Rev 6c Mrs James H Riley 
17 Mr (Sc Mrs Ross R Robbins 
17 Mr 6c Mrs Carl W Roberts
9 Mr 6c Mrs John W Robey 
19 Rev Frank E Robinson
12 Mrs Mary C Ross
23 Dr 6c Mrs Edwin L Roush
22 Mrs Carolyn S Royer
2 Mr 6c Mrs Jesse J Rulli 
11 Mr 6c Mrs Larry E Rupp
23 Mr (Sc Mrs Marvin D Rusk
13 Mr 6c Mrs Homer Saeger 
33 Mr 6c Mrs Lloyd C Savage 
21 Dr 6c Mrs Forrest H Schar 
21 Mr 6c Mrs J Ronald Scharer
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor 
Roll. If you have questions or 
corrections, especially with 
regard to the format or spelling of 
names, please direct correspon­
dence to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein College, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081.
Longtime Otterbein supporter Dorothy J. McVzy was presented with an 
honorary alumna award by in-coming alumni council president William T. 
Conard ’80 at this year’s Alumni Weekend festivities.
28
Dr. Charles W. Dodrill accepted the distinguished service 
award from Melissa Snider for his numerous achievements in 
Otterhein theatre.
21 Dr Evan W Schear
28 Mrs Betty H Schiering
7 Mr Wolfgang R Schmitt 
40 Mrs Beryl H Schrank 
34 Dr Mrs George Schreckengost 
39 Dr <Sc Mrs Arthur L Schultz 
23 Mrs Edythe C Scott
29 Mr Emerson M Seitz
29 Rev (Sc Mrs Charles E Selby 
2 Mr 6c Mrs Larry Seymour
2 Mrs Leora L Shauck
28 Mr W K Shelley
2 Mr Sc Mrs John F Sherer
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Gerald Shiffer
7 Mr (Sc Mrs K William Shiffler 
31 Dr Reginald A Shipley
26 The Honorable Fred j Shoemaker 
6 Mrs Wilma B Shoup
23 Mr Sc Mrs Robert W Shultz 
6 Carl E Sibert 
6 Rev (Sc Mrs George Sidwell 
5 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard W Siegel 
12 Mr Louis W Simmermacher
30 Mr William H Skaates
27 Mr Sc Mrs Donald D Smith
27 Mrs Lucille M Smith
36 Dr Rex C Smith Sr
19 Mrs jean S Snyder 
14 Mr judson O Snyder
10 Mr Sc Mrs Larry H Snyder
8 Mrs Lois B Sommer
29 Dr Sc Mrs Dwight R Spessard
39 Dr (Sc Mrs Howard A Sporck 
18 Mrs Martin L Spring
25 Mrs Evelyn j Sprout
14 Mr Sc Mrs Clinton M Starks
40 Mrs Sara K Steck 
16 Mrs Seth E Stevens
1 Mr Thomas L Stockdale
15 Mrs Dorothy A Strawser
37 Mrs Ethel P Streb
20 Dr Sc Mrs Paul E Stuckey
3 Dr (Sc Mrs Ernest D Svensson
31 Mrs Ruth S Swartz
28 Mr H Don Tallentire
Every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy in the Honor Roll. 
If you have questions or correc' 
tions, especially with regard to the 
format or spelling of names, please 
direct correspondence to the Vice 
President for Development, Otter- 
bein College, Westerville, Ohio 
43081.
13 Mr (Sc Mrs Roy E Tcichert 
13 Mr (Sc Mrs Fred J Thayer
15 Mr (Sc Mrs Werner j Thompson
12 Mr (Sc Mrs Alan M Thorndike
29 Mrs Minerva R Thrush 
2 Mrs Dolores Timko
1 Mr Sc Mrs Robert A Tinnerman 
23 Mr Norris C Titley
2 Mr Sc Mrs Michael E Toops Sr 
23 Dr Harry W Topolosky
2 Mr Sc Mrs Ectore A Tranquillo Jr 
28 Mr Clyde A Trumbull
38 Dr Sager Tryon
7 Mr Sc Mrs George E Tucker 
23 Rev (Sc Mrs Chester R Turner
17 Mr Sc Mrs John H Turner
39 Dr (Sc Mrs Robert F Vance 
6 Mr John D VanCundy
40 Dr Sc Mrs Frank M VanSickle 
31 Mrs Joan E Vargo
26 Mrs Thelma H Veres
5 Mr Sc Mrs David J Verne
27 Dr (Sc Mrs James K Wagner
18 Mr (Sc Mrs Marvin N Wagner
13 Mr Sc Mrs Robert H Wagoner
16 Mr Sc Mrs Robert P Walcutt
14 Mr Sc Mrs Edwin A Walker 
2 Mr Andrew L Wallick
2 Mr Sc Mrs Robert F Walter
16 Mrs Judith H Ward
14 Mr (^ Mrs David B Warner 
40 Mrs Virginia H Weaston
19 Mrs Clarence E Weaver
6 Rev Robert E Webb
2 Mr Sc Mrs Tom Weisenstein
17 Mrs Janet G Welch
28 Mr John F Wells
22 Dr Sc Mrs Thomas H Wells 
13 Dr Sc Mrs Newell J Wert 
35 Mr Sc Mrs Ward Wetzel
13 Mrs Mildred Wharton
21 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard L Whitehead
5 Rev Sc Mrs C Neal Wilds
30 Mr (Sc Mrs Roger Wiley
18 Mr (Sc Mrs Elwyn M Williams
31 Dr Sc Mrs J Hutchison Williams
13 Mr Harold E Wilson
14 Dr Sc Mrs John R Wilson 
2 Rev L Cean Wilson
21 Mr Sc Mrs Glenn C Winston 
12 Mr R Glenn Wiseman
23 Mrs Ruth S Wonder
22 Mr B Dale Wood
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Peter H Wood
19 Dr Sc Mrs John C Worley
6 Mrs Miriam F Wright
10 Dr Sc Mrs Richard P Yantis 
6 Bishop J H Yeakel 
21 Dr Sc Mrs Elmer W Yoest
29 Dr Sc Mrs Parker C Young
Summer Theatre Patrons -
1988
Includes patrons from the 1988 Summer Theatre season
Jeffrey and Ann Allen David and Virginia Jones
Cameron Allen David C Jones
Jane Angene Ronald and Suzanne Jones
Francis S Bailey John and Carolyn Kneisly
Robert W Baldridge Paul and Helen Koreckis
Nelson and Irmgard Ball Fred and Dorothy Landig
Herbert Bean Raimunds P Langins
Sandra Bennett Warren and Betty Latimer
Linda J Bixby Milton and Katherine Lessler
Dennis and Janie Blank Ronald and Betty Ann Litvak
Patrick and Linda Blayney Oscar and Patti Lord
Carl and Carol Boehm Robert D Lortz
Kenneth and Alice Brooks Dick and Catherine Loveland
James and Elizabeth Burrier G O Lyndes
Frances D Cady Tom and Mary Lynn Markert
Larry and Marge Cepek Carolyn McCormick
Charles Clark James J McCullen
Ruth E Clark Charles and Shirley Mejunkin
David A Cocuzzi Ruth E McLaughlin
Edie Cole G E Meek
Jacque S Coleflesh Joseph Miles
Richard and Mary Eve Corrigan Carol Milligan
Alan and Christine Coupland Albert R Minor Jr
Edmund and Diane Cox C Oliver and Anna Marie Montgomery
M L D’Ooge Donald and Ann Pringle Moody
John and Sharon Davis Jack Moreland
John and Mae Dawson Ron and Susan Musick
Ross and Mary Day Patricia A Mynster
Roger Deibel Dennis and Sue Ann Norton
Rodney and Rosalie Dew Anthony and Maxine Oldham
Peter and Christine Diol D A Patience
James and Ruth Dooley Jim and Claudia Pickens
Richard and Margaret Doone Robin Picray
Mike and Peg Duffy George R Pilcher
Jim and Jan Dunphy Margaret and Craig Plessinger
Robert and Virginia Ebinger Todd and Mollie Ann Prasher
Jon Eckert Mary Helen Radcliff
Jay Eckhart James W Reed
J Michael and Nancy Edgar Paul and Sheila Reiner
Evelyn M Eimas Robert Reinke
Ron and Carolyn Eisele Paul and Donna Riggle
Benedicta Enrile MD Charles and Joy Riggle
Warren and Patsy Ernsberger Paul and Ruth Riggle
Delores Evans Richard and Beverly Rinehart
Amy Fenneken Charles and Pauline Rosenquist
Bill and Cheryl Fenneken Harvey and Jeanne Roshon
Fred and Margaret Fleming Mary and Billy Saltz
Louis Carl Fontana C Crandell and Maxine Shaffer
Judy L Forsythe Peggy Shecket
Howard and Ellen Foster Elsie Short
George and Barbara Fox Jr Donald and Ruth Smith
Mary Carol Freeman C Kenneth and Annabell Smith
Francis W Gallagher Janet Smith
H Floyd and Alice Gibson William and Rita Spooner
Robert M Giesy Ronald St Pierre
Bethea F Gilbert D R and Mary Stoneburner
W Sidney and Connie Green Don R Stout
Henry and Mary Grotta Daniel and Dora Strohecker
David Gundlach J Mikal and Janice Townsley
Joseph and Joan Halla Roger W Tracy
Paul and Janet Hammock Daniel and Andrea Tyman
Charles M Hammond Waid and Sylvia Vance
Loretta Evans Heigle Richard and Marilyn Videbeck
Cyril and Romana Hemmelgarn David Joyce and Shari Warner
Gayle M Herried Virginia H Weaston
Richard and Joyce Hile Kurt Weiland
Pamela Hill John and Mary C Wells
Elliott and Ruth Hodgdon Phyllis Williams
Heinz Hoffman Wayne Richard Williams
Roger and Robin Howard Roger and JoAnn Wilson
Ellen Huelf Barbara Wolfe
John and Stephanie Hummel C L Worley
Aldon K Internoscia Roy and Ellen Worthington
Thomas James
Chuck and Kay Jenkins
Robert and Kathryn Wynd
40 Rev Sc Mrs Harry Zech 
24 Mr Sc Mrs John S Zezech 
40 Dr Paul F Ziegler 
37 Dr (Sc Mrs Samuel R Ziegler 
37 Mrs Miriam H Zimmerman
Faculty and 
Staff
21 Dr Chester L Addington 
7 Mrs Sylvia Alspaugh 
1 Ms Mary E Armentrout 
5 Dr Louis G Arnold 
3 Mrs Jeanne Augustus 
14 Mrs Betty W Bailey
36 Mrs Evelyn E Bale 
18 Dr Lyle T Barkhymer 
35 Mrs Marian H Becker 
12 Mrs Velma O Benson 
10 Mrs Mary Bivins
1 Ms Kathy F Booth
10 Mrs Mary Ann Burnam
2 Mr Christopher Carlisle 
22 Mrs Judy M Christian
22 Rev Michael W Christian 
22 Mrs Helen D Clymer 
4 Mr Henry P Colson 
7 Mr Larry Cox 
27 Dr Marilyn E Day 
17 Dr David L Deever 
4 Dr C Brent DeVore 
1 3 Dr Charles W Dodrill 
6 Dr Robert E Fogal
29
A lifetime commitment to the Y.M.CA. earned for Waldo M. Keck ’28 a 
special achievement award, presented by Bill Conard.
Rev. Dr. James E. Walter ’29 received a special achievement award from 
Melissa Snider for his dedicated service with the church.
36 Mrs Lillian Frank 
4 Dr James F Gorman 
I Mr Don A Grate
15 Dr James A Grissinger
3 Ms Margery Haas
1 Ms Antoinette M Hale 
25 Dr Harold B Hancock + 
33 Mr Earl C Hassenpflug 
33 Mrs Joy G Hassenpflug
4 Dr &c Mrs John Hinton 
13 Dr Ursula Holtermann 
28 Mr Albert Horn
1 Mr John C Hussey
2 Dr David C Jones 
12 Dr Joyce E Karsko
5 Mr Keith E Kaufman 
4 Mrs Lila Kaufman
3 Mrs Patricia E Kessler 
3 Dr Paul A Laughlin
16 Mr David E Lehman
27 Dr Albert E Lovejoy 
21 Mr Woodrow R Macke 
8 Mr Robert A Meyer 
23 Dr George J Phinney
18 Mr John D Pietila 
13 Dr Robert D Place 
37 Dr Robert Price
8 Mrs Alison H Prindle 
32 Mrs Betty k Recob 
32 Dr James B Recob 
8 Mr Richard E Reynolds 
4 Ms Elizabeth A Salt 
3 Dr Marilyn Saveson 
2 Mrs Shirley Seymour 
10 Mrs Marybelle S Simmons 
2 Mrs Rebecca Smith 
23 Dr Mildred Stauffer
19 Rev David E Stichweh 
19 Ms Joanne M Stichweh
1 Mrs Carol S Taylor
“O” Club Endowment Donors
Includes all donors to the “O” Club Endowment who have con­
tributed through cash gifts or pledges from July 1, 1987 through 
June 30, 1988.
14 Mr Robert Agler
7 Mr (Sl Mrs Joseph Alspaugh
3 Mr iSc Mrs Thomas Augustus 
18 Mr & Mrs Dwight C Ballenger 
25 Dr Floyd C Beelman
1 Mr David S Bumgarner 
28 Mr Mark F Coldiron
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Michael P Curran 
2 Dr &c Mrs William W Davis
1 Rev Richard Ellsworth
9 Mr <Sc Mrs Charles G Ernst 
12 Mr Kenneth M Falstick
2 Mr William C Fisher
3 Mr Ralph F Gibson
8 Mr <Sc Mrs Arthur D Green 
2 Mrs Rebecca R Groseclose 
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Dan Guanciale
10 Mr (Sc Mrs David T Hoernemann 
18 Mr (Sc Mrs Ronald W Jones 
1 Mr Harry Kuhn 
16 Mr David E Lehman 
12 Mr Sc Mrs Oscar L Lord Jr 
21 Mr Harold C Martin 
1 Mrs Virginia McVay 
1 Mr Ron Meyer 
10 Mr Sc Mrs H Stephen Moeller 
14 Mr Jack W Moreland
36 Mr Wilbur H Morrison 
18 Dr &c Mrs Richard T Pflieger 
23 Dr (Sc Mrs George J Phinney 
40 Mr Franklin E Puderbaugh 
12 Mr (Sc Mrs James T Purdie
17 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard A Reichter
18 Mr (Sc Mrs Paul S Reiner
8 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard E Reynolds
1 Mr Larry S Roush
7 Mr (Sc Mrs John E Rowland
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Bill Saltz
5 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard W Siegel 
30 Mr William H Skaates
1 Mr Herbert L Snapp
14 Mr Judson O Snyder
15 Mr John F Spicer
2 Mr John R Stewart
34 Mr H William Troop Jr 
11 Mr Kenneth L Ullom
16 Mr (Sc Mrs Robert P Walcutt 
14 Mr (Sc Mrs Edwin A Walker
2 Mr Sc Mrs Lewis A West 
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Jerry White 
20 Mr Robert J Wilcox 
22 Mr B Dale Wood 
29 Mrs Lois S Wood
19 Dr &c Mrs John C Worley
13 Mr Fred J Thayer
4 Mr Daniel C Thompson 
15 Mrs Phyllis Tillett
31 Dr Joanne F VanSant 
1 Mr Charles L Vedder
5 Mrs Pamela S Verne 
30 Mr Roger Wiley
21 Dr E Jeanne Willis 
10 Dr Richard P Yantis 
21 Dr Elmer W Yoest
Friends
Anonymous
1 Mr (Sc Mrs William A Alexander 
1 Mr Sc Mrs Dennis C Allem 
1 Mr Anthony M Amato 
1 Ms Joan M Arison 
1 Mr &c Mrs Donald W Artrip 
21 Mrs Margaret Ashe 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs J A Bailey 
1 Mrs Malcolm H Baker 
1 Mr Jack Bare 
1 Mr Lewis V Barnes 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs James W Barnett 
1 Mr Vaughn Barnhard 
1 Mr &c Mrs Tom H Barrett 
12 Miss Frances Barricklow 
16 Miss Hilda Bauer 
1 Mrs Aloha L Baugh 
15 Mr &c Mrs Thomas M Bay 
18 Miss Evelyn Beason 
9 Miss Ellen Beatty
1 Mr (Sc Mrs W E Boucher
2 Mr David M Bradfield
2 Mr &c Mrs Richard Bradfield Jr 
1 Mr &c Mrs Douglas R Brown 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Phillip A Brown 
1 Ms Sue C Buck 
1 Mr David S Bumgarner 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Mike Burns 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Ralph J Cahalane 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Lee W Carson
8 Miss Florence Cellar
18 Mr (Sc Mrs Alex Chaney
14 Miss Janet L Clymer
27 Mr &c Mrs Merritt H Clymer
9 Dr Leonard S Confar 
1 Ms Ruth K Conley
5 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard G Cook
1 Mr &c Mrs Richard W Corrigan 
1 Mr John N Cowley
1 Mr Jerry Crosby
2 Mr &c Mrs Michael P Curran
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Richard A Davies
2 Dr &c Mrs William W Davis 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Patrick Deagan
1 Mr Philip F Delong 
1 Mr Robert C Demao 
11 Mr Donald M Desch 
1 Mr Jeff Dieter
16 Dr Charles K Dilgard
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Arthur D Drake 
23 Dr George H Dunlap
18 Mr Kenneth Dykhuizen 
23 Dr Harry L Eckels
1 Rev Richard Ellsworth
10 Mr &c Mrs John C Epperson
1 Mr Melvyn G Evans
2 Dr Sherwood L Fawcett
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Walter Felcher
11 Mr (Sc Mrs John E Fisher
19 Mr Sc Mrs Armin Fleck
1 Mr Jim Fleming
17 Mr (Sc Mrs Dwight R Freidline
2 Dr John W Galbreath
5 Mr & Mrs John L Glascock 
1 Mr Sc Mrs Robert Gossett 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs D T Gowans 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Arthur E Grady 
11 Dr Joseph R Graham 
1 Mrs Floy Gray 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Ronald K Gries
3 Mr Converse Griffith
1 Mr &c Mrs James Gross Jr
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald E Hahn 
22 Mrs Edward H Hammon
2 Mr John W Hance
4 Dr Frances K Harding
1 Mr &c Mrs Richard Hargrove Jr 
1 Mr &c Mrs Donald D Harper 
21 Dr G Weir Hartman
5 Admiral (Sc Mrs Chester Heffner 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Gary R Helm
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Cyril H Hemmelgarn 
13 Mr Richard D Henery 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Dennis A Herrmann 
1 Mr Weldon Hill 
1 Mrs Helen M Hixon
18 Dr Donald B Hoffman 
1 Dr Chris Holzaepfel
13 Mrs Russell Hosier 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs William C Hostutler
30
In Memoriam
The following persons were memorialized through gifts to 
Otterbein from July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988.
Jim Barnhard
Allen H Bauer ’28






Dr (Sc Mrs Walter Roberts ’21
Gladys Rosselot ’29





Edna Roberts Rudy ’49
Betty Russell









Benjamin F and Mary R Shively ’06 
Robert Short ’33
Carl A Stauffer
L William Steck ’37
Kenneth Holland ’35
Darrin Hunt
William H Hardy Jr
Greg Johnson
Patricia Price Keller ’66
Earl Stockslager ’22
Horace W Troop ’23
Robert Lee Vance
Robert Vancerdy Jr
Jody Melick Vantine ’77
Daniel and Deborah Lambert 
Jenni Linker ’85
Leslie Mangia ’74
L J Michael ’19
W Frederic Miller ’30
Audrey McCoy Vaughn ’32
Ina White ’29
James C Wot:)d ’43
Wade Miller ’55
Enid Mc:)ore ’29
Forrest “Red” Moreland H’69 
Clifford H Mt^ss ’13
Nancy Norris ’61
Honorary alumnus award recipient Dr. Chester L. Addington was recognized 
for his years of sen 'ice to the College, partiadarly as chairman of the 
education department for 27 years. He was presented with the auard by Bill 
Conard.
1 Mr &(. Mrs James Householder
5 Mr (St Mrs Warren R Hyde 
1 Mr &. Mrs John W jardine
1 3 Mr Everett W Johnson 
26 Mr &. Mrs Thomas L Johnston 
23 Dr Roger W Jones 
39 Mr Torrey A Kaatz 
17 Bishop Francis E Kearns 
9 Mr &. Mrs Frank Kegg 
1 Mr &c Mrs Stewart Kern 
19 Mr &. Mrs Harold J Kinzer 
3 Mr & Mrs Thomas E Kinzer 
1 Mr & Mrs Kenneth B Kleckner
1 Mr Harry Kuhn
25 Mr <Sc Mrs George T Kurtz
2 Dr &. Mrs Larry S Lawrence
6 Dr (Sc Mrs William A Lee
2 Dr &c Mrs Milton A Lessler
1 Mr &c Mrs Harold W Linker 
19 Ms Elsie And Lilli Little
12 Mrs Daniel Ludlum
6 Mrs Helen C Maclnnes
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Anthony J Mangia 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs James A Manning
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald A Masters
I 3 Mr Robert C McCartney
II Mr &c Mrs Wallace E McCoy 
14 Mr Harold McDermott
2 Mr Allan B McFarland
13 Mr Charles MeVey 
8 Mr Harvey Meeker
19 Miss Cornelia M Metz 
19 Miss Helene S Metz 
1 Mr Ron Meyer 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Gilbert H Miller
16 Dr Harriet Miller
14 Mr Fred J Milligan Sr 
1 Mr Sc Mrs G E Mills
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Harold E Mills
8 Dr (Sc Mrs Robert E Miner
7 Mr (Sc Mrs Clarence C Moore
9 Dr Stephen D Morton
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Jack H Moss
3 Mr Sc Mrs Ron Musick
17 Miss Frieda E Myers 
13 Dr Shimao Nakaji
1 Mr (Sc Mrs W Hugh Nelson 
1 Mr Richard G Nichols 
13 Mr Byron K O’Bear 
1 Ms Margaret M Okane 
1 Mr Sc Mrs Anthony Oldham 
3 Mrs Jane Oman 
1 Mr (& Mrs Russell D O’Neal 
1 Mr Sc Mrs John C Orr 
1 Mr B L Pauley
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald S Pennington 
1 Mr John E Penty Jr 
1 Ms Octavia C Perrin
19 Mrs Esther L Price
12 Mr Sc Mrs James T Purdie 
25 Mr Sc Mrs Charles O Rail
1 Mr Sc Mrs Emmett B Ramey 
7 Mr Sc Mrs Arthur W Rau 
16 Mr Charles D Redmond
16 Mrs Pauline Reece
27 Miss Edith P Rennison
20 Mr Sc Mrs Harry W Richards Sr 
1 Mr James Richards
13 Mr (Sc Mrs James Robertson 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Ernest Rodia
1 Mr Sc Mrs W C Rollins
7 Mr (Sc Mrs John E Rowland 
4 Mr Sc Mrs Charles F Salt
2 Mr Sc Mrs Bill Saltz
14 Mrs Arthur Sanders 
13 Mr Albro Schatzer
17 Mr Sc Mrs Donald E Schleucher 
1 Mr Sc Mrs Paul D Schulz
1 Mr Sc Mrs Edward M Segelken
8 Mrs Fannie L Shafer
2 Dr Robert Shamansky 
7 Mrs Evelyne Shaver
6 Mr Sc Mrs Donald Shipley 
1 Mr Donald R Shoemaker 
1 Mr Jack L Short 
1 Mr Sc Mrs John L Shreve 
1 Ms Suzanne E Sinclair 
1 Mr Herbert L Snapp 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs William B Spann Jr 
1 Mr Sc Mrs Eddie B Steffey 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs John F Stephenson
1 Ms Dixie L Stevenson
2 Mr John R Stewart
1 Mr Sc Mrs Campbell Taylor Jr 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Jackson W Taylor 
4 Mr Guy D Thomas
3 Bishop James S Thomas 
1 Ms Carol F Thompson
1 Ms Madelon Timmons 
12 Mr Sc Mrs J Mikal Townsley 
1 Mrs Gilbert K Trimble 
1 Mr Sc Mrs Norman F Trost 
9 Mrs Robert B Turner
1 Mr Sc Mrs Donald Tusher 
1 Mr Peter Twark Jr 
14 Mrs H W Underhill 
1 Mr (Sc Mrs F F Vannan Jr 
1 Ms Mary Vaughn
16 Rev Blake D Wagner
4 Mr Les Warner
1 Mr (Sc Mrs James M Warren
2 Ms Marian E Weber
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Hoyt M Wells 
1 3 Dr Sc Mrs Newell J Wert
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Joseph B Wesner
2 Mr Sc Mrs Lewis A West
1 Mr (Sc Mrs E Hale Whipkey Jr
1 Ms Helen Whipkey
2 Mr (Sc Mrs Jerry White
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Eddie L Whitson 
9 Mr (Sc Mrs Lloyde C Wicke
5 Rev Sc Mrs C Neal Wilds
1 Mr (Sc Mrs Donald R Williams 
28 Mr Sc Mrs Myron F Wilson 
12 Mrs Ruth J Wilson 
1 Mr Robert Wingard
17 Mr Sc Mrs Russel Wolf 
1 Ms Molly Womack
19 Mr Sc Mrs John A Wright 





Adria Laboratories, Inc 
Aetna Life (Sc Casualty Company 
Alcoa Foundation 
Allstate Insurance Company 
AmeriTrust Company National 
Association 
Anheuser Busch, Inc 
Appleton Papers, Inc 
Armco, Inc
Ashland Chemical Company 
Ashland Oil, Inc 
AT (Sc T Long Line 
BancOhio National Bank 
Bank One
Barnett Banks of Florida, Inc 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
Bell and Howell Company 
The B F Goodrich Corporation 
Boeing Company 
Bt^rden Foundation, Inc 
BP America, Inc 
Brush Wellman
Champion International Corporation 
Chase Manhattan Bank 
Chevron U.S.A., Inc 
Chicago Pacific Corporation 
Chrysler Corporation Fund 
The Ciba-Geigy Corporation 
The Vida S. Clements Foundation 
Columbia Gas
Columbus and Southern Power 
Columbus Mutual Life Insurance 
Continental Corporation Foundation 
Cooper Tire &. Rubber Company 
Coopers (Sc Lybrand 
Corning Glass Works 
Credithrift Financial, Inc 
Deloitte Haskins (Sc Sells 
Desoto, Inc
W P Dolan (Sl Associates, Inc 
Dow Chemical USA 
Ecusta
Eli Lilly and Company
Emerson Electric Company
The Equitable Life Assurance Company
Evans Adhesive Corporation
The Farmers Group, Inc
Rose L Findeiss Trust
Firestone Tire &. Rubber Company
Ford Motor Company
GAR Foundation
General Accident Insurance, Inc
General Foods Corporation
General Motors Corporation
Goodyear Tire Sc Rubber Company
Gould, Inc
W R Grace (Sc Company
GTE Products Corporation
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance






Ingram-White Castle Foundation 
Knight Ridder Newspaper Inc 
Manufacturers National Corporation 
Marathon Oil Company 
Martin Marietta Corporation 
McGraw Hill, Inc 
Mead Corporation Foundation 
Merrill Lynch and Company, Inc 
Mobil Oil Corporation
Monsanto Company 
Moomaw Chevrolet Inc 
National Bank of Detroit 
National Distillers and Chemical 
Corporation






Northwest Airlines, Inc 
Occidental Petroleum Charitable 
Foundation 
Ohio Bell Company 
Ohio Foundation of Independent 
Colleges
Olentangy Associates 
Owens Corning Fiberglas Corporation 
Peat Marwick Main &. Company 
J C Penney, Inc 
Phillips Petroleum Company 
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance 
Pittway Corporation Charitable 
Foundation 
Della G Plants Trust 
PPG Industries, Inc 
Premark International, Inc 
Primerica Foundation 
The Procter Gamble Fund 
Progressive Insurance Company 
Provident Life Accident 
Ralston Purina Company 
Reliance Electric Company 
Rockwell International 




Sherex Chemical Company, Inc 
G Frederick Smith Chemical Company 
J M Smucker Company 
Southern Company Services, Inc 
State Farm Companies Foundation 
State Savings Bank 
Texas Instruments 
Texasgulf, Inc 
E J Thomas Company 
Union Camp Corporation 
United Technologies Corporation 
United Telephone Company 
Upjohn Company 










Dayton Otterbein Women’s Club
Diefenbach Trust
Epsilon Kappa Tau Alumnae
Epsilon Kappa Tau Sorority
Eta Phi Mu Fraternity
Evangelical United Methodist Church
Mabel Green Myers Trust
House Of Lloyd, Inc
Mizpah Chapter No.38, O.E.S.
Ohio Arts Council 
St. Ann’s Hospital 
Sigma Alpha Tau Sorority 
Students Activity 
United Methodist Women 
Westerville Area Chamber of 
Commerce
Westerville Otterbein Women’s Club 
Women’s Missionary Society
Churches
East Ohio Conference, United 
Methodist Church 




Carol F Frank H’72 
Elmer Funkhouser Sr ’13 
Harold Hancock 
Elmo Lingrel ’17 
Mary B McCabe ’27
Nellie Niswonger ’26 
Herbert G Seto ’65 
Minerva Thrush ’19 
Ruth C Warrick ’22
Every effort has been made 
to ensure accuracy in the 
Honor Roll. If you have 
questions or corrections, 
especially with regard to the 
format or spelling of names, 
please direct correspondence 
to the Vice President for 
Development, Otterbein 
College, Westerville, Ohio 
43081.
Robert E. Holmes ’35 was recognized for his many musical accomplishments 
with the special achievement award, presented by Bill Conard.
Rev. Gary Olin ’63 enjoys a good laugh 
among friends at the Strawberry 
Breakfast held during Alumni Weekend 
1988 (left). Class reunions are a time 
for reminiscing and Mary Harsha 
Newton ’38 greets Lora Good McGraiv 
’38 (right) and an unidentified but 





VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND ACADEMIC DEAN 
Ralph L. Pearson
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND DEAN OF STUDENTS 
Joanne VanSant
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND BUSINESS MANAGER 
Stephen R. Storck
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMISSION AND FINANCIAL AID 
William]. Stabler





William T Conard ’80 
PRESIDENTELECT 
William L. Evans ’56 
VICE PRESIDENT
Margaret Lloyd Trent ’65 
SECRETARY
Susan McDaniel Gable ’80 
PAST PRESIDENT 
Melissa Barr Snider ’77 
COUNCIUATLARGE 
Morris E. Allton ’36 
Roberta A. Raica ’42 
Marjorie Lambert Hopkins ’58 
Marilyn Grimes Birckbichler ’62 
Debbie Arn Segner ’72 
Carol Huston Driver ’85 
GEOGRAPHICAL 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Fred H. Bohse ’65 
James DeVall ’48 
Victor C. Ritter ’48 
Wayne K. Wright ’60 
TRUSTEES
Michael H. Cochran ’66 
Norman H. Dohn ’43 
E.R “Tex” Levering, Jr. ’52 
Thomas C. Morrison ’61 
Jody Oates ’90 
Mara Matteson ’89 
Tuesday Beerman ’89 
FACULTY, STAFF STUDENT 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Diane Jedlicka 
W Edward Vaughan ’71 
Maria Baker ’80 
Jackie Pietila ’89
Cardinal Sportsline - (614) 890-8601
Call the Cardinal Sportsline for up'tO'the'minute scores and other news about Otterbein Athletics.
Towers
Otterbein College 
Westerville, OH 43081 
USPS 413-720
